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ABSTRACT 

Our study describes the structure of the completely integrable system known as 

the full Kostant-Toda lattice in terms of the rich geometry of complex generalized 

flag manifolds and the information encoded in their momentum polytopes. The 

space in which the system evolves is a Poisson manifold which is essentially the 

dual of a Borel subalgebra of a Lie algebra, and the symplectic leaves are the 

coadjoint orbits. We extend the results of Ercolani, Flaschka, and Singer in [4], 

in which an embedding of an isospectral submanifold of the phase space into the 

flag manifold is used to study the geometry of the "generic" compactified level 

sets of a particular family of constants of motion. In a detailed analysis of the 

full S l( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice, we consider all types of level sets, in particular 

those which do not satisfy the genericity conditions of [4]. The breakdown of these 

conditions is reflected in the types of nongeneric strata. to which the torus orbits in a 

"special" level set belong. This degeneration corresponds to certain decompositions 

of the momentum polytopes, which we explain in terms of representation theory. 

VVe discover a fundamental two-fold symmetry intrinsic to this geometry which 

appears in the phase space as an involution preserving the constants of motion, 

and we express it in terms of duality in the flag manifold and the pairing between 

a representation of a Lie algebra and its dual. Several chapters are devoted to the 

study of a double fibration of a generic symplectic leaf by the level sets of two 

distinct involutive families of integrals for the full Sl( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. 

We describe the symmetries of these two fibrations and determine the monodromy 

around their singular fibers. Finally, we show how the configuration of the lower

dimensional symplectic leaves of the Poisson structure in this example is revealed 

in the geometry of the flag manifold and its momentum polytope. 
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Chapter 1 Background and Introduction 

1.1 The Full Kostant-Toda Lattice 

The Toda lattice is most familiar in the finite nonperiodic case, in which the 

equations of motion are defined by the Hamiltonian system corresponding to the 

function 
1 n n . 

H(pi, qd = () LP; + L eQ,-Q'+I, 
- i=1 i=1 i=l 

on R2n with symplectic form w = 2::7=1 dqi /\ dpi. Flaschka [5] established its 

complete integrability by means of a change of variables through which the phase 

space becomes the set of tridiagonal matrices with trace zero and the equations of 

motion assume the Lax form 

.\"(t) = [X(t),ITX(t)], (1.1 ) 

where IT is the projection onto the skew symmetric summand in the decomposition 

of X into skew symmetric and upper triangular components. The flow evolves by 

conjugation. and the eigenvalues of X are therefore constants of motion. Since 

the trace is zero. these are equivalent to the symmetric functions itr Xk for k = 

2, ... ,n. These n - 1 functions are independent and in involution and therefore 

suffice to prove complete integrability. 

Deift, Li, Nanda, and Tomei consider a generalization of the Toda lattice in 

which the equations (1.1) evolve in the space of full symmetric matrices. They 

show in [3] that the system remains completely integrable for sufficIently "generic" 

choices of initial condition. 

VVe will be concerned with a variation of this in which the phase space consists 
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of matrices of the form 

* 1 o o 

o : trX = O}, (1.2) 

1 

* ... * 
where B_ is the Lie algebra of lower triangular matrices with trace zero and € is 

the matrix with 1 's on the superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. The Toda equations 

on € + B_ are again written in Lax form as 

(1.3) 

where fIN_X is the strictly lower triangular part of X. This form of the Toda 

lattice is also known to be completely integrable [10, 4], and many of the results 

in [3] apply also to this case with appropriate modifications. 

The advantage of this choice is that by a theorem of Kostant, a matrix of this 

type admits a transformation to a certain normal form through which the theory of 

complex generalized flag manifolds becomes immediately relevant to the geometry 

of the Toda lattice once the entries of (1.2) are allowed to be complex. This 

connection with complex algebraic geometry is first treated by Ercolani, Flaschka, 

and Singer in H]' in which the authors study the structure of the "generic" level sets 

of the constants of motion and interpret some of the results in [3]. To distinguish it 

from the symmetric version, we will refer to the Lax equation (1.3) with X E €+B_ 

as the full [(ostant- Toda lattice. 

In contrast to the phase space of tridiagonal symmetric matrices for the original 

Toda lattice, € + B_ is not a symplectic manifold. It is a Poisson manifold which is 

foliated by symplectic lea.ves of different dimensions. Considel' the decomposition 

of the Lie algebra sl(n, C) into its upper triangular and lower nilpotent subalgebras: 
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Using the nondegenerate Killing form < X, Y >= tr(XY) on sl(n, C), we identify 

the dual, B+, of B+ with N::, which is precisely B_. Thus, we have an identification 

of f + B_ with the dual of a Lie algebra: 

The space f + B_ acquires its Poisson structure through this identification from 

the natural one on B:;., whose symplectic leaves are the coadjoint orbits. 

Indeed, the equations corresponding to the Hamiltonian H = ~tr X2 on this 

Poisson manifold are precisely the Toda equations (1.3). To solve these equations 

with initial condition Xo, we factor the exponential etXo as 

etXo = n{t)b(t), 

where n{t) is lower unipotent and b(t) is upper triangular. Conjugating Xo by n{t) 

yields the solution, X (t) [8, 9]: 

X(t) = n-1 (t) Xo n(t). 

(If this factorization cannot be done for some t = to, then X (t) has a pole at to.) 

The full Kostant-Toda lattice is an example of an integrable system for which 

there exist distinct families of constants of motion in involution, where the con

stants in different families do not necessarily commute with each other. Using a 

method introduced by Thimm [11] and applied to the Toda lattice in [3], such in

volutive families may be found by considering different nested chains of parabolic 

subalgebras of sl(n, C). [4] deals primarily with a particular family of integrals. 

Proposition 1.1 ([3,4)} For k = 0, ... , Un;l)], denote by (X - AId)(k) the result 

of removing the first k rows and last k columns from X - AId, and let Ark, r = 

1, ... ,n - 2k, denote the roots of 
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The Ark are constants of motion for the full Kostant-Toda lattice. The coefficients, 

Irk, of the monic polynomial 

Q (X ') det(X - AI d)(k) 'n-2k I 'n-2k-l I k ,A = E = A + lk A + ... + n-2k,k 
Ok 

are constants of motion equivalent to the Ark. They are called the k-chop integrals. 

(The I ro are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of X.) The functions 

Ilk = Lr Ark are casimirs on E + B_, and the Irk for r > 1 constitute a complete 

involutive family of integrals for the generic symplectic leaves of E + B_ cut out by 

the casimirs Ilk. 

In [4], the authors present a method of computing the k-chop integrals. 

Proposition 1.2 ([4]) Choose X E E+B_, and break it into blocks of the indicated 

szzes, 
I.~ n - 2k k 

k Xl X2 X3 

X= n - 2k X 4 X5 X6 , 

I.: X7 X8 X9 

where k is an integer, 0 < k < [(n~l)]. If detX7 f; O. define the matrix ¢>k(X) by 

¢>k(X) X5 - X 4 Xi l X8 E 91(n - 21.:, C), I.: f; 0, 

¢>o(X) = X. 

Then the Irk al'e the coefficients of the polynomial det(A - ¢>k(X)). 

The connection between the structure of the level sets of these integrals and 

the geometry of generalized flag manifolds relies on a result of Kostant. 

Proposition 1.3 ([7]) Let ,\n - s2An-2 - ... - Sn be the characteristic polynomial 
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of X E f+8_, and let 

0 1 0 0 

C= 0 

0 1 
Sn S2 0 

be the companion matrix. Then there is a unique lower unipotent matrix L such 

that X = LCL-l. 

Now suppose that the eigenvalues >'i of X are distinct, and define the diagonal 

matrix A = diag(>'I' >'2, >'3, >'4) for a particular ordering of the >'i. Then C = 

VA V-I , where V is a Vandermonde matrix, and the theorem implies that for each 

X in the isospectral submanifold (f + 8_)/\, there is a unique lower unipotent 

matrix L such that X = LVAV-l L-l. Because of the uniqueness of L, we obtain 

an embedding of (f+ 8_)/\ into the flag manifold Sl(n, C)/ B, where B is the Borel 

subgroup of upper triangular matrices: 

X H V-I L-1 mod B. 

Under this mapping, the flows generated by the integrals Iro, which are equivalent 

to the constants of motion ttr Xk of the original Toda lattice, generate the action 

of the diagonal Cartan subgroup H IV (c·)n-l of SI(n, C) on the flag manifold. In 

particular, the flow corresponding to the Hamiltonian !tr X2, which is the solution 

of (1.1), is sent to et/\V-l L-l mod B. We therefore call this mapping the torus 

embedding. In (f+8_)/\, the flows for the Irk become undefined in finite (~omplex) 

time; they are completed in Sl(n, C)/ B, and the level sets of the constants of 

motion are compactified. 

Because the flows for the integrals ttr Xk generate the action of the complex 

torus, each compactified level set of the constants of motion is a union of the 
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closures of torus orbits. The structure of these orbits and their arrangement in the 

flag manifold is part of the beautiful geometry of momentum polytopes and toric 

varieties, which forms the basis of our study of the full Kostant-Toda lattice. 

1.2 The Momentum Mapping and a Convexity Theorem 

Let G = 51(n, e), and let B be the upper triangular Borel subgroup. Consider 

the flag manifold, 

where Vk is a k-dimensional subspace of en. It has a natural embedding into the 

product of projective spaces, 

p n - 1 X p(~)-1 X ••• X P("~l)-I. 

Under this mapping, a flag l't C ... Vn - 1 C en is sent to the point 

where [7r J 1, with J running over all k-element subsets of {I, ... , n}, denotes the 

projectivized vector of ,,~ x ,,~ minors of the n x k matrix whose columns are a 

basis for the subspace Vk; rri denotes ii"J with J = {1, ... ,n} \ {i}. These are 

called the Plucker coordinates on the flag manifold. A generalized flag manifold, 

{Vii C ... C l~. C en}, is a homogeneous space G / P, where P is a parabolic 

subgroup of G containing B. Its Pliicker coordinates are defined similarly. 

The diagonal Caltan subgroup, H ~ (e· )'1-1, of G acts on G / P by multipli

cation on the left. An orbit of H in G / P is called a torus orbit. Any torus orbit is 

isomorphic to (C·)k for 0 :::; ,,~ :::; n - 1. For X E G / P, denote by H . X the torus 

orbit containing X and by H . X its closure. It can be shown that H . X is a toric 

variety consisting of finitely many orbits of H, in which H· X is the unique open 

dense orbit. 
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Because the homogeneous space G j P is a complex projective variety, it is a 

Kahler manifold and is therefore also symplectic. The action of the compact torus, 

(81 )n-l, in H preserves the symplectic form. Consider more generally a symplectic 

action of a compact semisimple Lie group G with Lie algebra 9 on a symplectic 

manifold (.M,w). Each element X E 9 gives rise to a vector field Vx on M, 

which is identified with the I-form w(Vx,·) via the symplectic form. This I-form 

is closed since the action is symplectic, and because the first cohomology group of 

M vanishes. it is the differential of a function Hx E eOO(M). It can be shown that 

because G is semisimple. the functions Hx can be chosen in a unique way so that 

the map from 9 to C=(lH) which sends X to Hx is a morphism of Lie algebras. 

Hx is called the Hamiltonian associated to X. 

Definition 1.1 Let g- denote the dual of g. The mapping 

Tn ~ (X ~ Hx(m)) 

is called the momentum mapping associated to til e symplectic action of G on M. 

(We will use the terms momentum mapping, momentum map, moment mapping, 

and moment map interchangably.) 

In the case that iH is the partial flag manifold G j P = {l~l C ... C ~. c en} 

and G = (S1 )n-l, g- is Rn-l, and the momentum mapping is 

where 
if i E J 
if i ¢ J. 

A theorem of Atiyah [2], applied to homogeneous spaces Gj P in [6], describes the 

properties of the momentum mapping restricted to the doure of a torus orbit. 
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Theorem 1.1 ([2, 6)} Let Zl, ... , Zp be the fixed points of the torus action in 

G/P. 

(i) The image of G/P under the moment mapping is the convex hull of the 

points {Jl(Zi)}f=l in Rn. 

(ii) For X E G/P, Jl(H. X) is the convex polytope whose vertices are the 

points Jl(Zd such that 7r J(Zi) = 0 for all Pliicker coordinates 7r J on G / P lor which 

7rJ(X) = O. 

(iii) The moment map induces a one-to-one correspondence between the k

dimensional (complex) torus orbits in H . X and the k-dimensional (real) open 

faces of the polytope Jl(H . X). 

Remarks: 1. The fixed points of H in G / P are the coordinate (partial) flags, that 

is, the flags for which each subspace has a basis of standard coordinate vectors. 

2. H· X is generic {:} 7r J(X) #- 0 for all Plucker coordinates 7r J on G / P {:} 

Jl(H. X) = Jl(G/P). 

3. The moment mapping induces a partition of G / P into equivalence classes 

called strata defined by the relation 

This is described in [6]. 

Terminology: When we refer to a torus orbit 0 we will mean precisely that, that 

is, not including the lower-dimensional orbits in its closure. We will denote the 

closure of 0 by O. The terms "polytope," "face," and "edge" will be used to mean 

their respective closures, for example, a hexagonal face includes the six edges and 

six vertices in its boundary. When we refer to the polytope of a torus orbit, we 

mean the image of its closure under the moment map; the polytope associated to 

a stratum is the polytope of any torus orbit in the stratum. 
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1.3 Introduction 

In this work we address five characteristic features of the full Kostant-Toda 

lattice. 

1. The symplectic stratification. One of the most complicated problems is 

to understand the stratification of the phase space f + B_ by its coadjoint orbits. 

These symplectic leaves are not compact, and in general, the task of determining 

the types of leaves and their dimensions is difficult and has been worked out by 

direct calculation only in low-dimensional examples. The momentum polytope 

of the flag manifold Sl(n, C)/ B provides a partial solution to this problem. We 

describe how its geometry encodes the arrangement of certain lower-dimensional 

symplectic leaves in the boundary of a generic leaf. (In the case of the dual to 

the Lie algebra of a compact semisimple Lie group, the coadjoint orbits are easy 

to describe. In su(n), for example, these orbits are simply quotients of SU(n) by 

parabolic subgroups, that is, partial flag manifolds.) 

2. Nongeneric level sets. We show how the breakdown of genericity conditions 

imposed in [4] on the level sets of the constants of motion in a generic symplectic 

leaf is reflected in certain splittings of the momentum polytope, which we explain 

in terms of representation theory. 

3. Different" involutive families of integrals. We describe the double stratifi

cation of a generic leaf by level sets of two different involutive families of constants 

of motion for the full sl( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. This includes detailed descrip

tions of the compactified level sets in the flag manifold. 

4. Monodromy. We study the monodromy of the compactified level sets in the 

generic symplectic leaf for the S 1(2, C) Kostant-Toda lattice and also for the two 

families of integrals in a generic leaf of the full Sl( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. 
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5. A symmetry of order two. Many of the symmetries of the full Kostant-Toda 

lattice are manifestations of a fundamental symmetry of order two iIi f+8_, which 

we explain in terms of duality in the flag manifold. 

Note: Since all our quantities are complex-valued, our references to dimension 

will always mean complex dimension. 

In Chapter Two we describe the monodromy for the SI(2, C) Kostant-Toda 

lattice. In f + 8_, there is a unique two-dimensional symplectic leaf which is 

fibered by the level sets of a single constant of motion, the determinant, 'Y. There 

are two essential observations here. The first is that the Toda flow on a level set in 

the phase space is incomplete. Under the torus embedding of a level set into the 

flag manifold, SI(2, C)/ B I'V pI, this flow is completed; the level set is compactified 

from C to pl. Secondly, each level set in f + 8_ with 'Y ~ 0 contains two distinct 

points which are fixed by the Toda flow; these points do not belong to the generic 

symplectic ieaf. We are interested in the monodromy of the level sets after the flows 

have been completed and the two fixed points have been removed. The resulting 

level sets for 'Y ~ 0 are isomorphic to the punctured complex plane, C·. For'Y = 0, 

the two fixed points coincide; we remove a single point from pI, and the result is 

isomorphic to C. This produces a COo-fiber bundle with a unique singular fiber, 

'Y = O. Its monodromy is characterized by a double twist of the noncompact cycle 

around the cylinder, COo. This type of monodromy reappears in the full SI(4, C) 

Kostant-Toda lattice along with a more familiar type of monodromy characterized 

by a single twist of the noncompact cycle. 

The Poisson manifold f + 8_ for the full SI( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice is nine

dimensional. There are three O-chop integrals, !trX2 , ~trX3, and ~trX4. The 

I-chop integrals, III and 1211 are the trace and determinant, respectively, of the 

matrix ¢JI (X) defined in Section 1.1. III is a casimir. It defines a one-parameter 
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family of eight-dimensional symplectic leaves in € + 8_, for which the three O-chop 

integrals, together with 12b are an involutive family of constants of motion. (€+8_ 

also contains coadjoint orbits of dimensions six, four, two, and zero, which lie in 

the boundaries of the generic orbits.) 

A second involutive family of integrals for the generic leaves is obtained by 

considering the isomorphism 81(4, C) ~ 80(6, C), realized by the representation 

of 81(4, C) on the second exterior power, 1\25, of the standard representation, 5. 

A similar chopping construction on the image of € + 8_ in 80(6, C) produces an 

integral J, which is in involution with the three O-chop integrals but not with 121 • 

Thus, we have two distinct involutive families of integrals on the generic symplectic 

leaves. 

For the remainder of the introduction, G will denote the group 51(4, C). Fix 

(distinct) eigenvalues .\i, i = 1,2,3,4, and consider the six-dimensional isospectral 

submanifold (€ + 8_)". The O-chop integrals, itrXk, have been fixed; € + 8_ 

contains a two-dimensional family of four-dimensional level sets parametrized by 

III and 121 and another such family parametrized by III and J. The flag manifold, 

G/ B = {VI c \/2 c \I; c C4}, also has dimension six. Its Plucker coordinates are 

[71"1 : ••• : 71"4] x [1.12 : ••• : 71"34] x [7fl : ••• : 7f4]' A remarkable fact, which is shown 

in [4], is that under the embedding of (€ + 8_)" into G/B, the I-chop integrals 

depend only on the Plucker coordinates [7riJ x [7fd. These integrals are therefore 

defined in terms of the projection 

of the flag manifold to the manifold of partial flags, G / PI 

Their expressions are 

~'I (~)' I _ L....i=10"3 Z 7ri7rj 
21 - ~4 (~)" 

L....i=IO"I Z 7rj7ri 
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where O'j(i) denotes the ph elementary symmetric function on the three entries of 

A different from Aj. Clearing the denominators, we obtain a two-parameter family 

of algebraic varieties (considered in G / B or in G / PI) defined by the common 

solutions of the homogeneous polynomials 

4 4 

Ill(L: 0'1 (i)7rj7T"j) - L 0'2 (i)7rj7T"j = 0, (1.4) . 
j=1 j=l 

4 4 

121 (L: 0'1 (i)7rj7T"d - L: 0'3(Z)7rj7T"j = 0 (1.5) 
i=1 j=l 

for 111 ,121 E pl. 

Now consider the integral J. 

Definition 1.2 We denote by V the subvariety of G/ B cut out by equation (l.4) 

with In = O. 

The expression for J, when restricted to the subvariety V, is a function only of the 

7rjj, which are the Pliicker coordinates on the Grassmannian, G(2, 4) = {V2 C C4}. 

Clearing the denominator in the expression of Jlv gives a homogeneous polynomial 

(1.6) 

of degree two in the 7rjj. This defines one-parameter families of subvarieties both 

in V and in G(2,4). In fact, we will see that Jlv is simply a linear-fractional 

transformation of the cross-ratio, c, where 

(1.7) 

In Chapter Five we consider the varieties given by the simultaneous solutions 

of (1.4) and (1.5), both in G/P1 and in G/B. We present a detailed description 

of their structures as unions of the closures of torus orbits belonging to different 

strata. The geometry of the level sets of Jlv in G(2,4) and in V is completely 

analogous; it is described in Chapter Six. 
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Consider first the pencil of subvarieties :Fhl in G / PI cut out by (1.4) with 

III = 0 and (1.5) with 121 E pI: Here we assume for simplicity that no eigenvalue 

"\i is equal to the negative of another. 

Definition 1.3 :F121 will be called a general level set if 121 =/; -,.\~ for i E {I, 2, 3, 4} 

and a special level set if 121 = -,.\~. 

By our assumption on the eigenvalues, the four special level sets are distinct. 

They are precisely those for which an eigenvalue of cPt (X) coincides with an eigen

value of X E (f + 8_)". In Chapter Five we state a more general version of the 

following result. 

Fact 1: (i) A general level set :F121 is the closure of a single generic torus orbit 0 

in G/P1 : 

(ii) The special level set :F_>'2 is the union of the closures of two nongeneric 
I 

torus orbits, Oi with 7ri = 0 and Oi with *i = 0: 

Recall that the image under the moment mapping of the closure of a generic 

torus orbit is the full momentum polytope. For G / PI, this is the polytope illus

trated in Figure 4.3. The polytopes corresponding to the orbits Oi and 0: in a 

special level set are the complementary polytopes obtained by splitting the mo

mentum polytope along an interior hexagonal face. For i = 4, this splitting is 

shown in Figure 5.1. There are precisely four such decompositions of the momen

tum polytope, corresponding to the four special level sets and the four eigenvalues 

of X E (f + 8_)". In terms of representation theory, which we discuss in Chap

ter Nine, the momentum polytope is essentially the root diagram of sl(4, e), and 
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the four hexagonal faces along which the polytope splits are essentially the root 

diagrams of four sl(3,C) subalgebras of sl(4,C). 

Consider now the pencil of subvarieties :FJ in the Grassmannian defined by 

(1.6). 

Definition 1.4 :FJ will be called a general level set if J =1= -(Ai+Aj)2 and a special 

level set if J = -(Ai + Aj)2. 

Because the sum of the Ai is zero, there are precisely three special level sets. 

Their values of J correspond to c = 0,1, and 00. Our result in this case is analogous 

to the corresponding statement for the level sets of 121 : 

Fact 2: (i) A general level set:FJ is the closure of a single generic torus orbit Q 

in G(2,4): 

:FJ = Q. 

(ii) The special level set :F-(.\i+.\J)2 is the union of the closures of two nongeneric 

torus orbits, Q{ii) with 7rij = ° and Q(kl) with 7rkl = 0, where {k,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ 

{i, j}: 

The image under the moment map of a general level set variety :FJ is therefore 

the full momentum polytope of G(2, 4). This is the octahedron, pictured in Figure 

4.2. The polytopes corresponding to the two orbits in a special level set are the 

complementary polytopes obtained by splitting the octahedron along an interior 

square face, as shown in Figure 6.1. There are precisely three such decompositions 

of the octahedron, corresponding to the three special level sets. These splittings 

are also described in terms of representation theory in Chapter Nine. 

In the full flag manifold, G / B, we focus our at ten tion on the double stratifica

tion of the subvariety V by the two families of level set varieties, one defined by 
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(1.5) for 121 E PI, and the other defined by (1.6) for J E pl. The base loci of 

these families of level set varieties, defined below, occupy distinguished roles in the 

geometry of the level sets and are treated with special attention in Chapters Five 

and Six. Their intersection has an important function in our description of the 

symplectic stratification in Chapter Ten, and it is the complement of their union 

in V that contains the essential information of the monodromy, which we study in 

Chapter Seven. 

Definition 1.5 Denote by LSVhl the level set variety in V cut out by (1.5) for 

121 E pI and by LSVJ the level set variety in V cut out by (1.6) for J E pl. 

The base locus, B /21' of the level sets of 121 in V is defined as the common 

intersection of the va7'ieties LSVI21 : 

Bhl = n LSVI21' 
hlePI 

Similarly, the base locus, BJ, of the level sets of J in V is the common intersection 

of the varieties LSVJ: 

BJ = n LSVJ. 
JePI 

We will denote by V' the complement of the union of these base loci in V, 

and by LSVhl and LSVJ, respectively, the intersections of the level sets LSVI21 

and LSVJ with V'. 

V' consists entirely of three-dimensional torus orbits in the flag manifold. In V', 

the geometry of the two fibrations of level sets, one defines by LSVf21 for 121 E pI 

and the other by LSVJ for J E pI, has a quite simple description in terms of the 

strata to which these torus orbits belong. First we point out some essential facts, 

which we present in Chapter Four. 
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1. The momentum polytope of G / B is the polytope illustrated in Figure 4.1. It 

has twenty-four vertices, eight hexagonal faces, and six square faces. The hexagonal 

faces are arranged in four pairs in which the two in each pair lie on opposite sides 

of the polytope. There are three pairs of opposite square faces. 

2. Each of the four pairs of opposite hexagonal faces is associated to one of 

the four pairs of Plucker coordinates 7r, and ira for i = 1,2,3,4, as follows. If 7r, 

vanishes on a torus orbit, then its polytope does not contain the six vertices of 

one of the faces in this pair, and if iri vanishes on a torus orbit, then its polytope 

does not contain the six vertices of the opposite face. (For illustrations of this, see 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5.) Similarly, each of the three pairs of opposite square faces 

is associated to one of the three pairs of Plucker coordinates 7rij and 7rk/, where 

{k,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}, in the following way. If 7r,j vanishes on a torus orbit, 

then its polytope does not contain the four vertices of one of the faces in this pair, 

and if 7rkl vanishes on a torus orbit, then its polytope does not contain the four 

vertices of the opposite square face. (See Figure 4.7.) 

3. The polytope of a generic torus orbit is the full momentum polytope. If 

one or more Plucker coordinates vanish on a torus orbit, then its polytope is the 

convex hull of the vertices remaining after the vertices of the faces corresponding 

to its vanishing Plucker coordinates as in (2) have been removed. (See also Figures 

4.8, 5.3, and 5.4.) 

In V', the special level set LSVJ
21 

=_).~ is precisely the subvariety defined by 

7riiri = O. It consists of two one-parameter families of nongeneric torus orbits; 

7r, vanishes on one component, and ira vanishes on the other. These components 

intersect in a single torus orbit for which both 7ri and iri vanish (and no other 

Plucker coordinate vanishes). Similarly, the special level set LSVJ=_().i+).j)2 is the 

subvariety of V' defined by 7rij7rkl = O. It also consists of two one-parameter families 

of nongeneric torus orbits, one cut out by 7rii = 0 and the other by 7rkl = O. These 
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components intersect in a unique orbit on which both (and only) 'lrjj and 'lrkl vanish. 

On the other hand, a general level set of 121 or J in Viis a single one-parameter 

family of torus orbits, all but finitely many of which are generic. A general level 

set LSVhl typically contains six nongeneric torus orbits, each of which has one 

vanishing 'lrjj. These are exactly the orbits in which the level set intersects the 

three pairs of components of the three special level sets of J. Likewise, a general 

level set LSVj typically contains eight nongeneric torus orbits, each of which has 

one vanishing 'lrj or n-j. These are the orbits in which the level set intersects the 

four pairs of components of the four special level sets of 121 • Moreover, a torus 

orbit which belongs to the intersection of a special level set of 121 and a special 

level set of J satisfies both of the conditions corresponding to the components of 

the special level sets in which it lies. 

Applying (2) and (3) to this shows that the polytope of a given torus orbit in 

V' completely determines the type of level set in each fibration to which the orbit 

belongs, and in the case of a special level set, it also determines the component. 

Furthermore, the intersection of any two level set~ LSVf'Jl and LSVj typically 

consists of two distinct torus orbits. This turns out to be a consequence of a 

nontrivial symmetry of order two in f+B_ which preserves the constants of motion 

and interchanges these two orbits. We introduce this involution in Chapter Eight 

and explain it in terms of duality in the flag manifold. 

Chapter Seven studies the monodromy of the double fibration of V' by the two 

families of level sets. Except for the level set with 121 = 0, each level set of 121 in V' 

contains two distinct torus orbits whose points are fixed by the flow c-orresponding 

to the integral 121 ; in the level set LSVf
21

=O' these two orbits coincide. The union of 

all such orbits in V' turns out to be precisely the level set LSVj=oo' After removing 

this variety from V', along with the level set 121 = 00, and taking the quotient of 

V' by the torus action, we obtain a double fibration of the resulting space in which 
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the generic fiber in each case is C·. In the fibration determined by the level sets of 

12b there are five singular fibers. Four of these correspond to the special level sets, 

all of which have the same type of singularity. The fifth corresponds to the level 

set with 121 = 0; its singularity is of a different type. This difference is reflected the 

monodromy, which is nontrivial in both cases. The monodromy associated to the 

level set 121 = 0 is a result of the coincidence of the two orbits of fixed points of the 

121-flow. This is exactly the situation which arises in the SI(2, C) Kostant-Toda 

lattice, as described in Chapter Two. The monodromy around a special level set 

is a consequence of another kind of coincidence; in this situation, the two branch 

points of a double cover of C· by C·, which we define in Chapter Seven, come 

together. The monodromy of the fibration of V' defined by the level sets of J is 

similar. 

The union of the base loci B121 and BJ and the two level sets LSVJ=oo and 

LSVf21 =00 , which we removed from V to study the monodromy, is precisely the 

part of V which corresponds to the intersection of (€ + B_)A with the set of lower

dimensional symplectic leaves in the boundary of the generic leaf defined by In = o. 
Here we record some pertinent facts about the geometry of the base loci. 

1. The base locus B 121 consists of the closures of six nongeneric three-dimensional 

torus orbits and the union of all the strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the 

boundary of the momentum polytope. 

2. BJ consists of the closures of eight nongeneric three-dimensional torus orbits 

and the union of all the strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the 

momentum polytope. 

3. It follows from (1) and (2) that the intersection of these base loci is the union 

of all strata in the flag manifold corresponding to the boundary of the momentum 

polytope. All the torus orbits in these strata have dimension less than or equal to 

two. 
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We show in Chapter Ten that the set of (three-dimensional) torus orbits in 

LSVJ=oo and LSV1
21

=oo, along with the six three-dimensional orbits in B/21 and 

the eight three-dimensional orbits in BJ , correspond under the torus embedding to 

the six-dimensional leaves. This fact, however, is not detected by the geometry of 

the flag manifold or its momentum polytope. The information which distinguishes 

the six-dimensional leaves from the eight-dimensional leaves is lost by the torus 

embedding. 

The situation for the coadjoint orbits of dimensions four, two, and zero, on the 

other hand, is the opposite. In this case, the structure of the momentum polytope 

and the strata in the flag manifold corresponding to its boundary completely de

scribes the geometry of the intersection of (€ + B_)A with the symplectic leaves of 

dimensions less than six. 
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Chapter 2 The Sl(2, C) Kostant-Toda Lattice 

In this chapter we describe the monodromy of the level sets of the Toda lattice in 

the simplest nontrivial example. This monodromy appears again in the full Sl( 4, C) 

Kostant-Toda lattice in conjunction with a more familiar type of monodromy. 

2.1 The Fibration of Level Sets 

The phase space for the S/(2, C) Kostant-Toda lattice is 

and there is one constant of motion, I = a2 + b. Each level set 

S~ = { (~ ~a): a2 + b = I } 

is diffeomorphic to C by the map which sends (~ ~a) to a; the map from 

f + B_ to C2 given by (~ ~a) 1--+ (/, a) is a trivialization of the fibration of 

f + B_ by the level sets S~. Furthermore, taking the initial condition in the level 

set S~ to be the companion matrix, (~ ~), the solution to the Lax equation is 

(2.1) 

from which we see that the solution exits the phase space in finite time. (Indeed, 

tanh(z) is undefined for z = '; + zn7r.) However, when we take the closure in 

the flag manifold of the image of S~ for I i: 0 under the torus embedding, it is 

compactified to pI, and the Toda flow becomes the action of the diagonal torus etA, 

where A = (.;1 0 ). The two points ( .;1 1 ) and (-.;1 1 ) o -.;1 0 -.;1 0.;1 
in the level set S-y are fixed by the Toda flow; they do not belong to the generic 

symplectic leaf in f + B_. Under the torus embedding, these points are sent to the 

two fixed points of the torus action. 
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We are interested in the fibration of level sets for i =1= 0 obtained from the trivial 

fibration in € + B_ by compactifying each level set to pI and then removing the 

two fixed points. The result is a C··bundle over C·, which we denote by M. Mis 

embedded in pI x pI as follows. Using bihomogeneous coordinates b,8] x [a, w], 

we embed € + B_ into pI x pI by the map 

(~ ~a) 1-+ [a 2 + b, 1] x [a,1]. 

Each level set S-y has been compactified by including the point at infinity, b, 1] x 

[1,0], and the curve iw2 - 8a2 = 0 cuts out the two fixed points in each level set. 

Thus, 

M = pI X pI \ { i W2 - 8a2 = 0, 7r- I [0,1], 7r- I [1,0] }, 

where 7r is the projection of pI x pI to the first component, b,8]. The projection 

p:M ~C* 

b,l] x [a, w] 1-+ I 

realizes M as a nontrivial C· ·bundle over C·. M admits a local trivialization 

with respect to the open cover of C· consisting of the two open sets U = C· \ R+ 

and V = C· \ R_, where R+ and R_ are the positive and negative real axes. The 

trivializations of p-I (U) and p-I (V) are 

tPu : p-I(U) ~ (C* \ R+) x C* 

b,l] x [a, w] 1-+ i x ...trw + a, 
...trw - a 

where 0 < arg...tr < 7r, and 
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where -; < arg Vf < ~. The transition function tuv' : C* -+ C* on un V = 

H+ U H_, where H+ and H_ are the upper and lower half-planes, is given by 

z 1-+ z on H+ and z 1-+ ~ on H _. Thus, the bundle is clearly nontrivial. 

2.2 Monodromy of the C*-Fibration of M 

In [1], Arnold gives a detailed description of the monodromy of the C*-fibration 

of C2 by the level sets of I( z, w) = Z2 + w2. We will describe the monodromy of 

the C*-fibration of M in an analogous way and discover an interesting difference 

from the monodromy in Arnold's case, for which we first briefly recall the essential 

points. Consider the map I : C2 -+ C given by I(z,w) = z2 + w2. 1-1 ()..) 

is a double cover of C by the map which sends the two points (z, V).. -:- Z2) and 

(z, -V).. - z2) to z. This map is branched over z = v'X and z = -v'X. For 

).. =P 0, I-I ()..) is diffeomorphic to C*, and the two branch points are distinct. The 

fiber 1-1(0) is singular, consisting of two intersecting copies of C, and the two 

branch points coincide at the point of intersection. The monodromy around this 

singular fiber as described in [1] is a single twist of the noncompact cycle around 

the cylinder, C*. 

Now we turn to the fibration of M. To simplify notation, the point h, 1] x [a, 1] 

in M-y = p-l (-y) will be denoted by (-y, a)j the point h, 1] x [1,0] corresponds to 

(-y, 00). Each M-y is a two-to-one branched cover of S2 \ {O} by the map 

It is branched over b = I and b = 00. Now consider the fiber 71"-1[0,1] in the 

projection 71" : pI x pI -+ pI of the previous section. (This corresponds to the level 

set ,= 0, which is not in M.) The curve IW2 
- 6a2

, which cuts out the two fixed 

points in each level set M..,., intersects this fiber in a unique point corresponding 
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to (~ ~) in € + 8_. As / approaches zero, the two fixed points, (~ _~) 

and (-t ~), in 5"1 and the branch point (~ ~), corresponding to b = /' 

all approach the point (~ ~). Removing this point from 7!'-1[0, 1] gives a fiber 

diffeomorphic to C. Thus, the structure of the C*-fibration of M near / = 0 

is quite different from the structure of the fibration of C2 by the level sets of 

f(z, w) = z2 + w2 near f(z, w) = O. 

For / # 0, M"'( is constructed by identifying two copies of 52 \ {O} along a 

branch cut between / and 00, as shown in Figure 2.1 at the end of the chapter. 

In this figure, JZb) denotes the branch of the square root such that arg V1 :s; 

arg JZb) < 7!' arg V1, where 0 :s; arg v;y < 7!'. The images under ¢>"'( of the 

two points h, v:r=ob)) and h, -v:r=ob)) in M"'( are both equal to bj in the 

figure, the point h, v:r=ob)) in M"'( corresponds to b in the top sheet, and 

h, -v:r=ob)) corresponds to b in the bottom sheet. The points h, 00) and 

h,O) are the two branch points of ¢>"'(. 

To determine the monodromy, we will use the local trivialization 1/Ju, defined 

in the previous section, and extend it to p-l(R+) by the prescription 1/J"Ih, a) = 

/ x ~~:, arg v;y = 0, for / E R+. We denote this extended function by ;jJu : 

M -t C* X C*. ;jJu is discontinuous on p-l(R+). Observe that if we let / = e'o for 

o :s; () < 27!' and identify points in the fibers p-1h) using ;jJu, then taking the limit 

as () -t 27!' gi~es a diffeomorphism between p-l (1) and itself. This map is given by 

(1, a) ~ (1, -a). In terms of the coordinate z E C· on the image ;jJu(p-l(I)), this 

is the mapping z H ~, which turns the cylinder upside-down. 

Consider the diffeomorphism between M 1 and M"I determined by ;jJu in terms 

of the two-sheeted covers. Let (1, ~l)) E MI. Then ;jJu(l, Jf=l)(l)) = 

1 x 1+~1) which is identified with / x ltpl) E C* x C* under the triv-
1_~1)' 1_~1) 

ial identification of the fibers in C· x C·. Solving It I-b :) = ~+a for a gives 
1- I-b v "'(-a 
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a = .Jf~l). Since 0 < arg.Jf < 11", we have .Jf,/1~7P) = v"{ - ,,(bb). So 

(1, ~l)) E Ml corresponds to (,,{, V"{ - ,,(bb)) E M-y. Similarly, (1, _vr=z;(l)) 

E Ml corresponds to (,,{, -V"{ - ,,(bb)) E M-y. Therefore, in terms of the two

sheeted covers, the diffeomorphism M 1 -+ M-y determined by ;Pu is given by 

b -+ "{b on each sheet. 

Now restrict "{ to the unit "circle, e'o for 0 ::; 0 < 211". The diffeomorphism 

M 1 -+ M e,B is just rotation of each sheet by e10• To see the effect of the monodromy 

on the noncompact cycle in C·, we use this identification only in a neighborhood 

of infinity and take the identity map near zero. Let {Po, Pool be a partition of 

unity subordinate to the open cover 0 0 = { b : Ibl < I} and 0 00 = {b : Ibl > ! } 
of S2 \ {o}. Define a new diffeomorphism 

on each sheet of the double cover. The sequence of diagrams in Figure 2.2 illustrates 

the effect of the monodromy on the noncompact cycle in M-y = C· under the 

identification of fibers given by 80 around the loop "( = e10 • This monodromy is a 

double twist of the noncompact cycle around the cylinder, in contrast to the single 

twist for the situation described in [1]. 

2.3 Dynamics of the Toda Flow for Real t 

Each level set Soy in f + B_ is swept out by the Toda flow (2.1), where the 

parameter t is complex and the initial condition is the comp"anion matrix, Coy. 

Under the composition of the embedding of f + B_ into M and the extended 

trivialization ;Pu : M -+ C· x C·, the Toda flow on each level set defines the flow 

z-y( t) on C·, where 

.Jf + ..fitanh(..fit) 

.Jf - ..fi tanh ( ..fit) 
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Now restrict t to the real line and consider the flows z"'Y(t) as 'Y traces out the loop 

'Y = te'O for 0 ::; () < 211" around 'Y = O. For () E [0, 211"), the map Zo : R -+ C· 

is given by zo(t) = etcos~e'tsjnt The curves for various values of () are shown in 

Figure 2.3, where C· is pictured as both the punctured plane and the cylinder. 

From this we see that for 0 ::; () < 11", the fixed point at zero is a source and the 

fixed point at infinity is a sink. As () approaches 11", the curve spirals more tightly 

around the unit circle, and for () = 11", the solution is periodic and each fixed point 

is a center. As () increases from 11" to 211", the curve spirals in toward the fixed point 

at zero, and the character of the two fixed points is reversed; z = 0 is now a sink 

and z = 00 is the source. 

We can see this explicitly in the way in which the eigenvalues of the linearized 

Toda equations near each of the critical points change as 'Y traces out the loop 

'Y = elO, 0 ::; () < 211". In terms of the coordinates (a, b) on X E f + B_, the Toda 

equations on the level set S"'Y are 

a' - b, 

b' - -2ab, (2.2) 

The critical points are (..,fY, 0) and (-..,fY, 0). In real coordinates (x, y, u, v), 

where a = x + zy and b = u + w, we have the system 

x' - u 

y' - v 

u' - -2(xu - yv) (2.3) 

v' -2(xv + yu) 

restricted to the surface given by the equations 
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2xy + v = ~(-y). (2.4) 

The critical points of (2.3) on the surface (2.4) for I = elll are PI = (cos~, sin~, 0, 0) 

and P2 = (- cos~, - sin~, 0, 0). The linearization of the system (2.3) at the criti

cal point (xo, Yo, 0, 0) is 

restricted to the subspace 

1 
o 

- 2xo 
-2yo 

-L ) (i~) , 
-2xo bv 

2xobx - 2Yoby + bu - 0 

2xoby + 2yobx + bv - o. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The eigenvalues of the matrix in (2.5) are 0, -2xo + 2zyo, and -2xo - 2zyo. With 

the restriction (2.6), we obtain a two-dimensional linear system with eigenvalues 

-2xo + 2zyo and -2xo - 2zyo. 

The eigenvalues of the linearizations near the critical points PI and P2 with 

I = elll are -2 cos ~ ± 2z sin ~ for PI and 2 cos ~ ± 21 sin ~ for P2. For 0 ::; () < 7r, 

both eigenvalues of PI have negative real part and both eigenvalues of P2 have 

positive real part so that PI is a sink and P2 is a source. For () = 7r, the real parts 

of the eigenvalues of both critical points are zero so that each is a center. Finally, 

for 7r < () ::; 27r, the roles are reversed; PI is a source and P2 is a sink. 
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Figure 2.2(a) . (f), Monodromy of the C*·fibration of M 
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Figure 2.3(a) - (g), The graph of zo(t) = etcosfe'tsjn~ 
on C· as a increases from 0 to 27T' 
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Chapter 3 The Full 8l(3, C) Kostant-Toda 
Lattice 
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The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate in a simple yet nontrivial example 

some of the features of the full SI(n, C) Kostant-Toda lattice which become much 

more complicated for n > 3. Even the case n = 4, whose detailed description 

occupies the next four chapters, is significantly more involved. 

Here we let G denote the group SI(3, C). The elements of (+B_ have the form 

( 
Jl 1 0) 

X = 91 J2 1 , 
h 92 h 

and there are two constants of motion, ~trX2 and ~trX3. The single I-chop 

integral. C = h - !Z1.ff-, is a casimir. 0 bserve that in this case, <PI (X) is simply 

the 1 x 1 matrix C. We fix distinct eigenvalues AI, A2, A3, and consider the torus 

embedding 

Obsen·e that in ((; + B_ ),\, the two constants of motion have been fixed. This four

dimensional isospectral submanifold is a one-parameter family of three-dimensional 

level sets indexed by C E pl. 

In terms of the Plucker coordinates [7rd X [ii"d on p3 X p3-, the casimir has the 

following expression, as given in [4}: 

where O"j(i) denotes the Jlh elementary symmetric function on the eigenvalues dif

ferent from Ai. 
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Let LSVc denote the subvariety of G / B defined by 

3 3 

CeL 0"1 (i)7I"i7Td - L: 0"2 (i)7I"i7Ti = a (3.1) 
i=l i=l 

for a fixed value of C E pl. 

Definition 3.1 LSVc will be called a general level set if C is not equal to an 

eigenvalue, Ai. IfC = Ai for some i, then LSVc will be called a special level set. 

3.1 Geollletry of the Level Sets in G / B 

It is shown in [4] that for all n, the expressions of the I-chop integrals for the full 

Sl(n, C) Kostant-Toda lattice depend only on the Plucker coordinates [7ri] x [7Ti] on 

the flag manifold. These integrals are therefore defined in terms of the projection 

n: G/B -+ G/Pl , 

where PI is the parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to the partial flag manifold 

{~ C Vn- l C cn}. The authors show that a generic level set of the I-chop 

integrals in G / PI, where generic means that no eigenvalue of 1/>1 (X) is equal to an 

eigenvalue of X, is the closure of a single generic torus orbit. (Recall that a generic 

torus orbit is one for which all Pli.icker coordinates are nonzero.) 

For n = 3, G / PI coincides with the flag manifold, and a level set of the I-chop 

integrals is a level set of the casimir, C. A general level set is therefore the closure 

of a single generic torus orbit in G / B. 

Proposition 3.1 The special level set with C = Ai is the union of the closures of 

two nongeneric two-dimensional torus 07'bifs, Oi and Oi, with 7ri = 0 on Oi and 

7Ti = a on Oi. Their closures intel'sect along the closure of a common I-dimensional 

orbit, Oi;, in their boundm'ies, for which 7I"i = 7Ti = O. 
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Proof. By the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [4], the coincidence of C with the eigenvalue 

Aj is equivalent to the vanishing of 7rj-n-j. Since the level set is preserved by the 

action on the complex torus on G / B, our special level set, LSV, is the union 

of the closures of torus orbits. For 81(3, C), the situation is simple. There is a 

unique two-dimensional torus orbit, Oi, in G / B on which 7rj vanishes and a unique 

two-dimensional orbit, Oi, on which -n-j vanishes. Indeed, by the Plucker relation, 

an element of G / B for which only 7rl vanishes has Plucker coordinates of the form 

[0 : 1 : a] x [1 : ab : b] with ab =? O. If a'b' =? 0, then the element diag(a'b', ab, a'b) 

mod C·ld in the torus takes [0: 1 : a] x [1 : ab: b] to [0: 1 : a'] x [1: a'b': b'], which 

shows that there is a unique two-dimensional orbit in G / B with 7rl = O. The proof 

for any other 7rj 01' -n-i is similar. Since the level set with C = Ai is the only one 

for which the product 7rj-n-i vanishes, both Oi and Oi must belong to LSV, and 

because of their uniqueness, LSV = Oi U Oi. 

Furthermore, each of these orbits contains a one-dimensional orbit in its bound

ary with 7rj = -n-i = O. It is easy to verify that there is a unique such orbit, Oii, in 

G/B. The closure of this orbit is therefore the intersection of Oi and Oi. I 

The decomposition of the three special level sets C = Ai can be understood in 

terms of certain splittings of the momentum polytope of G / B. This polytope is 

the hexagon shown in Figure 3.1, lying in the hyperplane L:7=1 Xj = 3 of R3. Its 

vertices are the images under the momentum mapping of the six fixed points of 

the torus action. For each fixed point, there is exactly one nonvanishing 7rj and 

one nonvanishing -n-j, as indicated in the diagram. The image of the closure of 

a generic torus orbit under the momentum mapping is the convex hull of all six 

vertices since no Plucker coordinate vanishes on such an orbit. Its closure contains 

six one-dimensional orbits, corresponding to the six edges, and the six fixed points, 

corresponding to the vertices. 



Figure 3.1, The momentum polytope of SI(3, C)/ B 

120 120 

021 210 

012 201 

102 102 

Figure 3.2, Splitting of the momentum polytope 
for the special level set with C = ).1 
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N ow consider the special level set LSV>'i = Oi U Oi. Its image under the 

moment map, j.l, is the union of the two polytopes j.l(Oi) and j.l(Oi). Since 1ri 

is the only vanishing Plucker coordinate on Oi, the polytope j.l( Oi) is the convex 

hull of the vertices corresponding to the four fixed points for which 1ri vanishes. 

Similarly, j.l( Oi) is the convex hull of the vertices corresponding to the four fixed 

points with -R-i = o. These polytopes are the two obtained by splitting the hexagon 

in half along the interior edge lying in the hyperplane Xi = 1, as shown in Figure 

3.2 for i = 1. 

The edge in which these half-hexagonal polytopes glue together is the image 

under the moment mapping of Oii = Oi n Oi. Observe that the vertices of this edge 

are indeed the two whose fixed points satisfy 1rj = -R-i = O. The three special level 

sets LSV>'il i = 1, 2, 3, correspond to the three ways of splitting the mo'mentum 

polytope in half along an interior edge. 

3.2 The Splittings of the Polytope ill Terms of Represen
tation Theory 

The splittings of the momentum polytope associated to the three special level 

sets LSV>'i can be expressed in terms of representation theory. Let 'H be the 

diagonal Cartan subalgebra of 81(3, C) and 'H- its dual. Denote by Li the linear 

function on 'H such that for H E 'H, Li(H) is the ith diagonal entry of H. Then 

The root diagram of 81(3, C) in 'H- is illustrated in Figure 3.3 on page 55. 

There are three principal 81(2, C) subalgebras of 81(3, C) which are determined 

by our choice of Cartan subalgebra. \Ve denote them by gi, i = 1,2,3: 

g1 = { (~ ~ ~ )} , 
o * -12 
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Let 1-{j C 'H denote the diagonal Cartan subalgebra of (Ii, and consider the mapping 

1-{* --. 1-{i defined by restriction of a linear function on 1-{ to 1-{j. The kernel of 

this mapping is spanned by Li, and 'Hi is identified with the quotient of 1-{* by 

this kernel. The subalgebra (Ii contains the two root spaces of 9 whose weights 

are LOt - L(J and L(J - LOt, where {a,p} = {1,2,3} \ {i}, and the one-dimensional 

subspace of 1i determined by the bracket of these root spaces. Since LOt - L{3 and 

L{3 - LOt correspond to opposite vertices of the momentum polytope, we have a 

splitting of the root diagram of sl(3, C) along a copy of the root diagram of sl(2, C). 

This is precisely the splitting of the momentum polytope of G/ B correponding to 

the special level set with C = Ai. The three special level sets of C correspond in 

this way to the three principal sl(2, C) subalgebras of sl(3, C). 

3.3 The Strata ill 81(3, C)/ B 

To understand how the level sets for C E pI fit together in the flag manifold, 

we need to consider the strata in SI(3, C)/ B. 

Proposition 3.2 (i) The generic stratum in SI(3, C)/ B (corresponding to the full 

momentum polytope) is a one-dimensional family of two-dimensional generic torus 

orbits parametrized by pI \ {three points}. 

(ii) For i = 1,2,3, there is a pair of nongeneric st1'ata corresponding to com

plementary half-hexagonal polytopes. Each of these strata consists of a single (two

dimensional) torus orbit; 7rj vanishes on one, and -fi'j vanishes on the other. The 

interior edge which splits the momentum polytope into these these two halves corre

sponds to a stratum consisting of a unique (one-dimensional) torus orbit on which 

both 7rj and -fi'i vanish. 
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(iii) Each of the six strata corresponding to the six edges of the momentum 

polytope consists of a single one-dimensional torus orbit. 

(iv) The strata corresponding to the six vertices are the six fixed points of the 

torus action in SI(3,e)IB. 

Proof. The first statement is easily seen from the fact that there is a bijection 

between the generic torus orbits in SI(3, e)1 B and the general level sets of C, which 

are parametrized by pI \ {At, A2, A3}' The second part follows from the proof of 

Proposition 3.1, and the last two statements are easily verified. 

Remarks: (1) This proposition shows that every nongeneric stratum in SI(3, e)1 B 

consists of a. single torus orbit. 

(2) It follows from the uniqueness of the six one-dimensional torus orbits corre

sponding to the edges of the polytope and the six fixed points corresponding to its 

vertices that they are contained in the closure of every generic torus orbit and also 

in the closure of each pair on nongeneric strata corresponding to complementary 

half-hexagonal polytopes. These orbits therefore lie in the boundary of every level 

set LSVc. 

Definition 3.2 We define the base locus, Be, of the level sets LSVc to be their 

common intersection: 

Be = neeP! LSVc. 

By Remark (2) above, this .base locus is the union of all strata in SI(3, e)1 B 
. 

whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum polytope. It consists of the 

six one-dimensional orbits corresponding to the edges of the hexagon and the six 

fixed points corresponding to its vertices. 

Observation: The flag manifold SI(2, e)1 B is pI, and its momentum polytope 

is a single edge with two vertices. 51(3, e)/ B contains six isomorphic copies of 
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SI(2, C)/ B, which are the closures of the six torus orbits in Proposition 3.2(iii). 

They are defined by the six equations 7T'j = 0 and -n-j = 0 for i = 1,2,3. The six 

edges of the hexagon are the corresponding copies of the momentum polytope of 

SI(2, C)/ B contained in the momentum polytope of SI(3, C)/ B. 

3.4 The Symplectic Stratification 

For general sl(n, C), the Poisson manifold f + B_ contains symplectic leaves of 

different types and dimensions, and the way in which these leaves are arranged is 

quite complicated. Here we demonstrate in the case of sl(3, C) how this structure 

is completely encoded in the geometry of the flag manifold and its momentum 

polytope. In the case of sl( 4, C), this correspondence is significantly more involved; 

it is described in detail in Chapter Ten. The leaves for n = 3 are listed in Table 

3.1. (The dimension refers to the complex dimension of the leaf.) There is a 

one-parameter family of four-dimensional symplectic leaves parametrized by the 

casimir, C E pl. (C = 00 corresponds to the unique four-dimensional leaf with 

h = 0.) There are two one-parameter families of two-dimensional leaves, and the 

zero-dimensional leaves are the upper-triangular matrices in f + B_. 

Consider the intersection of the isospectral submanifold (f + B_)A with each of 

these symplectic leaves. Its intersection with each of the four-dimensional leaves 

Closed Conditions Open Conditions Casimirs Dimension 

h#O 12 - S1f- 4 
h=O 9}92 # 0 4 

h,9} = 0 92:/: 0 It 2 
h,92 = 0 9} :/: 0 .fa 2 

h,9}'92 = 0 II! 12, (fa) 0 

Table 3.1, Coadjoint orbits in f + B_ for sl(3, C) 
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is a single two-dimensional level set. On each of the two-dimensional leaves, the 

Toda flows for the two constants of motion become dependent and sweep out a one

parameter family of one-dimensional level sets. There are three two-dimensional 

level sets of the first type listed in the table that have a nontrivial intersection with 

(€ + B-)A. These are the three for which the casimir, iI, is equal to an eigenvalue, 

Ai. The intersection of each of these leaves with the isospectral submanifold is a 

single one-dimensional level set. Similarly, the only three two·dimensionalleaves 

of the second type listed in the table which intersect (€ + B_)A are those for which 

Is = Ai, i = 1,2,3; each of these intersects (f + B_)A in a one-dimensional level set. 

Finally, there are six zero-dimensional leaves in (f + B-)A' whose diagonal entries 

are the six permutations of the three Ai. 

The image under the torus embedding of the family of two-dimensional level 

sets with C =1= Ai is precisely the set of (generic) torus orbits in the generic stra

tum of the flag manifold. By Proposition 3.1, the image of the level set belonging 

to the four-dimensional leaf with C = Ai is the union of two nongeneric two

dimensional orbits corresponding to complementary half-hexagonal polytopes and 

the one-dimensional orbit in their closures whose polytope is the interior edge of 

the momentum polytope which splits it into these two halves. The torus embed

ding induces a one-to-one correspondence between the strata in SI(3, C)/ B whose 

polytopes are the edges of the momentum polytope and the six one-dimensional 

level sets in (f + B_)A belonging to two-dimensional leaves. This bijection is sum

marized in Figure 3.4. Its proof follows from the results of Section 10.1, in which 

we deal with the symplectic stratification of the full SI( 4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. 

The six fixed points of the torus action are the images of the zero-dimensional 

leaves in (€ + B-)A. 
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Figure 3.3, The root diagram of 81(3, C) 

h = 91 = 0, 92 # 0 
it = A2 

021 

h = 92 = 0, 91 # 0 
h = Al 

012 

h = 91 = 0, 92 # 0 
/1 = A3 

120 

102 

h = 92 = 0, 91 # 0 
h = A3 

210 

h = 91 = 0, 92 # 0 
it = Al 

201 

h = 92 = 0, 91 =fi 0 
/3 = A2 

Figure 3.4, The symplectic leaves in € + B_ 
corresponding to the edges of the momentum polytope 
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Chapter 4 The Momentum Polytopes of 
Sl(4, C)/ B, Sl(4, C)/ PI, and G(2, 4) 
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In order to facilitate our presentation of the geometry described in the next 

two chapters, we collect here the essential facts pertaining to the geometry of 

homogeneous spaces of 81(4, C). (Here G denotes 81(4, C).) 

Of particular importance in our study of the full 81(4, C) Kostant-Toda lattice 

will be the projections 

G(2,4) 

of the flag manifold to the partial flag manifold G / Pt = {Vi c V3 C C4} and 

the Grassmannian, G(2,4), of two-planes in C4. We will denote by [ 7rl : 7r2 : 

7r3 : 7r 4 ] X [ 7r12 : 7r13 : 7r14 : 7r23 : 7r24 : 7r34 ] X [ -rrl : -rr2 : -rr3 : -rr 4 ] the Plucker 

coordinates on G / B given by its embedding into p3 x p5 X p3*. The Plucker 

coordinates on G / PI are [ 7rl : 7r2 : 7r3 : 7r 4 ] X [ 7rl : -rr2 : -rr3 : -rr 4 ], and those on 

G(2,4) are [7r12 : 7r13 : 7r14 : 7r23 : 7r24 : 7r34]' Equations (4.1) and (4.2) define the 

Grassmannian in p5 and the variety G / PI in p3 x p3*, respectively. The eight 

polynomials listed in (4.3) cut out the flag manifold in p3 x p5 X p3*. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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11"111"34 - 11"311"14 + 11"411"13 - 0 

11"211"34 - 11"311"24 + 11"411"23 - 0 (4.3) 

1T-l11"14 - 1T-211"24 + 1T-311"34 - 0 

1T-l11"13 - 7r211"23 + 1T-411"34 - 0 

1T-l11"12 - 1T-311"23 + 1T-411"24 - 0 

1T-211"12 - 1T-311"13 + 1T-411"14 - 0 

Under the torus embedding of (€+B-)A into G/ B, the compactified level sets of 

the Toda integrals are unions of torus orbits belonging to different strata. Recall 

that two torus orbits belong to the same stratum if and only if the images of 

their closures under the moment mapping are the same convex polytope. This 

polytope is completely determined by the set of Plucker coordinates which vanish 

on the stratum; if no Plucker coordinate vanishes on a torus orbit, then the orbit 

is generic, and its polytope is the full momentum polytope. 

In this chapter we introduce the momentum polytopes of these homogeneous 

spaces and describe their faces and certain subpolytopes obtained from them which 

will be instrumental in our description of the level set varieties. We also introduce 

some convenient notation for these faces and subpolytopes and study the strata 

associated to them. We will denote the momentum mappings of G / B, G / PI, and 

G(2,4) by J1.GIB, J1.GIP" and J1.G(2,4}! respectively. 

4.1 The Three MOlnentum Polytopes and Their Faces 

The momentum polytope of G / B is illustrated in Figure 4.1 as embedded in 

the hyperplane 2:1=1 Xi = 6 of R4. We denote this polytope by O. Each of its 

twenty-four vertices is the image under the moment map of a fixed point of the 

torus action in the flag manifold. For each of these points, there is exactly one 

product of the form 1I"i1l"ij1T-k which does not vanish, where i, j, and k are distinct. 
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For a given 1I"i, there are exactly six fixed points in G / B for which it does not 

vanish. These correspond to the vertices of the hexagonal face of 0 which lie in 

the hyperplane Xi = 3. We will denote this face by O(i). Similarly, for a given *i' 

there are exactly six fixed points in the flag manifold for which it does not vanish. 

Their images under the moment mapping are the vertices of the hexagonal face 

lying in the hyperplane Xi = 0; we denote it by 0(£). Observe that the faces O(i) 

and 0(£) are cut out by parallel hyperplanes on opposite sides of the polytope. 

There are four such pairs of hexagonal faces. 

The situation for the square faces is analogous; there are precisely four vertices 

of 0 corresponding to fixed points for which a given 1I"ij is nonzero. These are the 

vertices of the square face of 0 which lies in the hyperplane Xi+Xj = 5; we denote it 

by O( ij). Observe that the faces O( ij) and O(kl), where {i,j}U{ k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4}, 

are parallel and lie on opposite sides of the polytope. (Indeed, the hyperplane 

Xk + Xl = 5 is the same as Xi + X j = 1 since the sum of the four Xex is six.) There 

are three such pairs of opposite square faces of O. 

In terms of the momentum polytopes, the projection of G / B to G(2, 4) cor

responds to collapsing each of the square faces of 0 to a point, producing the 

octahedron. This is the momentum polytope of G(2,4), shown in Figure 4.2 as 

embedded in the hyperplane L,t=1 Xi = 2 of R4. We will denote it by o. 
Its six vertices correspond to the six fixed points of the torus action on G(2,4). 

For each 1I"ij, there is a unique fixed point for which it does not vanish. The 

closure of a (two-dimensional) torus orbit in G(2,4) whose image under the mo

ment mapping is a triangular face of 0 has exactly three vanishing Plucker co

ordinates; the face is obtained by removing the three vertices for which one of 

these Plucker coordinates is nonzero. There are eight such possibilities, four of 

the form 1I"ij = 1I"ik = 1I"il = 0, and four of the form 1I"jk = 1I"jl = 1I"kl = 0, where 

{i,j,k,l} = {1,2,3,4}. We will denote the corresponding triangular faces by 
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Figure 4.2, The momentum polytope of 0(2,4) 
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O(\ij\ik\il) and D(\jk\jl\kl), respectively, following our general notation scheme 

explained in Section 4.2. The face D(\ij\ik\il) lies in the hyperplane Xi = 1, and 

o(\jk\jl\kl) lies in the parallel hyperplane Xi = O. There are four such pairs of 

opposite triangular faces. (Under the collapsing of 0 to 0, the faces O(\jk\jl\kl) 

and D(\ij\ik\il) correspond to the opposite hexagonal faces O(i) and O(i).) 

The momentum polytope of G / PI, which we denote by 6., is obtained from 0 

by collapsing each of the twelve edges between adjacent hexagonal faces to points. 

This is the truncated cube, shown in Figure 4.3. 

For each of the twelve products 7f'i-rri with i =F j, there is exactly one fixed point 

of the torus action in G / Pt for which it does not vanish. There are exactly three 

fixed points for which a given 7f'j does not vanish. They correspond to the vertices 

of the triangular face of 6. cut out by the hyperplane Xj = 2. We denote this face 

by 6.(i). Similarly, the three fixed points for which a given -rri is nonzero correspond 

to the vertices of the triangular face cut out by the parallel hyperplane Xi = O. 

This face is denoted by 6.(2). There are four such pairs of opposite triangular 

faces. The pair 6.(i) and 6.(2) corresponds to the pair of hexagonal faces O( i) and 

o(i) under the collapsing of 0 to 6. 

Recall that a square face of 0 is characterized by the non vanishing of some 

7f'ji' Since the 7f'j and -rri are the only Plucker coordinates on G/ PI, we describe 

the square faces of 6 in terms of conditions in these coordinates only. Each of 

the six square faces of t:::. lies in a hyperplane Xj + xi = 3 (<=} Xk + Xl = 1 for 

{k,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}). The four vertices of the face cut out by Xi + Xi = 3 

are precisely the four which satisfy the conditions -rri = -rri = 7f'k = 7f'1 = 0, that is, 

the four vertices left after removing the vertices of the triangular faces t:::.(i), t:::.(3), 

t:::.(k), and 6(1). We therefore denote this square face by 6(\i\3\k\I). Observe 

that the faces 6(\i\3\k\1) ~nd 6(\k\1\i\j) lie in parallel hyperplanes on opposite 

sides of the polytope. There are t1ll~ee such pairs of square faces. 
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4.2 Splittings of 0 into Subpolytopes 

Any polytope which arises as the image of the closure of a torus orbit under 

the momentum mapping will be called an admissible polytope. First we introduce 

some notation. 

Notation: An admissible polytope for the m0mentum mapping on G/B, G/P1 , 

or G(2,4) will be denoted by the symbol for the full momentum polytope followed 

in parentheses by a list of the Pliicker coordinates which do or do not vanish on the 

stratum corresponding to the polytope. The Pliicker coordinates which. vanish are 

preceeded by a backslash, and those which do not vanish are simply listed between 

commas. We write J for 7rJ and i in place of 7rjkl where {i,j,k,l} = {1,2,3,4} to 

simplify this notation. The polytope denoted in this way is therefore the convex 

hull of all the vertices of the full polytope whose fixed points satisfy all the listed 

conditions. 

Example: 0(\1 \2\23\24) denotes the three-dimensional subpolytope of 0 whose 

vertices are precisely those which satisfy 7rl = 7r2 = 7r23 = 7r24 = 0 The polytope 

.6(\1 \1) is the two-dimensional hexagonal face in the interior of .6 whose vertices 

are those which satisfy 7r} = 71-1 = 0, that is, the six vertices which do not belong 

to either of the two triangular faces .6(1) or .6(1). As a final example, O(i\ij) 

denotes the half-hexagonal face of 0 whose vertices are the four for which 7rj does 

not vanish and 7rjj does vanish. (Notice that we could also write 0(1) as 0(\2\3\4), 

but we prefer the simpler notation.) 

In our study of the geometry of the compactified level sets of the Toda integrals 

in G/B, we will encounter subpolytopes of 0 which arise as the images of strata 

for which a single Pliicker coordinate vanishes. Here we describe these polytopes 

and their complements. 
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Consider the stratum in G / B for which 7ri is the only vanishing Pliicker coor

dinate. Each torus orbit in this stratum has as its image under the momentum 

mapping the polytope O(\i), which is the convex hull of all the vertices of 0 except 

for the six vertices of the hexagonal face O(i). The complement of this polytope 

is O(\jk\jl\kl), which we write more simply as O(\i)c. These two polytopes are 

obtained by spliting 0 along the interior (irregular) hexagonal face lying in the 

hyperplane Xi = 1, as shown Figure 4.4 in the case i = 1. 

Similarly, the polytope O(\z) corresponds to the stratum for which only n-i 

vanishes. It is the convex hull of all the vertices of 0 except for the six which 

belong to the hexagonal face 0(7.). O(\i) and its complement, O(\zy, are the result 

of splitting 0 along the interior (irregular) hexagonal face lying in the hyperplane 

Xi = 2. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5 for i = 1. 

The stratum for which both 7rj and n-j vanish (and no others) corresponds to 

the polytope O(\i\i), obtained by removing the vertices of the pair of opposite 

hexagonal faces, O(i) and o(i). This is shown in Figure 4.6 in the case i = 1. 

The situation for the square faces is analogous. The closure of each torus orbit 

in the stratum for which 7rii is the only vanishing Pliicker coordinate has as its 

image under the moment map the polytope O(\ij). This is the convex hull of all 

the vertices of 0 except for the four belonging to the square face O(ij). We denote 

its complement by O(\ij)c. These two polytopes are obtained by splitting 0 along 

the interior square face cut out by the hyperplane Xi + Xi = 4, as shown in Figure 

4.7 for (i,j) = (1,2). 

The stratum for which 7rii = 7rkl = 0, where {k,/} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}, corre

sponds to the polytope O(\ij\kl), which results from slicing 0 along the parallel 

hyperplanes Xi + Xi = 4 and Xj + Xi = 2 (<=? Xk + Xl = 4). This is illustrated in 

Figure 4.8 for (i,j) = (1,2). 
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4.3 The Strata Corresponding to the Boundaries of the 
Momentum Polytopes of GIP! and G(2,4) 

The purpose of this section is to study the strata in G / B which will turn out 

to be precisely the base loci of certain families of compactified level sets of Toda 

integrals under the torus embedding into the flag manifold. These are the strata in 

G/ B which lie in the inverse images Ili"I(JLa}Pl (8.6.)) and II2"I(JLah.4)(8 0)). First 

we consider the strata in G / PI associated to the boundary of .6.. 

Proposition 4.1 For each face, edge, 01' vertex of .6., there is a unique torus orbit 

in G / PI whose c!oS1L1'e has thJs face, edge, or ve1'tex as its image under the moment 

mappzng. 

Proof. First we consider the square faces 4(\i\j\k\I). Let Q be any two

dimensional orbit in G / PI such that !1G/PI (Q) = .6.(\1\2\3\4). Then since ITI = 
IT2 = 71"3 = 11"4 = 0 on Q, the Plucker coordinates of a point in Q have the form 

[1 : a : 0 : 0] x [0: 0 : 1 : b] with ab =I- O. Since the element h = diag(a, a', b' , b) mod 

C·ld in the torus takes [1 : a : 0 : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b] to [1 : a' : 0 : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b'], we 

see that Q is the unique two-dimensional orbit in G / PI with JL( Q) = .6.(\1 \2\3\4). 

The proof for the other square faces is similar. 

Now consider the triangular face .6.(1), and let n be a two-dimensional orbit 

in G/ PI such that JLG/PI (n) = .6.(1). Since ITI = 71"2 = 11"3 = 71"4 = 0 on this face, 

the Plucker coordinates of a point in n have the form [1 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 1 : a : b] 

with ab =I- O. But the element diag(l, 1,~, f,) mod C . Id in the torus takes 

[1 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 1 : a : b] to [1 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 1 : a' : b'], a'b' =I- o. So there is 

a unique such orbit n in G / PI; the cases for the other triangular faces .6.( i) and 

.6.(i) are shown similarly. 

Since each one-dimensional orbit in G / PI lies in the boundary of a two-dimensional 

orbit, the uniqueness of the two-dimensional orbits in G / PI corresponding to a 
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given face implies that there is a unique one-dimensional orbit in G / PI in the 

stratum corresponding to a given edge. 

Finally, each vertex of 6 is the image of a unique fixed point in G / Pl' I 

Thus, each stratum in G / PI whose polytope lies in the boundary of 6. consists 

of a single torus orbit. We are interested in the strata in G / B whose projections 

to G / PI are these unique torus orbits.' 

Proposition 4.2 Consider the union of all strata in G / B whose projections to 

G / PI are the torus orbits whose polytopes lie in the boundary of 6., that is, 

the inverse image, II11(JlG/PI(86.)) C G/B. It consists of the closures of six 

three-dimensional t07'US 07'bits P(ij) (defined in Lemma 4.1), whose polytopes are 

O(\ij)C, and the union of all strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of 

the momentum polytope, O. 

Proof. It is easy to check that the projection under Tit of any torus orbit in G / B 

whose polytope lies in the boundary of 0 is an orbit in G / PI whose polytope lies 

in the boundary of 6. Furthermore, the inverse image under III of any fixed point 

or one-dimensional torus orbit contains only orbits in G / B whose polytopes lie in 

the boundary of O. (This is easily verified by considering the Pliicker coordinates 

which vanish on such an orbit.) 

The proof is completed by the results in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, in which we 

describe the inverse images of the two-dimensional orbits in G / PI corresponding 

to the square faces and triangular faces, respectively, of 6.. I 

Lemma 4.1 Let Q be the unique two-dimensional orbit in G / PI such that JlG/ PI (Q) 

is the square face 6.(\i\3\k\I). Then II11(Q) contains a unique three-dimensional 

orbit, P(ij), with JlG/B(P(ij)) = O(\ij)c. The remaining orbits in II11(Q) are the 

two two-dimensional orbits in the closure of P( ij) whose polytopes are the square 
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face O(ij) and the interior square face O(\ij\i\3\k\l) cut out by the hyperplane 

Xi + Xj = 4. 

Proof. 1111 (Q) is the set of torus orbits in G I B which satisfy n-i = frj = Trk = Tr/ = 
o and no other vanishing Tra or n-{3. Let S be such an orbit for (i,j) = (1,2). Then 

by the Pliicker relations (4.3), Tr34 also vanishes on S. If no other Tra{3 vanishes, 

then the Pliicker coordinates of a point in S have the form [a : 1 : 0 : 0] x [c : 

1 : -,/ : a : "Q : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b] with abc =fi 0, which has trivial stabilizer 

so that S is three-dimensional. Since the element h = diag( ac' , a'e', b' c' , be) mod 

C . Id in the torus takes [a : 1 : 0 : 0] X [c : 1 : ,,1 : a : -b
Q 

: 0] X [0 : 0 : 1 : b] 

to [a l 
: 1 : 0 : 0] x [el 

: 1 : 1) : a' : -b~' : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b'], there is a unique 

three-dimensional orbit, P(12), in GIB with fr1 = fr2 = Tr3 = Tr4 = Tr34 = 0 only. 

The image of its closure under the moment map is the polytope whose vertices are 

the eight vertices which satisfy these conditions. This is the polytope 0(\12Y. 

By the Pliicker relations (4.3), if one of Tr13, Tr14, Tr23 or Tr24 also vanishes on 

S E TIll (Q), then all four vanish, and the Pliicker coordinates of a point in S 

have the form [1 : a : 0 : 0] x [1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b]. The stabi-

lizer of such a point is nontrivial since it contains the one-dimensional subgroup 

diag(ht, ht, h2' h2) mod C . Id, and S is therefore two-dimensional. Observe also 

that diag(a, a', b', b) mod C· Id takes [1, a, 0, 0] x [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] x [0, 0, 1, b] 

to [1, a', 0, 0] x [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] x [0, 0, 1, b'] so that there is a unique orbit in 

TI11(Q) with these vanishing Pliicker coordinates. The four vertices whose fixed 

points satisfy these conditions are those of the square face 0(12). 

Finally, consider the case in which Tr12 vanishes on S (and none of Tr13, Tr14, Tr23, 

or Tr24 vanishes). A point in S has Pliicker coordinates of the form [1, a, 0, 0] x 

[0, b, -1, ab, -a, 0] x [0, 0, 1, b], whose stabilizer is again diag(h1' hI! h2' h2) mod 

C· Id so that S is also two-dimensional. As before, the element diag(a, a', b' , b) 

mod C· Id takes [1 : a : 0 : 0] x [0 : b : -1 : ab : -a : 0] x [0 : ° : 1 : b] 
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to [1 : a' : 0 : 0] x [0 : b' : -1 : a' b' : -a' : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : b'] so that there 

is a unique such orbit in ITII (Q). Its image under J-L is the internal square face, 

0(\12\1\2\3\4), of 0 which lies in the hyperplane Xl + X2 = 4. 

The proof for the other choices of (i,j) is similar .• 

Corollary 4.1 The stratum in G / B whose polytope is the square face o( ij) con

sists of a unique two-dimensional torus 07'bit. 

Proof. This follows from the lemma and the fact that any torus orbit 0 in G / B 

with J-LG/B(O) = O(ij) must satisfy n-j = n-j = trk = 7r/ = 0 (and no other vanishing 

n-or or 7rfJ). Its projection to G/ PI is therefore the unique two-dimensional orbit Q 

with J-LG/Pl (Q) = ~(\z\J\~~\l). I 

Now we consider the inverse image in G / B of a stratum in G / PI corresponding 

to a triangular face. Notice the difference between this and Lemma 4.1. 

Lemma 4.2 Let Q be the unique two-dimensional 07'bit in G / PI whose polytope is 

the triangulm' face ~(i). Then IT}1 (Q) is a family of two-dimensional torus orbits 

parametrized by pl. All but three of these orbits belong to the stratum corresponding 

to the hexagonal face O(i). The other th7'ee are the unique torus orbits in the strata 

corresponding to the half-hexagonal faces O(i\ia) f07' a E {1,2,3,4} \ {i}. 

Similarly, let n be the unique two-dimensional 07'bit in G / PI whose polytope is 

the triangular face ~(i). Then IT}I(n) is a family of two-dimensional torus orbits 

parametrized by pl. All but three of these orbits belong to the stratum corresponding 

to the hexagonal face O(Z). The other th7'ee a7'e the unique torus orbits in the strata 

corresponding to the half-hexagonal faces O(Z\j k) for (distinct) j, k E {I, 2, 3, 4} \ 

{i}. 
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Proof. Choose a point X mod PI in Q for i = 1. We may take X of the form 

(

1 0 0 0) 
X = 0 X22 X32 * , 

o X23 X33 * 
o X24 X34 * 

where 71'271'371'4 does not vanish. Then TIll{Xmod B) = {X{u) mod B : u E PI} 

where 

X(u) = U 0 0 n ,ueC, U 0 0 n' u =00. 
X22 + UX32 X32 X32 X22 

X23 + UX33 X33 X33 X23 

X24 + UX34 X34 X34 X24 

Observe that since 71'1 = 11"2 = 11"3 = 11"4 = 0 on X{u) mod B, 11"23 = 11"24 = 11"34 = O. 

If 11"1211"1311"14 does not vanish, then X (u) mod B lies in the stratum corresponding 

to the hexagonal face O( i). Since each 11"10 is linear in u, there is precisely one 

X (u) mod B on which it vanishes. {These three orbits are distinct since 71'271'371'4 =J 

O:::} no two 11"10 vanish simultaneously.) 

The orbit through X(u) modB for which 11"10 vanishes belongs to the stratum 

corresponding to the half-hexagonal face 0{1 \let). It is obtained by removing the 

two vertices 'of O{ 1) for which 11"10 =J O. Furthermore, since any orbit in the stratum 

corresponding to O( 1 \let) must satisfy 11"10 = 0 and have as its projection to G / H 

the orbit Q, this stratum consists of the unique two-dimensional torus orbit in 

G/B through X(u)modB where 1I"10{U) = O. 

The proof for the other values of i and for the orbits in TIll(n) is similar. I 

Remark: Comparing Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we see that the inverse image under 

TIl of the unique torus orbit in G / PI whose polytope is a given square face of 

b:. is essentially one three-dimensional torus orbit in G / B, whereas the inverse 

image of the orbit corresponding to a triangular face is a one-parameter family of 

two-dimensional orbits in G/ B. 
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One consequence of Lemma 4.2 is that the strata in G/ B whose polytopes 

are the half-hexagonal faces O(i\ia) and O(i\jk) each consist of a unique two

dimensional orbit. Each of these half-hexagonal faces is obtained from a hexagonal 

face of 0 by removing the two vertices belonging to one of the square faces which 

borders it. Each of the strata correspo~ding to the remaining half-hexagonal faces, 

0(i\3) and O(i\j) for i =P j, which result from removing the two vertices of a 

bordering hexagonal face, also consists of a unique two-dimensional torus orbit. 

The projections of these strata to G(2,4) are the one-dimensional torus orbits 

corresponding to the edges of o. 

Lemma 4.3 The stratum in G / B whose polytope is a half-hexagonal face O( i\3) 

or o(i\j) consists of a unique two-dimensional torus orbit. 

Proof. \Ve verify this for 0(1 \2). The other cases are shown similarly. An arbi

trary point in the stratum corresponding to this polytope has Pliicker coordinates 

of the form [1 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [1 : a : b : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : ~], ab =P O. Since for 

arbitrary a', b' with a' b' =P 0, the element diag( 1, 1, ~, ~) mod C· Id in the torus 

takes this point to [1 : 0 : 0 : 0] x [1 : a' : b' : 0 : 0 : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : f,], this stratum 

consists of a unique (two-dimensional) torus orbit. I 

We summarize these results in a statement which will be useful to us in subse-

quent chapters. 

Proposition 4.3 Each stmtum in G / B whose polytope is zero-dimensional, one

dimensional, square, or a half-hexagonal face in the boundary of 0, consists of a 

unique torus orbit. (This includes square faces which lie in the interior of 0 and 

edges which cut through its hexagonal faces.). 

Proof. The zero-dimensional polytopes are the vertices of 0, which c~rrespond to 

the fixed points of the torus action. The statement for the one-dimensional orbits 

is easily verified in the same way in which we proved Lemma 4.3. 
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For a square face (in the interior of 0 or in its boundary), the statement is a 

consequence of Lemma 4.1. Indeed, any two-dimensional torus orbit in G / B whose 

polytope is an (interior or exterior) square face must have as its projection to G/ PI 

one of the six square faces of 0, and such an orbit is unique by the lemma. 

The cases for the half-hexagonal faces have been treated in Lemmas 4.2 and 

4.3. I 

The union of all strata in the flag manifold whose polytopes lie in the bound

ary of the momentum polytope, <), will be important in our description of the 

symplectic stratification of € + B_ in Chapter Ten. 

Proposition 4.4 The union of all strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the bound

ary of 0 consists of 

(i) the six unique orbits whose polytopes are the square faces o( ij), 

(ii) the eight one-parameter families of two-dimensional orbits whose polytopes 

are the hexagonal faces 0 ( i), 

(iii) the strata corresponding to the half-hexagonal polytopes in the boundary of 

0, 
(iv) the strata corresponding to the interior edges cutting through the hexagonal 

faces, 

(v) the strata corresponding to the edges of O(i), and 

(vi) the twenty-four fixed points of the torus action. 

Each of the strata in (iii) - (vi) consists of a unique torus orbit. 

Proof. (i) and (iii) - (vi) follow from the previous proposition. (ii) follows from 

Lemma 4.2 and the fact that the projection to G / PI of the stratum in G / B whose 

polytope is the hexagonal face <)(i) is the two-dimensional orbit whose polytope 

is the triangular face 6(i). I 
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Next we consider the strata in ll2"I(llah,4)(tb)). The statement for G(2,4) is 

analogous to Proposition 4.1 for G/PI . 

Proposition 4.5 For each face, edge, or vertex ofo, there is a unique torus or

bit in G(2, 4) whose closure has this face, edge, or vertex as its image under the 

moment map. 

Proof. Let S be a torus orbit in G(2,4) whose polytope is the triangular face 

0(\12\13\14). The Plucker coordinates of a point in S have the form [0 : 0 : 0 : 

1 : a : b] with ab =fi O. Since the element diag(l, f" {!;, 1) mod C· Id in the torus 

takes this point to [0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : a' : b'] with a'b' =fi 0, the torus acts transitively 

on the set of all such points, and S is therefore the unique torus orbit in the 

stratum corresponding to this face. We show similarly that there is a unique (two

dimensional) torus orbit in the stratum corresponding to any other triangular face 

ofo. 

Since each one-dimensional orbit 111 G(2, 4) lies in the boundary of a two

dimensional orbit whose polytope is a face of 0 and since these two-dimensional 

orbits are unique in their strata, there is a unique one-dimensional orbit in G(2, 4) 

whose polytope is a given edge. Finally, each vertex is the image of a unique fixed 

point. I 

Consider the two-dimensional torus orbit Q in G(2, 4) whose polytope is the 

triangular face O(\ij\ik\il). lli""l( Q) is the union of the torus orbits for which 

7rij = 7rik = 7ri/ = O. This union contains in particular the stratum consisting 

of the three-dimensional orbits in G/B corresponding to the p~lytope o(\iy = 

O(\ij\ik\il), shown in Figure 4.5 for i = 1. It also contains the one-parameter 

family of two-dimensional orbits in G / B whose polytope is the hexagonal face 

O(i), described in Lemma 4.2. (Indeed, 7rij = 7rik = 7ril = 0 on this stratum, 

and no other 7r Qf) vanishes.) Similarly, if n is the two-dimensional torus orbit 
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in G/P1 corresponding to the triangular face O(\jk\jl\kl), then IIi"l(n) contains 

in particular the stratum of three-dimensional orbits in G / B whose polytope is 

Notice also that the unique torus orbit in G / B corresponding to the square 

face O(ij) satisfies 'lro /3 = 0 for all 'lro /3 #- 'lrij. Its projection to G(2,4) is therefore 

the vertex O(ij). 

Remark: Any stratum in G / B whose polytope is a face, edge, or vertex of 0 

belongs to both IIi"1(JlGiP
1 
(o~)) and II 2" 1 (JlG(2.4)(O 0)). However, we have seen 

that each of these inverse images contains strata consisting of three-dimensional 

torus orbit(s) which do not belong to the other inverse image. In particular, 

only IIi"l(llGipI(a~)) contains the strata whose polytopes are O(\ijY, and only 

II 2" 1 (JlG(2.4)(8 0)) contains the strata whose polytopes are O(\i)C and O(\z)c. 
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In this chapter we study the geometry of the different types of level sets of 

the I-chop integrals in GIPl and GIB as unions of torus orbits. In particular, we 

describe the degenerations of the level sets for nongeneric values of the constants 

of motion in terms of the strata to which these orbits belong. 

We denote by G the group 81(4, C). The elements in (€ + 8_)11. have the form 

(5.1) 

with '2:t=1 Ji = 0 and fixed (distinct) eigenvalues ).1, ).2, ).3, ).4. The" casimir III 

and the constant of motion 121 are the trace and determinant, respectively, of the 

matrix 

<Pl(X) = ( 12 - tg1h2 1 - ~glg3 ). 
g2 - "khlh2 h - "kh1g3 

The torus embedding (€ + 8_)11. ~ GIB sends X to V-IL-l mod B, where X = 

LVA \1-1 L -1. From [4], we have the following expressions for the I-chop integrals 

III and 121 in terms of the Plucker coordinates on the flag manifold. 

I _ '2:t=10"2(Z)7l'i*i 
11 - ,,4 (~) A' 

L.,.,i=1 0"1 Z 71' i7l' j 
(5.2) 

,,4 (~) A I _ L.,.,j=1 0"3 Z 71' j7l' i 
21 - ,,4 (~) A' 

L.,.,j=1 0"1 Z 71' j7l' j 
(5.3) 

where O"j(z) denotes the jth elementary symmetric function on the three entries of 

A different from ).j. Observe that these integrals are defined purely in terms of the 

projection of GIB to GIP1 • 
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5.1 Structure of the Level Sets of 121 in GIP1 

Denote by :F121 the subvariety of G / PI cut out by the equations 

4 4 

111 (L 0"1 (i)1l"i1fi) - L 0"2 (i)1l"i1fi = 0, (5.4) 
i=1 i=1 

4 4 

I 2I (LO"I(i)1l"(ii"d - L0"3(i)1l"i1fi = 0 (5.5) 
i=I i=1 

for fixed values of 111 and I21! and let All and A2I denote the eigenvalues of cPI (X). 

Definition 5.1 :F121 will be called a geneml level set if no eigenvalue of cPI (X) 

coinddes with an eigenvalue of X. If there is exactly one coincidence of eigenvalues 

Arl = A j, then :Fhl will be called a specialleve! set of type I, and if Au and A21 are 

both eigenvalues of X, then :F121 will be called a specialleve! set of type II. 

By Theorem 5.1 in [4], a general level set in G / PI is the closure of a single 

generic torus orbit. (Recall that a generic orbit is one for which no Pliicker co

ordinate vanishes. It belongs to the unique open dense stratum in G/ PI whose 

polytope is the full momentum polytope.) In this section we describe the structure 

of the special level sets. 

Proposition 5.1 (i) A specialleve! set of type I in G / PI for which Ai is an eigen

value of cPI (X) is the union of the clos'U7'es of two nongeneric torus orbits, Oi with 

7ri = 0 and Oi with 1fi = 0: 

These orbits c07'7'espond 7'espective!y to the complementary polytopes J.lG/Pl (Oi) = 

.6(\i) and J.lG/Pl (Oi) =" .6(\£), obtained by slicing the momentum polytope along 

the interior hexagonal face .6(\i\i). Their closures intersect along a common two

dimensional 07'bit Oil in thei7' boundaries, whose polytope is this face. 
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(ii) A special level set of type II for which both Ai and Aj are eigenvalues of 

<PI (X) is the union of the closures of four nongeneric torus orbits, Oij with 1I"i = 
1I"j = 0, OU with n-i = n-j = 0, Oil with 1I"i = n-j = 0, and Oij with n-i = 1I"j = 0: 

Their polytopes are .6(\i\j), .6(\i\3), .6(\i\3L and .6(\i\j), respectively, ob

tained by slicing the momentum polytope simultaneously by the two interior hexag

onal faces .6(\i\i) and .6(\j\3). Each of the closures of these orbits meets two 

others along the two two-dimensional orbits in its closure corresponding to the 

two half-hexagonal faces of its polytope which lie in the interior of the momentum 

polytope. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the polytopes for the torus orbits in a special level set of 

type I with i = 1, and Figure 5.2 shows the splitting of .6 for a special level set of 

type II with {i,j} = {1,2}. 

Notation: Vve will denote the two-dimensional torus orbit along which Oij and 

Oij intersect by Oiji. It satisfies 1I"j = 1I"j = n-j = 0, and its polytope, p(Oiji), is 

.6(\i\j\i). Similarly, we denote the torus orbit in which Oij and Oil intersect by 

OUj. It satisfies n-j = n-j = 1I"j = 0, and its polytope is .6(\i\3\j). The torus orbit 

in which Oi] and Oij intersect is Oij], and the orbit in which Oil and OU intersect 

is Oi]i. They satisfy 1I"j = 1I"j = n-j = 0 and n-i = n-j = 1I"i = 0, respectively, and 

their polytopes are .6(\i\j\3) and .6(\i\3\i). 

Proof. (i) By the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [4], the coincidenc~ of eigenvalues Arl = 

AjQ is equivalent to 1I"in-j = O. The special level set :F/21 of type I in GjPI is a finite 

union of the closures of torus orbits of dimension three, and these orbits are not 

generic since either 1I"i or n-j must vanish. To show that :Fhl consists of two such 

orbits, we show that the degree of F/21 is twice the degree of a single nongeneric 

torus orbit for which either 1I"j or n-j is the only vanishing Pli.icker coordinate. 
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rhe proof of Theorem 5.1 in [4] shows that the degree of F/21 is the same as 

the degree of a generic torus orbit in G/PI • Also, by Proposition 2.10 in [0], 

the degree of a maximal-dimensional orbit in SL(n, C)/ PI is (n - 1)! times the 

volume of its image polytope under the moment map. Let Qi be a nongeneric torus 

orbit for which 1C'i is the only vanishing Pliicker coordinate. Then, since the three 

vertices of b.(i) correspond to precisely the fixed points in G/ PI with 1C'i ::F 0, the 

polytope p.( Qi) is b.(\i). Similarly, if Qi is a nongeneric torus orbit with 7f'i as its 

only vanishing Pliicker coordinate, then p.( QI) contains only the nine vertices of b. 

which do not belong to b.(Z)i this is the polytope b.(\z). b.(\i) and b.(\z) are the 

two polytopes obtained by slicing 6. along the hyperplane Xi = 1. Observe that 

the four planes Xi = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the four ways of splitting b. 

into two halves by an interior hexagonal face. (See the splitting corresponding to 

i = 1 in Figure 16.) Thus, the volumes of Qi and Qi are each half the volume of a 

generic torus orbit. So F/21 consists of the closures of two nongeneric torus orbits 

for which exactly one of 1C'i or 7f'i vanishes. 

In fact, F/21 contains one of each type. Suppose that F/21 contains an orbit 

Oi with 1C'i = 0, and let [1C'k]i x [7h]i be the Pliicker coordinates of a point in Oi. 

Then on the orbit 0 1 through the point with Pliicker coordinates [1C'kl; x [7f'kl; = 

[7f'k]i x [1C'k]i, 7f'i = 0, and the values of III and /21 on Oi are the same as their 

values on Oi by the symmetry in 1C'a and 7f'a of equations (5.4) and (5.5). Therefore 

F/21 also contains Oi. Similarly, if F/21 contains an orbit with 7f'i = 0, then it also 

contains an orbit with 1C'i = o. 
It remains to prove the last statement of (i). The polytopes J.l( Oi) = b.(\i) 

and p.( 0 1) = 6.(\i) intersect in a hexagonal face which is the image under p. of 

the two-dimensional torus orbits with 1C'i = 7f'i = 0 in the boundaries of Oi and 0 1• 

These orbits in fact coincide. This will be shown for i = 1; the other cases are 

similar. Choose a point X in 0 1 with Pliicker coordinates [1C'kh x [7f'kh = [0 : 1 : 
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a : b] x [1 : c : d : e], where abcde =f:. 0, and consider the one-parameter subgroup 

h( t) = {diag( t, 1, 1, 1) mod C . Id} of the torus. Taking the limit as t -+ 00 of 

h(t) . X gives the point X = [0 : 1 : a : b] x [0 : c : d : e] on the boundary, which 

lies in the two-dimensional orbit with 7f'j = -fi'j = 0 of 0 1 • Also, Oi contains the 

point Y with Plucker coordinates [7f'kh X [-fi'kh = [1 : c : d : e] X [0 : 1 : a : b], and 

Y = lime_co h(t). Y = [0 : c : d: e] x [0 : 1 : a : b] lies on the boundary of Oi in the 

two-dimensional orbit with 7f'j = -fi'j = O. But the element h = diag( c, c, ~, ~ ) in 

the torus takes X to Y, which shows that the orbits through X and Y do indeed 

coincide. We will denote this common two-dimensional orbit in the boundaries of 

OJ and Oi by Oii. Since 7l"j = -fi'j = a on this orbit and no other Plucker coordinates 

vanish, the image under the moment map of its closure is the polytope .6(\i\i). 

(ii) Let :FI2l be a special level set of type II. Then both 7l"Jrj and 7f'j-fi'j vanish 

for i =f:. j so that each three-dimensional torus orbit in :FI2l has two vanishing 

Plucker coordinates. There is in fact a unique torus orbit in G / PI for each of the 

four possibilities. First consider the case 7f'I = 7f'2 = O. If 7f'I and 7l"2 are the only 

vanishing Plucker coordinates of X E G / PI, then we can write its coordinates as 

[0 : 0 : 1 : a] X [b : c : a : 1], where abc =f:. O. One can check easily that any two 

such points are equivalent modulo the torus action. The other cases 7f'j = 7f'j = a 
and -fi'j = -fi'j = 0 are similar. Any point in G/ PI for which only 7f'I and -fi'2 vanish 

has Plucker coordinates of the form [0 : 1 : a : b] x [1 : 0 : c : abC] with abc =f:. 0, 

and again, it is easy to check that any two such points are in the same torus orbit; 

the other cases 7f'j = 7rj = 0 are similar. (See the polytopes associated to the four 

orbits for which 7l"27r2 = 7l",,7r-l = a in Figure 5.2. They are obtained by splitting the 

momentum polytope .6 along the two hyperplanes X2 = 1 and X4 = 1.) Since the 

sum of the volumes of the four pieces is equal to the volume of .6 and since there is 

a unique torus orbit in G / PI having each of these pieces as the image of its closure 

under the moment map, :F121 must contain all four of the three-dimensional orbits 
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for which 7rj'n'j = 7rj'frj = a by the same degree argument as before. 

There are four ways in which three of 7rj, 'h, 7rj, and 1rj can vanish simulta

neously. Each of these possibilities corresponds to one of the four half-hexagonal 

faces which lie in the interior of 6. and form the intersection of two of the four 

pieces above. One can check as before that there is a unique two-dimensional torus 

orbit which is mapped to each of these faces by 1'. This implies that the closures 

of the four torus orbits in :FI21 meet in pairs along these two-dimensional orbits in 

their boundaries. I 

Finally, we describe the common intersection of all the level sets in G / Pl' 

Proposition 5.2 The intel'section of any two level sets of 121 in G / PI is the 

union of all the torus orbits in G / PI whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the 

momentum polytope. It consists of the eight two-dimensional orbits corresponding 

to the triangular faces of 6., the six two-dimensional orbits corresponding to the 

square faces, the twenty-four one-dimensional orbits corresponding to the edges, 

and the twelve fixed points corresponding to the vertices. 

Proof. By Proposition 4.1, each stratum in G/ PI corresponding to a face, edge, 

or vertex of 6. consists of a single torus orbit. On the other hand, it follows from 

Proposition 5.1 that the image under the momentum mapping of any (general or 

special) level set of 121 in G / PI contains all the faces, edges, and vertices of the 

momentum polytope. An application of the Convexity Theorem (1.1) proves the 

proposition. I 

5.2 Structure of the Level Sets of 121 ill G / B 

Consider the projection lIt : G / B ~ G / PI, whose fiber is pl. Since In and 

121 are defined on G / PI, a level set in G / B is the inverse image under III of a 

level set in G / Pt. If X E G / Pl has trivial stabilizer, then each point in Ilil (X) 
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lies in a different torus orbit in G/ B and also has trivial stabilizer. So each three

dimensional torus orbit in a level set in G / PI lifts to a family of three-dimensional 

torus orbits in G / B parametrized by pl. 

Definition 5.2 Let LSV121 (level set variety oj 121 ) denote the subvariety oj G / B 

cut out by the equations (5.4) and (5.5) Jor fixed values oj III and 121 , LSV121 

will be called a general level set (special level set oj type I or II) iJ its projection to 

G/ PI is a general level set (special level set oj type I or II). 

By the observation above, a general level set has the form LSV121 = IIl1(O) 

for a generic torus orbit 0 in G / Pl' A special level set of type I is a union 

LSV121 = IIll(Oi) U IIl1(Oi), and a special level set of type II has the form 

LSV121 = IIl1(Oii) U IIl1(OiJ) U IIl1(OiJ) U IIl1(Oii), by Proposition 5.1. 

5.2.1 The Cross-ratio and the Base Locus Be 

Here we introduce the cross-ratio. The behavior of its restriction to the three

dimensional torus orbits in each level set will be important in our description of 

the geometry of these varieties in the flag manifold. 

The cross ratio, c, is the complex-valued function defined on the complement 

of IlG(2,4)(8 0) in G(2,4) by 

11'1311'24 

Because of the Plucker relation (4.1), it can also be written 

c = 1 _ 11'1411'23. 

·11'1311'24 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

Observe that this function is invariant under the torus action on G(2,4) and is 

therefore well-defined on torus orbits. 

The homogeneous polynomials 

(5.8) 
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for c E pI define a pencil of algebraic varieties in G(2,4). We can also consider 

the pencil of subvarieties of the flag manifold, G / B, defined by these polynomials. 

Definition 5.3 Denote by Ae the subvariety of G / B defined by (5.8) for c E pl. 

The base locus of these varieties is their common intersection, which we denote by 

Be: 

Lemma 5.1 Be is the union of all strata in G / B whose projections to G(2, 4) 

are the torus orbits whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the octahedron, that is, 

Be = 112"1 (JlO(2,4)(8 0)). This is precisely the set of strata in the flag manifold on 

which three or more 7r a{J vanish. 

Proof. Observe that the cross-ratio is defined on all torus orbits in the generic 

stratum and that if exactly one 7rii vanishes, the cross-ratio is defined and equal to 

0, 1, or 00. There are exactly three strata for which two and no more 7rii vanish. 

These are the strata for which 7rii = 7rkl = 0, where {i,j,k,l} = {1,2,3,4}. Their 

values of the cross-ratio are 0, 1, and 00, and their polytopes are the three squares 

O(\ij\kl) in the interior of 0 obtained by removing a pair of opposite vertices. 

The cross-ratio is undefined on any torus orbit for which three or more 7rii 

vanish; such an orbit clearly belongs to Be. The strata in G(2,4) on which three 

or more 7rij vanish are precisely those whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the 

octahedron. The base locus, Be, is therefore the inverse image 112"1 (JlO(2,4)(8 D)). I 

5.2.2 The Cross-ratio on the Level Sets in G / B 

For each type of level set LSVI21 , we describe the restriction of the cross-ratio 

to the one-parameter family of torus orbits lying over each of the three-dimensional 

orbits in its projection to G / Pl. 
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Let 0 be a three-dimensional torus orbit in G/PI' We can parametrize the set 

of torus orbits in I1i"'1(0), which we denote by H\I1i"'I(O), as follows. Choose a 

point X mod PI in 0, where 

X = ( ::~ 
Xl3 
Xl4 

X21 X31 
X22 X32 

X23 X33 

X24 X34 

Then 

I1i"'I(X mod Px) = { ( ::~ 
Xl3 
Xl4 

VX21 + UX31 VX31 + UX21 

VX22 + UX32 VX32 + UX22 

VX23 + UX33 VX33 + UX23 

VX24 + UX34 VX34 + UX24 

::~ ) mod B : [u, v] E pI} 
X43 

X44 

contains one point in each torus orbit in I1i"'1 (0) and therefore gives a parametriza

tion of H\I1i"'I(O) by pl. 

Proposition 5.3 (i) Let LSV121 = IIi"'I(O) be a general level set. Then I1i"'1(0) 

is contained in (G / B) \ Be, and c : H\IIi"' I (0) = pI ~ pI is a two-to-one map 

branched over two distinct points. 

(ii) Let LSVI21 = I1i"'I(Oi)UIIi"'I(Oi) be a special level set of type I. Then there 

is a unique torus orbit in Ili"'l (Oi) contained in Be whose polytope is O(\z)e and 

a unique torus orbit in IIII (Oi) contained in Be whose polytope is O(\i)e. All the 

other torus orbits in I1i"'I(Oi) and I1i"'I(Oi) belong to (G/B) \Be • If we define the 

cross-ratio on the two exceptional 07'bits by their limits in I1i"'I(Oi) and I1i"'I(Oi), 

respectively, then c: H\I1i"'I(Oi) = pi -+ pi and c: H\I1II(Oi) = pi ~ pi are 

both bijective. 

(iii) Let LSVI21 be a special level set of type II for which both Ai and Aj are 

eigenvalues of <1>1 (X), and let Oij , 0;;, cij , and Oil, be as in Proposition 5.1. 

Then each of I1i"'I(Oij) and I111(Oil) contains one (three-dimensional) torus 

orbit in Be on which four 1f'c.{J vanish; all the other o7'bits in I111(Oij) and I111(Oil) 

belong to (G / B) \ Be. Ijwe define the c7'oss-ratio on these two exceptional 01'bits by 
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their: limits in I111(Oii) and I11
1(Oi]), respectively, then c: H\I1II(Oii) = pI --. 

pI and c : H\I1II( Oil) = pI --. pI are bijections. 

Each ofI1II(Oii) and I111(OiJ) contains two torus orbits in Be for which three 

7r a/J vanish; all the other orbits in these components belong to (G / B) \ Be. If 

we define the cross-ratio on the exceptional orbits by their limits in I111 (Oii) 

and I111(Oi]), respectively, then the cross-ratio is constant on H\I1II(<9ii ) and 

H\I111 (Oi]). This constant value of c is either 0, 1, or 00, and it is the same on 

both H\I1II(Oii) and H\I1II(OG). 

It is important in what follows to keep in mind that in the definition of the cross

ratio, the 7rii are the affine Plucker coordinates of one (arbitrary) representative 

X E XmodB E (G/B) \Be • Let 0 be a three-dimensional orbit in G/PI, and let 

X mod PI be a point in 0, where 

Let 

X(u) = { Xl2 
Xl3 (

Xu 

Xl4 

(

Xu 

X = Xl2 

Xl3 

Xl4 

X21 X31 

X22 X32 

X23 X33 

X24 X34 

so that X(u) mod B for u E pI is a section of the torus orbits in I111(0). In the 

following, 7rii(u) will refer to the {i, j} minor of the first two columns of X(u). 

Also, we will denote Xli by 7ri(X) and the appropriate 3 x 3 minor of the first three 

columns of X by ITi(X). 

Lemma 5.2 Choose {i, j, k} C {I, 2, 3, 4}, and let <9 be a three-dimensional 

torus orbit in G / Pl' Let X be sllch that X mod PI EO, and consider the 

parametrization X(u) fo'1' u E pI defined above. 
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(i) Suppose that 7rij( u) and 7rik( u) are not identically zero. Then 7rij( u) = 
a7f'ik(u) for all u and some a =f:. 0 ¢=> 7rj-rr, = 0 on 0, where I = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ 

{ i, j, k }. 

(ii) 7rjj(u) = 0 for all u ¢=> either 7rj = 7rj = 0 or -rrk = 7r, = 0 on 0, where 

{k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i, j }. 

Proof. (i) Let (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), and assume that 1l'12(U) and 7r13(U) do not 

vanish identically. Write 7r12(U) = a12+b12U and 7r13(U) = aI3+bI3U. (==» Suppose 

that 7r12(U) = a7r13(U) for some a =f:. O. Then al2 = aal3 and b l2 = abl3 • Writing 

these equations in terms of the entries of X gives XllX22 - X2lX12 = a(xllx23 -

X13X2t} and XllX32 - X12X31 = a(xllx33 - X13X3d. Since a =f:. 0, this implies that 

(XnX22 ~ X21 X I2)(XllX33 - X13X3t) - (XllX32 - XI2X3I)(XllX23 - X13X2t) = 0, which 

can be written as Xll(XllX22X33 + Xl2X23X3I + Xl3X2lX32 - XI3X22X31 - X23X32Xll -

X33X12X2t} = 7rl(X)-rr4(X) = O. Therefore 7r17r4 = 0 on 0 since X mod PI E O. 

(<==) Suppose that 1l'1-rr4 = 0 on O. Then since X mod PI E 0, 7r1(X)-rr4(X) = 
O. In terms of the entries of X, this becomes Xll(XllX22X33+X12X23X31 +XI3X2IX32-

X13X22X31-X23X32Xll-X33X12X2t} = 0, which we rewrite as (XllX22-X21X12)(XllX33-

X13X31) = (XUX32 - X12X3d(XllX23 - Xl3X2d, that is, aI2bl3 = aI3b12. If neither 

side is zero, then we have ~b =!!ll.b = a =f:. 0 so that al2 + b I2 U = a(al3 + b13U), 
12 13 

that is, 1l'12(U) = a7rI3(u), Now suppose that both sides of the equation are zero. 

Since 7r12( u) and 7r13( u) are not identically zero, there are only two possibilities: 

either a12 = aI3 = 0 only or bI2 = b13 = 0 only. In the former case, we have 

7f'12( u) = b l2U = (!!llbb )b13U = a1l'13( u) where a = !!llbb =f:. O. Similarly, if b12 = bl3 = 0, 
13 13 

then 7r12( u) = a12u = (~)aI3u = a1l'13( u) where a = ~ -; O. We prove this for 

the other choices of (i, j, k) in the same way. 

(ii) (==» Setting the coefficient of u and the constant term of 7rjj(u) equal to 

zero gives the two equations XliX2j - XljX2i = 0 and XliX3j - XljX3i = O. Suppose 

that 7rj and 7rj are not both zero. Then the two equations imply that 0 contains a 
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point X mod PI where the entries X2i, X2j, X3i, X3j of X are all zero, which implies 

that irk = ir, = 0 for {k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i,j}. For the other direction, the 

Plucker relations (4.3) imply that if either 7ri = 7rj = 0 or irk = ir, = 0 on an orbit 

in G / B with no other vanishing 7r a or ir a{), then 7rij' also vanishes. I 

Proof of Proposition 5.3. (i) Let LSV/21 be a general level set. Then LSVr21 -

IIll(<9) where <9 is a generic closed torus orbit in G/P1 • Let X(u) be as above 

corresponding to <9. Then 
7r12(U)7r34(U) c= -~~-:,-~ 
7r13(U )7r24( u) 

expresses the cross-ratio as a function of the parameter u on H\1111 (0). Since 

<9 is generic, 7riirj f:: 0 for all i, j and therefore by the lemma, no 71'ij(U) vanishes 

identically, and 71'ij(tt) f:: a7l'ik(u) for i, j, k distinct and a #- O. This implies in 

particular that 7rij and 7rik do not vanish on the same torus orbit in 111"1(0) so that 

at most two 7ra{3 vanish on any orbit in 111"1(0), which implies that 111"1(0) U Be 

is empty. Furthermore, this means that no two of the linear factors of u in the 

numerator and denominator of c(u) cancel so that c: pI ~ pI is a meromorphic 

function of degree two. It is a simple consequence of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula 

and the fact that the genus of S2 is zero that this map is branched over two distinct 

points. 

(ii) Let LSV/21 be a special level set of type 1. Then LSV[21 = II11(C)I U Oi) 

where Oi and Oi are nongeneric torus orbits in G / PI with 71'i = 0 and iri = 0, 

respectively. Let X(u) be representatives as before corresponding to Oi. Then 

since 7ri is the only vanishing Pliicker coordinate on Oi, the lemma implies that no 

7r a{3( u) vanishes identically and that 71'ij( u) = a7rik( u) for some a#-O and i, j, k 

distinct. Therefore one linear factor of u in the numerator of c( u) cancels one in 

the denominator, and this is the only cancellation since only 71'i vanishes. Since 

the three 71'i-y( u) are all proportional, they vanish on the same torus orbit, and 

both the numerator and denominator of the cross-ratio vanish. However, after 
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cancelling the two proportional linear factors of u, we obtain a well-defined value 

of the cross-ratio on this orbit, and c: H\IIII(Oi) -+ pI is one-to-one. Similarly, 

c: H\IIII(O:) -+ pI is one-to-one. 

(iii) Let LSVr21 be a special level set of type II with 7ri-n-i = 7rj'lri = 0, and let 

X(u) correspond to the orbit Oil as before. Then since 7ri and -n-i are the only 

vanishing Plucker coordinates on Oil, the lemma implies that no 7r a/3( u) vanishes 

identically. Also by the lemma, the 7ri-y(u) are all proportional since 7ri = 0, and 

the 7r a/3( u) for Q, f3 :/: j are all proportional since -n-i = 0. This implies that there 

is a unique torus orbit in IIII (Oii) on which four 7r 01/3 vanish simultaneously. But 

after making the appropriate cancellation of a common linear factor of u in the 

numerator and denominator on the cross-ratio, we obtain as before a value of c 

on this exceptional orbit, and c : H\IIII(OiJ) -+ pI is one-to-one. Similarly, 

c: H\IIII(Oii) -+ pI is also one-to-one. 

Now let X ( u) correspond to Oii. Then since 7r i and 7r i are the only non vanishing 

Plucker coordinates on Oii, 7rii( u) vanishes identically by the lemma, and no other 

7r a/3( u) is identically zero. Therefore from the expressions (5.6) and (5.7) of the 

cross-ratio, we see that it is identically either 0, 1, or 00 on H\IIII(Oii) depending 

on the values of i and j. Also by the lemma, the two 7ri-y for I f; j vanish on the 

same torus orbit, and the two 7rjS for {) :/: i vanish on the same torus orbit (and 

these two orbits are distinct). The vanishing of 7rij on all the orbits in IIII(Oii) 

therefore implies that three 7ra /3 vanish on each of these two exceptional orbits. 

Similarly, IIII(Oil) contains two torus orbits on each of which three 7ra/3 vanish, 

and the cross-ratio is identically 0, 1,_ or 00 on IIII(OiJ). It is easy to see from 
, 

(5.6) and (5.7) that these two constant values of c are the same since 7rij vanishes 

on Oij and 7rkl vanishes on Oil, where i, j, k, I are distinct. I 
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5.2.3 The Base Locus 13/21 

Consider the two-parameter family of level sets LSV121 in the flag manifold cut 

out by equations (5.4) and (5.5) as 111 and hI vary. 

Definition 5.4 The base locus of the level set varieties LSV121 is their common 

intersection; we denote it by B 121 : 

Bh1 = n LSVh1' 
111,121 ep1 

By the following lemma, it suffices to take the intel'section over two distinct level 

sets. For OU1' considerations in Chapters Six and Seven, we observe that in partic

ular, 

B121 = n LSVh1 · 
111 =0,121 epl 

Lemma 5.3 (i) The base locus B121 is precisely the invel'se image TIj'"I(PG/P1 (8~)), 

that is, the union of all s/mta in the flag manifold whose projections to G / PI are 

the strata whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum polytope, ~. 

(ii) B 121 is the union of the closures of the six thl'ee-dimensional torus orbits 

P(ij) (defined in Lemma 4.1), whose polytopes are O(\ij)C, and the set of all strata 

in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum polytope, <>. 
(iii) B 121 is in fact equal to the intersection of any two distinct level sets LSV121 . 

Proof. Cons~der the projections to G / PI of any two level sets LSVI21' By Propo

sition 5.2, their intersection is the union of all strata whose polytopes lie in the 

boundary of the momentum polytope 6., of G / Pl. Furthermore, since a level set 

in G / B is the complete inverse image of its projection to G / PI, the intersection of 

the two level sets in the flag manifold is precisely TIj'"I(PG/P1 (86.)), which proves 

(i) and (iii). Part (ii) is a consequence of (i) and Proposition 4.2. I 

Remark: The six three-dimensional orbits P( ij) in B 121 are not contained in the 

base locus Bc. Since 'Trkl, where {J.:,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}, is the only 'Tr0/{3 which 
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vanishes on P(ij), the cross-ratio is defined, and its value is 0, 1, or 00, depending 

on i and j. (There are two such orbits for each value of c in {O, 1,00 }.) 

5.2.4 The General Level Sets of 121 in G / B 

Recall that a general level set LSV121 is equal to TIll (0) for a generic torus 

orbit 0 in G/Pl , where 0 is cut out by equations (5.2) and (5.3) for fixed generic 

values of III and 121 • The boundary of 0 is the union of all strata in G / PI whose 

polytopes lie in the boundary of !:::. (see Proposition 4.1). The general level set 

LSV121 = TIll (0) is therefore the union, 

LSV121 - TIIl(O) U TIIl(80) 

- TIll(O)Ul3hll 

of the one-parameter family of torus orbits in TIIl(O) and the base locus 13121' 

We have already described the structure of 13121' It remains to describe the 

torus orbits in TIll (0). \Ve will see that each of the polytopes O(\ij)C in fact 

glues on to the polytope of a certain nongeneric torus orbit in TIll (0) along the 

interior square face lying in the hyperplane l~i + l'j = 4 which cuts through O. 

The polytopes of the nongeneric orbits in LSV121 glue together in pairs along these 

interior square faces to form complete copies of the momentum polytope. 

Proposition 5.4 Let LSV121 = TIll (0) be a general level set, where 0 is a generic 

torus orbit in G / Pl' Then eve1'y t01'US orbit in TIll (0) whose cross-ratio is not 0, 

1, or 00 is generic. 

If c = 0, 1, 01' 00 is not a branch point of the C1'oss-ratio on H\TIIl(O), 

then there are exactly two t01'US O1'bits in TIll (0) with c1'oss-ratio c. They are 

nongeneric, and their polytopes ate O(\ij) and O(\kl), where {i,j} U {k, I} -

{I, 2, 3, 4} and (i,j) = (1,2), (1,4) 01' (1,3) for c = 0, 1, or 00, respec.tively. 
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If c = 0, 1, or 00 is a bmnch point of the cross-ratio, then there is a unique 

torus orbit in IIII (0) with C7'oss-ratio c. This orbit is nongeneric, and its polytope 

is O(\ij\kl), where i, j, k, I are as above. 

In the case that none of the values 0, 1, or 00 is a branch point, the six 

polytopes O(\ij), corresponding to the six nongeneric orbits in IIll(O) , glue 

on to the polytopes O(\ijY of the orbits P(ij) in the base locus Bhl to form six 

complete copies of the momentum polytope. (See Figure 4.7.) The two torus orbits 

in LSVh1 corresponding to each pair O(\ij) and O(\ijY, have the same value of 

the cross-ratio (= 0,1, or (0). There are two such pairs for each value of c in 

{O, 1,00}. If c = 0, 1, or 00 is a branch point, then these two pairs of torus orbits 

are replaced by three orbits, whose polytopes are O(\ij)C, O(\ij\kl), and O(\klY, 

as shown in Figure 4.8. 

Proof. Since LSV/21 is a general level set, c : H\IIll (0) ~ pI is a double cover 

of pI branched over two points. If we parametrize the orbits in IIII (0) as before 

by u E pI, then each equation 7rij(U) = ° has a unique solution since no 7I"iAu) is 

identically zero. The only coincidences which can occur are 7I"ij(U) = 7I"k/(U) = ° for 

i, j, k, I distinct. This is true because if 7I"ij(U) = ° and 7I"ik(U) = ° have the ·same 

solution, then 7I"ij( u) = Q'7I"ik( 1l) for allu and some Q' # 0, which is impossible on a 

general level set by Lemma .5.1. If the value of the cross-ratio on a torus orbit Q 

in ITII(O) is not 0, 1, or 00, then no 7I"ij vanishes on Q, and Q is generic since all 

the 7I"j and n-j are also nonzero. The image of its closure under the moment map is 

the full momentum polytope, O. 

The orbits in IIII(O) for which c = 0, 1, or 00 are those for which some 7I"jj 

vanishes; they are nongeneric. The cross-ratio is zero on the orbits for which either 

71"12 or 71"34 vanishes or both. If c = 0 is not a branch point, then the orbits with 

71"12 = 0 and 71"34 = 0 are distinct, and if c = 0 is a branch point, then there is 

a unique orbit in IT I ] (0) with cross-ratio zero for which 71"]2 = 7r34 = O. The 
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cross-ratio is 1 on the orbits for which either 11'14 or 11'23 vanishes or both. If c = 1 

is a branch point, then these orbits are distinct, and if c = 1 is not a branch point, 

then there is a unique orbit with cross-ratio 1 with 11'14 = 11'23 = O. Similarly, if 

c = 00 is not a branch point, then there are two distinct orbits in IIi" 1 
( 0) with 

cross-ratio 00, one with 11'13 = 0 and one with 11'24 = O. If c = 00 is a branch point, 

then there is a unique orbit with c = 00 for which 11'13 = 11'24 = O. The polytope of 

the orbit for which only 1I'ij vanishes is O(\ij), and in the case of a branch point 

at c = 0, 1, or 00, the polytope of the orbit for which 1I'ij = 1I'kl = 0 is O(\ij\kl). I 

To complete our description of the torus orbits in a general level set, we describe 

how the closures of the three-dimensional orbits intersect along lower-dimensional 

orbits in their boundaries. 

Proposition 5.5 The closures of any two torus orbits in LSVhl' both of whose 

polytopes contain a given square face, edge, or vertex, intersect along a common 

orbit in their boundaries whose polytope is this face, edge, or vertex. (This includes 

square faces which lie in the interior of 0 and edges which cut through faces of O.J 
A ny two two-dimensional orbits which lie in the closures of distinct three

dimensional torus orbits in LSVI21 and correspond to a given hexagonal face of 

<> are distinct. 

Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that any stratum in G / B whose 

polytope is zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, or two-dimensional and square con

sists of a unique torus orbit. This was shown in Proposition 4.3. 

From Proposition 4.4, we know that the stratum corresponding to a given 

hexagonal face consists of a one-parameter family of two-dimensional orbits in 

G/ B. Since these eight strata are all contained in the base locus B/211 these one

parameter families of torus orbits lie in the boundaries of the three-dimensional 

orbits in IIi"I(O). It remains to verify the last statement of the proposition to 
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out the possibility that a finite number of three-dimensional orbits could contain 

a common two-dimensional orbit in their boundaries corresponding to a given 

hexagonal face. We do this for the face 0(1). The other cases are shown similarly. 

Since LSV121 is a general level set, 11'1 =F 0, and we may choose a section 

{X(u) mod B : u E pI } of the orbits in 1111(0) where X(u) has the form 

X( ) - { (~:: X22: UX32 X~2 X~2) C. (~:: X~2 X~2 X~2) _ } U - ,uE , ,u-oo . 
XI3 X23 + UX33 X33 X43 X13 X33 X23 X43 

X14 X24 + UX34 X34 X44 X14 X34 X24 X44 

Let hI(t) be the one-parameter subgroup hI(t) = {diag(l, t, f, t) mod C· Id} of 

the torus. Then 

lim h1(t). X(u) = (~ X22: UX32 X~2 X~2) = X'(u) 
t-oo 0 X23 + UX33 X33 X43 

o X24 + UX34 X34 X44 

for u E C. From the Pli.icker coordinates of X(u) mod B, it is easy to see that 

the orbits H· (X'(u) mod B) are distinct. Indeed, if h E H with h· (X'(u) mod 

B) = X'(u') mod B, then h must fix [*d for X'(u) mod B, which implies that 

h = diag(ht, 1, 1, 1) mod C· Id. But this element also fixes the other Plucker 

coordinates of X'(u) mod B and thus fixes X'(u) mod B. So if u =F u', then the 

orbits through X'( u) and X( tt') are distinct. I 

Remark: In terms of the polytopes associated to the torus orbits in a general level 

set, we can describe it as follows. We have a stack of full polytopes 0, parametrized 

by pI, whose corresponding vertices, edges, and square faces coincide and none 

of whose hexagonal faces or interiors are identified. In the case that none of 

c = 0, 1, or 00 is a branch point, six of these polytopes are split, being the union 

of two smaller polytopes which meet along an interior square face of O. For each 

occurrence of a branch point among 0, 1, and 00, two of the splittings occur in the 

same polytope, which is the union of three subpolytopes meeting in two parallel 

interior square faces of O. 
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5.2.5 The Special Level Sets of Type I 

By Proposition 5.1, a special level set of type I in G/ Pt is the union of the 

closures of two nongeneric torus orbits, OJ and 0;, whose boundaries contain a 

common two-dimensional torus orbit, oj:. The level set in the flag manifold is 

therefore 

LSV121 - IIll(Oi) U IIll(Oi) 

- (IIll(Oj) U IIll(Oi)) U IIll(Oii) U 8121" 

We have already described the torus orbits in the base locus 8 121" Now we 

consider the component IIll(Oii). 

Lemma 5.4 IIll( Oii) consists of a unique three-dimensional torus orbit, Oji, and 

two two-dimensional orbits in G / B. The polytope of Oi: is O(\i\i). 

(See the illustration of 0(\1 \1) in Figure 4.6.) 

Proof. We show this for i = 1; the proof for the other values of i is similar. Let A 

be a point in Oii. Then since 7rl = 7!-1 = 0 on Oii, A has Plucker coordinates of the 

form [0 : 1 : a : b] x [0 : 1 : c: d 1 with abed -# O. A point A' in IIll(A) has PlUcker 

coordinates of the form [ 0 : 1 : a : b ] x [ x : ax : bx : dy : cy : y ] x [ 0 : 1 : c : d 1 

by the Pliicker relations (4.3). If x = 0, then the orbit through A' has stabilizer 

diag(ht, 1, 1, 1) mod C· Id in the torus and is therefore two-dimensional. If y = 0, 

then the orbit through A' also has this stabilizer so that it is also two-dimensional. 

Now suppose that xy -# O. Then we can write the Plucker coordinates of A' as' 

[ 0 : 1 : a : b ] x [ z : az : bz : d : c : 1 ] x [ 0 : 1 : c : d 1 with z -# O. Its 

stabilizer is trivial so that the orbit is three-dimensional. But for arbitrary z' -# 0, 

h = diag( ~, 1, 1, 1) mod C, Id takes [ 0 : 1 : a: b] x [ z : az : bz : d : c : 1 ] x [ 0 : 

1 : e : d ] to [ 0 : 1 : a : b ] x [ z' : az' : bz' : d : e : 1 ] x [ 0 : 1 : c : d ]. There 
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is therefore a unique three-dimensional orbit in IIll(Oi;). Since only 11'1 and 11-t 

vanish on this orbit, its polytope is 0(\1 \1). I 

Each of the components IIll(Oi) and IIll(O;) of LSV121 is a family of three

dimensional torus orbits in G / B parametrized by pl. The next proposition de

scribes these orbits in terms of the strata in the flag manifold to which they belong. 

PrQPosition 5.6 Let LSV121 = ITll(Vi)UITll(O;) be a special level set oJ type I. 

Then all but Jour oJ the torus orbits in IIll ( Oi) belong to the stratum whose 

polytope is O(\i), and all but Jour oj the orbits in ITll (Oi) belong to the stratum 

whose polytope is O(\z). The value oj the cross-ratio is not 0, 1, or 00 on these 

orbits. 

The three torus orbits in ITll (Vi) whose Cl'oss-ratios are 0, 1, and 00 belong 

to the strata whose polytopes are O(\z\ia), where {i, a} = {I, 2} or {3, 4} Jor 

c = 0, {I, 3} or {2, 4} Jor c = 00, and {I, 4} or {2, 3} Jor c = 1, depending on the 

value oJi. The three orbits in ITll(Vi) whose cross-ratios are 0, 1, and 00 belong 

to the strata whose polytopes are O(\i\,81'), where {,8, 1'} = {I, 2, 3, 4}\{ i, a}. 

There is a unique torus ol'bit in ITll (Oi) which is contained in the base locus 

Be and a unique orbit in ITl1(Oi) belonging to Be. Their polytopes are O(\i)e and 

O(\i)e, respectively. 

Thus, in the case of a special level set of type I, the typical torus orbit in 

IIll(Oi) belongs to the stratum whose polytope is O(\i), obtained from 0 by 

removing the vertices of the hexagonal face O(i). (See Figure 4.4.) The nongeneric 

orbits in this component belong to the strata whose polytopes are also missing the 

vertices of one of the three square faces which contain no vertices in common with 

O(i). An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Similarly, the typical torus 

orbit in ITil (Oi) belongs to the stratum whose polytope is O(\i), obtained from 

o by removing the vertices of the hexagonal face O(z). (See Figure 4.5.) The 
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nongeneric orbits in this component belong to the strata whose polytopes are also 

missing the vertices of one of the three square faces which contain no vertices in 

common with o(i). For an example of this, refer to Figure 5.4. 

Proof. Let X(u) mod B be a section of the torus orbits in IIII(Oi), parametrized 

by pl. Then by Lemma 5.1, the 7l'i'Y(U) are all proportional and therefore vanish 

on the same torus orbit. Also, since only 7ri vanishes on Oi, 7r~p( u) and 7r a'Y( u) are 

not proportional for a ~ i so that the three torus orbits on which the remaining 

three Pliicker coordinates 7r a,B( u) for a, (3 :; i vanish, are distinct. After making 

the appropriate cancellation of a factor in the numerator and denominator of the 

expression for the cross-ratio corresponding to the proportional linear factors 7rij(U) 

and 7rik(U), we obtain the one-to-one function c(u) : I111(Oi) ~ pl. Using the 

Pliicker relation 7r127r34 - 7r137r24 + 7r147r23 = 0, it is clear that the three orbits in 

IIII(Oi) on which only one 7ra p for a, (3 ~ i vanishes are those for which the 

cross-ratio is 0, 1, or 00. Since 7ri also vanishes on these orbits, their polytopes are 

¢(\i\a(3). 

Similarly, there is a unique orbit in IIII (0;) on which the three Pliicker co

ordinates 7raP(u) for a, (3 ~ i vanish simultaneously; the three orbits on which a 

7ri'Y vanishes are distinct. Again, after making the appropriate cancellation in the 

expression for the cross-ratio corresponding to the proportional linear factors 7l'ap 

and 7l'a'Y where a, (3, , ~ i, we see that the three orbits in IIII(Oi) on which one 

7l'i-y vanishes are those for which the cross-ratio is 0, 1, or 00. Since n-i also vanishes 

on these orbits, their polytopes are ¢(\i\i{). 

If Q C IIII(Oi) is an orbit on which no 7rap vanishes, then 'only 7ri vanishes on 

Q, and its polytope is therefore ¢(\i). Similarly if no 7rap vanishes on an orbit in 

IIll(Oi), then only n-i vanishes, and its polytope is ¢(\i). 

The orbit in IIi"l(Oi) with 7rij = 7rik = 7ril = 0 is contained in the base locus 

Be, on which the cross-ratio is undefined. Its polytope is ¢(\ij\ik\il) = o(\iy. 
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Similarly, the orbit in IIll(Oi) with 7rcr{J = 0 for 0, (3 f: i also belongs to Bc. Its 

polytope is O(\jk\jl\kl) = O(\i)C, where j, k, If: i. 

By Lemma 5.4, there is a unique three-dimensional torus orbit, 6i~, in G / B 

whose projection under III is the two-dimensional orbit, Oi~, in which 0' and O~ 

intersect; the image of its closure under the moment map is the polytope O(\i\i). 
This polytope fits between O(\i)C and O(\iy to form one copy of O. These three 

polytopes glue together along the two interior hexagonal faces of 0 cut out by the 

hyperplanes Xi = 1 and Xi = 2. (See 0(\1\1), O(\l)C, and O(\I)C in Figures 4.4, 

4.5, and 4.6.) I 

Next we describe how the closures of the three-dimensional torus orbits In 

LSVI21 intersect along lower-dimensional orbits in their boundaries. 

Proposition 5.7 The closllres of any two torus orbits in LSVI21 whose polytopes 

glue together along an interior (irregular) hexagonal face of 0 intersect in a com

mon two-dimensional orbit in their boundaries whose polytope is this face. 

Also, the closures of any two orbits in LSVI21 ' both of whose polytopes con

tain a given square face, edge, or vertex, intersect along a common orbit in their 

boundaries whose polytope is this face, edge, or vertex. 

Proof. Let Q be any (three-dimensional) orbit in LSVI21 whose polytope contains 

the interior hexagonal face of 0 which lies in the hyperplane Xi = 2. Then Q 

contains a two-dimensional orbit S such that J.L(S) is this face. This implies that 

both 7r i and * i vanish on S and no other 7r cr or * cr vanishes. II I (S) is therefore the 

two-dimensional orbit, Oil, in which Oi and Oi intersect. Now let Q' be any orbit 

in LSVI21 such that J.L( Q') contains the interior hexagonal face of 0 which lies in 

the hyperplane Xi = 1. Then Q' contains a two-dimensional orbit S' such that 

J.L(S') is this face, which implies as before that III (S') is also the two-dimensional 

orbit, Oil, in which Oi and Oi intersect. But in the proof of Lemma 5.4 we saw 
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that the inverse image under TIl of Oii contains exactly two two-dimensional torus 

orbits in addition to the unique three-dimensional orbit, Oii. The polytopes of 

these two orbits are the interior hexagonal faces of 0 which lie in the hyperplanes 

Xi = 1 and Xi = 2. From this the first statement follows. 

The last statement is a consequence of Proposition 4.3. I 

In Chapter Seven we will study the monodromy of the level sets of 121 in the 

subset of G / B on which III vanishes and both 121 and the cross-ratio are defined. 

The torus orbits in a general level set LS1~21 = TIll (0) on which both 121 and the 

cross-ratio are defined are precisely those in TIll (0). Recall from Proposition 5.3 

that the cross-ratio restricted to the set of torus orbits in TIll (0) is a two-to-one 

map to pI, branched over two distinct points, counting multiplicity. The essential 

difference in a special level is that here the two branch points coincide. 

Lemma 5.5 Let LSF/21 be a specialleve! set of type I. Then the value of the cross

ratio on Oil is the same as its valUE in the limit on the unique orbit in TIll (Oi) 

contained in Be and its value ill the limit on the unique O1'bit in TIl1(Oi) contained 

in Be. 

Proof. Here we take i = 1: the proof for the other val ues of i is similar. Let X be 

an element of G given by 

x = ( X~2 
X13 

X14 

o 
X3l *) 
X32 * 
X33 * 
X34 * 

for which the only vanishing Plucker coordinate of X mod PI is 11"1. Then 

lim diag(l, ~, ~, ~) . X = 
1-00 t t t 

o 

( 

0 
X12 X22 

X13 X23 

X14 X24 

1 *) o * -o * =X. 

a * 
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X mod PI lies in the two-dimensional orbit with 1!'1 = 71't = 0 in the closure of the 

orbit in G / PI through X mod Pl' 

The point 

( 

0 1 
X12 X22 

X13 X23 

X14 X24 

1 *) o * o * mod B 

o * 
belongs to the three-dimensional orbit Oii in the flag manifold. Its cross-ratio is 

A section of the torus orbits in I1i'l(H . (X mod B)) is given by X(u) mod B where 

The value u = 0 gives the orbit in Be with 1!'12 = 1!'13 = 1!'14 = O. Its cross-ratio is 

the limit 
r tlX31 x 12(a:13(x24 + UX34) - X14(X23 + UX33)) 

u~ UX31X13(X12(X24 + UX34) - X14(X22 + UX32)) , 

which is equal to the value of the cross-ratio on Oii. 

Now let Y be the element in G given by 

1 *) o * 
o * 
o * 

for which the only vanishing Plucker coordinate of Y mod PI is 7T'1. Then 

lim diag(~, 1, 1, 1) . Y = 
t-oo t ( X~2 X~2 

X13 X23 

X14 X24 

1 *) ~: =X 

o * 
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as before. A section of the torus orbits in II l 1(H.(Y mod B)) is given by Y(u) mod B 

where 

(

Xu 

Y(u) = { Xl2 
X13 

X14 

1 *) (XU 1 o * C. X12 0 
O ,u E, 0 * X13 

o * X14 0 

o 

The value u = 00 gives the orbit in Be with 7r23 = 7r24 = 7r34 = O. Its cross-ratio is 

the limit 
r (XU X 22 - XI2 U )(XI3X 24 - X14 X 23) 

u.:.~ (XUX23 - XI3U)(X12X24 - XI4X22) ' 

which is also equal to the cross-ratio on Oii .• 

5.2.6 The Special Level Sets of Type II 

A special level set of type II in G / Pt is the union of the closures of four 

nongeneric torus orbits, OiJ, Oli, Oii, and OG, as described in Proposition 5.1. 

The closures of these orbits intersect along. the four two-dimensional orbits Oiii, 

OiiJ, OGi, and OiJi. In the flag manifold, this special level set has the form 

LSVl21 = IIll(OiJ) u IIII(OIi) u IIII(OG) u IIll(Oii), which can be written as 

LSV/
21 

= (IIll(OiJ) U IIll(OU) U IIll(OiJ) U IIll(Oii)) 

U (IIII(Oiii) U II1I(Oii)) U IIII(OiJi) U IIll(oGi)) 

We will consider the torus orbits in each of these pieces separately. The orbits 

in the base locus B/21 have been described in Subsection 5.2.3. B/21 contains in 

particular the six three-dimensional orbits P(ij), whose polytopes are O(\ij)e. 

The next lemma deals with the torus orbits in IIII (Oiii)UIIll (OiiJ)UIIll (Oili)U 

llll(OGi). Compare this with Lemma 5.4 for a special level set of type I. 

Lemma 5.6 The inve1'se image unde1' III of each of the four two-dimensional 

orbits Oiji, OiiJ, OiJi, and OiJi, consists of a unique three-dimensional orbit and 
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two two-dimensional orbits in G / B. The polytopes of the four three-dimensional 

orbits are O(\i\j\i), O(\i\j\3), O(\i\]\i), and O(\i\]\j), respectively. 

We will denote these unique three-dimensional torus orbits respectively by Oi/i, - -Oij" O:)i, and O:)j. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the polytopes of the orbits Oiji and OiJ i in the case 

i = 4, j = 2. Notice that they glue together to form a copy of O(\i\z). Similarly, 

the polytopes of Oij] and OGj glue together to form a copy of O(\j\}). 

Proof. Let {i,i} = {1,2}, and consider the two-dimensional orbit, 012i, In 

which 0 12 and Oi2 intersect. Since 012i satisfies 7rl = 7r2 = .,r1 = 0, a point 

A E 012i has Plucker coordinates of the form [0 : 0 : 1 : b] x [0 : 1 : e : dJ 
with bed =/: 0, and a point A' E ITi"I(A) has PlUcker coordinates of the form 

[0 : 0 : 1 : b] x [0 : x : bx : dy : ey : y] x [0 : 1 : e : d]. If x =/: 0, then the 

orbit through A' has stabilizer diag(hl' 1, 1, 1) mod C· Id and is therefore two

dimensional. Similarly, if y = 0, then the orbit through A' is also two-dimensional, 

and these two orbits are clearly distinct. If xy =/: 0, we can write the Plucker 

coordinates of A' as [0 : 0 : 1 : b] x [0 : z : bz : d : e : 1] x [0 : 1 : e : dJ with 

z =/: O. Its stabilizer is trivial so that the orbit through A' is three~dimensional. 

Furthermore, since for arbitrary z' =/: 0, the element h = diag(~, 1, 1, 1) mod C· 

Id in the torus takes [0 : 0 : 1 : b] x [0 : z : bz : d : e : 1] x [0 : 1 : e : dJ to 

[0 : 0 : 1 : b] x [0 : z' : bz' : d : e : 1] x [0 : 1 : e : dJ, this three-dimensional orbit is 

unique. It satisfies 7rl = 7r2 = .,rl = 0, and its polytope is 0(\1 \2\1). 
The proof for the other choices of i, j and the other two-dimensional orbits is 

similar. I 

Since 7rij is the only vanishing 7rOt{J on Oiii and Oii] and 7rkl is the only vanishing 
- -

7rcr{J on OiJi and OGi, where {k,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,i}, these four orbits have the 

same (well-defined) value of the cross-ratio. It is equal to 0, 1, or 00, depending 
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on the values of i and j. 

Furthermore, since 1I'ij vanishes on Oij and 1I'kl vanishes on Oil, all the torus 

orbits in the two one-parameter families ITII(Oij) and ITII(Oil) on which c is 

defined have this same constant value of the cross-ratio. The next proposition 

describes the orbits in these components in terms of the strata to which they 

belong. 

Proposition 5.8 Let c (= 0, I, or 00) be the value of the cross-ratio on the orbits 

in (G/B) \ 8121 for which 1I'ij1l'kl = o. 
All but three of the tOl'US ol'bits in ITII (Oij) belong to the stratum satisfying 

1I'i = 1I'j = 1I'ij = 0, whose polytope is O(\i\j). There is one orbit on which 1I'kl also 

vanishes, where {k,l} = {I,2,3,4} \ {i,j}. Its polytope is O(\i\j\kl). The value 

of the cross-ratio is equal to c on all these O1'bits. The other two exceptional orbits 

belong to the strata whose polytopes are O(\i\j\ik\il) and O(\i\j\jk\jl). They 

belong to the base locus Be. 

Similarly, all but three of the orbits in ITII (Oi3) belong to the stratum satisfying 

-fi'i = -fi'j = 1I'kl = 0, whose polytope is O(\i\]). There is one orbit on which 1I'ij also 

vanishes. Its polytope is O(\i\]\ij). The value of the cross-ratio is also equal to 

c on these orbits. The remaining two orbits belong to the base locus Be and are 

contained in the strata whose polytopes are O(\i\]\ik\il) and O(\i\]\jk\jl). 

Proof. Since 1I'i = 1I'j = 0 on Oij , the Pliicker relations (4.3) imply that all the 

orbits in ITII(Oij) satisfy 1I'i = 1I'j = 1I'ij = O. Furthermore, the parametrization 

of the torus orbits in ITII (Oii) by u E pI as in Subsection 5.2.2 shows that there 

is a unique torus orbit on which any other given 1I'o{J vanishes since it is linear in 

u. The torus orbits for which no other 1I'o{J vanishes belong to the stratum whose 

polytope is O(\i\j). The cross-ra.tio is defined on these orbits, and its value is c 
(= 0, 1, or 00). Let {k, I} = {I, 2,3, 4} \ {i,j}. Since 1I'ik and 1I'il do not vanish 

identically on Illl(Oii) and 1I'i = 0 on Oii, Lemma 5.1 implies that lI'ik(U) and 
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7ri/(U) are proportional, where X(u) is a section of the torus orbits in IIi"l(Oii). 

So 7rik and 7ril vanish on the same torus orbit. Similarly, "ik and 7rjl vanish on the 

same torus orbit. Also, since 7rk soes not vanish on Oii and no * a vanishes on Oii, 

the lemma also implies that no two of 7rik(U), 7rik(U), and 7rkl(U) are proportional 

so that the torus orbits in IIi" 1 (Oii) on which they vanish are distinct. There are 

therefore three exceptional torus orbits in IIi"l(Oii): one for which 7rkl vanishes, 

one for which 7rik and 7ril vanish, and one for which 7rjk and 7rjl vanish. The orbit 

for which 7rkl = 0 has cross-ratio c. The cross-ratio is undefined on the other 

two exceptional orbits since three 7ro f3 vanish. Theil' polytopes are O(\i\j\kl), 

O(\i\j\ik\il), and O(\i\j\j k\j 1), respectively. 

The corresponding statement for the torus orbits in IIi"1 (Oi]) is proven in the 

same way. I 

Observe that the polytopes ~(\i\j) and ~(\i\]) of Oii and Oi], respectively, 

each have one square face. (See Figure 5.2.) In Proposition 4.1 we showed that the 

stratum corresponding to each of these faces consists of a unique two-dimensional 

torus orbit in G / Pl. These are the orbits whose inverse images in G / B contain 

the unique three-dimensional torus orbits P(ij) and P(kl) in the base locus B/21' 

The cross-ratio is defined and equal to c on the two orbits P( ij) and P( kl). The 

polytope O(\ij)C of P(ij) glues on to the polytope O(\i\]\ij) of an exceptional 

orbit in IIi"I(~iJ) to form a copy of O(\i\]), which is the polytope for all but three 

of the orbits in this component. Similarly, the polytope O(\kl)C glues on to the 

polytope O(\i\j\kl) of a~ exceptional orbit in IIi"I(Oii) to form a copy of O(\i\j), 

which is the polytope for all but three of the orbits in IIi"l(Oii). 

Finally, we describe the torus orbits in the remaining two components, IIi" 1 
( Oil) 

and IIi"I(Oii), in terms of their strata. Let c be as in the previous proposition, 

and let {CI,C2} = {O,I,oo} \ {c}. 

Proposition 5.9 All but three oJthe torus O1'bits in IIi" I (OiJ) belong to the stmtum 
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whose polytope is O(\i\]). The cross-ratio is not equal to 0, 1, or 00 on these 

orbits. 

There is a unique orbit in IIll(Oi]) whose polytope is O(\i\]\jk) and a unique 

orbit whose polytope is O(\i\]\jl). The values of the cross-ratio on these orbits 

are Cl and C2. The remaining torus orbit belongs to the stratum whose polytope is 

O(ik, i/); it is contained in the base locus Be. 

The corresponding statement for the orbits in IIll (Oij ) is obtained by inter

changing i and j. 

Proof. Let X(u) mod B be a section of 1111(Oi3). Then by Lemma 5.1, the 1ria-(U) 

for i =F a are all proportional since 1ri = 0 on Oil and therefore vanish on the same 

torus orbit. Also, since 7rj = 0 on Oi3, the 7r a-!3( u) for a, f3 .:p j are proportional and 

therefore also vanish on the same torus orbit. So there is a unique torus orbit in 

IIll (Oi]) on which the four Pliicker coordinates 1rij, 7rik, 1ril, and 1rkl vanish, where 

{k,/} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i,i}. The only two 7ra-!3 which do not vanish on this orbit 

are 7rjk and 7rj/. The cross-ratio is therefore undefined, and the polytope of the 

orbit is O(jk,j/). Furthermore, the two torus orbits in IIll(Oi]) on which 1rjk and 

1rjl vanish are distinct since their proportionality would imply that 1rj7ri = 0, which 

is not the case for Oi3. The orbit for which 7rjk vanishes satisfies 7ri = 7rj = 1rjk = 0 

and therefore belongs to the stratum whose polytope is O(\i\}\j k). Similarly, 

the polytope corresponding to the orbit in IIll(Oil) with 1rjl = a is O(\i\}\jl). 

Because of their vanishing Pliicker coordinates, the values of the cross-ratio on 

these two orbits are Cl and C2 I 

The polytopes ~(\i\}) and ~(\i\j) of Oi3 and Oij, respectively, each have 

two square faces. (See Figure 5.2.) This means that IIll(Oi]) and IIl1(Oij) 

each contain two of the three-dimensional orbits P( a(3) in the base locus B 121" 

More precisely, the two which lie over the boundary of Oil are P(jk) and P(j/), 

whose polytopes are O(\jl.~Y and O(\jl)e. For a = k or I, O(\ja)e glues on to 
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the polytope O(\i\}\ia'Y of an exceptional orbit in IIll(Oi]) to form a copy of 

O(\i\}), the polytope for all but three of the torus orbits in this component. The 

value of the cross-ratio on P(jo:) is the same as its value on this exceptional orbit; 

it is equal to Cl or C2. The situation for Oij is described by simply interchanging i 

and j above. 

The set of all polytopes corresponding to torus orbits in LSV/21 fit together 

to form complete copies of 0 according to two types of splittings of 0 into four 

subpolytopes. The first of these splittings is obtained by sHcing 0 simultaneously 

along the two hyperplanes Xi = 2 and Xj = 1, producing the four polytopes 

O(\i\}), O(\i\j\jk\jl), O(\i\}\jk\jl), and O(ik, ill. This is shown in Figure 5.6 

for i = 1 and j = 2. 

Notice that the two polytopes O(\i\j\jk\jl) and O(\i\}) glue together to form 

a copy of O(\i) and the other two, O(\i\}\jk\jl) and O(ik, ill, glue together 

to form a copy of O(\i)c. This corresponds to the splitting of 0 into the two 

polytopes O(\i) and O(\iY by the hyperplane Xi = 2 which occurs in a special 

level set of type 1. Similarly, O(\i\}) and O(\i\}\jk\j/) glue together to form a 

copy of O(\}), and O(\i\j\jk\jl) and O(ik, il) glue together to form a copy of 

O(\])c. This corresponds to the splitting of 0 into the two polytopes 0(\]) and 

O(\])C by the hyperplane Xi = 1 which also occurs in a special level set of type 1. 

The second splitting of 0 into four polytopes is shown in Figure 5.7. It is 

obtained by slicing 0 along four half-hexagonal interior faces to produce the poly

topes O(\i\j), o(\i\]), O(ik, ill, and O(jk,jl). 

We leave it to the reader to reconstruct 0 according to these two types of split

tings using the polytopes in the four components II11(Oij ), IIll(Oil), IIll(OiJ), 

and IIll(Oii) of a special level set LSV/21' If we also include the polytopes of 

the four orbits Oijl, Oij], Oili, and OUj, then we can reconstruct 0 out of five or 

six polytopes by splitting one or more of the polytopes in the two decompositions 
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described above into subpolytopes. For example, the polytope O(\i\3) in the first 

splitting is obtained by gluing together the three polytopes O(jk,jl), O(\i\3\j), 

and O(\i\3\i) along half-hexagonal faces. 

Finally, we show how the closures of the orbits in LSV121 intersect along lower

dimensional orbits in their boundaries. 

Proposition 5.10 The closures of any two orbits in LSVh1 whose polytopes glue 

together along a face which lies in the inte1'ior of 0 intersect in a common two

dimensional orbit in thei1' boundaries whose polytope is this face. 

The clos1l1'es of any two 01'bits in LS\1121 , both of whose polytopes contain a 

given square face, edge, 01' ve1'tex, intersect in a common orbit in their boundaries 

whose polytope is this face, edge, or vertex. 

Proof. The final statement follows from Proposition 4.3. In particular, the clo

sures of any two torus orbits in LS\lh1 whose polytopes contain the same square 

face in the interior of 0 intersect in a common two-dimensional orbit in their 

boundaries whose polytope is this face. 

Observe that there are exactly eight half-hexagonal faces in the interior of 

o that occur as faces of polytopes associated to orbits in LSVI21' Any two

dimensional orbit S in the closure of a torus orbit in LSV121 whose polytope is 

such a half-hexagonal face is mapped by ITI to one of the four two-dimensional or

bits in G / PI in which two of Oij, Oij, Oil, and Oil intersect. But we have shown in 

Lemma 5.6 that the inverse image under ITI of each of these four two-dimensional 

orbits consists of a unique three-dimensional orbit and two two-9imensional orbits 

in its boundary. Thus there are exactly eight two-dimensional orbits in the closure 

of LSV121 whose polytopes are half-hexagonal faces in the interior of O. Therefore 

the closures of any two orbits in LS\l121 whose polytopes contain a common half

hexagonal face in the interior of 0 must intersect along a. common two-dimensional 

orbit in their boundaries whose polytope is this face. 
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There is only one more face in the interior of 0 to consider. This is the rectan

gular face which is common to the polytopes O(\i\j) and 0(\£\3) of the typical 

orbits in IIII(Oij) and IIll(Oil), respectively, and to the polytopes O(\i\j\£), 

O(\i\j\3), 0(\i\3\i), and O(\i\3\j) of the four three-dimensional orbits, Oi/i, 

Oij], Oili, and Oilj. We denote this face by n. 
Since n is common to all these polytopes, the image under III of any two

dimensional orbit On with JL(On) = n must be the one-dimensional orbit whose 

closure is the intersection of all four of Oij, Oij, Oil, and Oi]. Denote this one

dimensional orbit by £. It satisfies 7ri = n-i = 7rj = n-j = O. Suppose that 

{i,i} = {I, 2}. Then the Plucker coordinates of a point X in £ have the form 

[0 : 0 : I : a] x [0 : 0 : I : ~], and the Plucker coordinates of a point X' in 

IIIl(X) have the form [0 : 0 : I : a] x [0 : x : ax : y : ay : 0] x [0 : 0 : I : ~]. 

If either x or y vanishes, then the stabilizer is two-dimensional so that the orbit 

through X' is one-dimensional. If xy # 0, then we can write this as [0 : 0 : I : 

a] x [0 : I : a : z : az : 0] x [0 : 0 : I : ~] with z '# O. Since the stabilizer of 

such a point is the subgroup diag( hI, hI! h2 , h2 ) mod C· Id of the torus, the orbit 

through X' is two-dimensional. Furthermore, the element diag(z, z', 1, 1) mod C· 

Id in the torus takes [0 : 0 : 1 : a] x [0 : 1 : a : z : az : 0] x [0 : 0 : 1 : ~] to 

[0 : 0 : 1 : a] x [0 : I : a : z' : az' : 0] x [0 : 0 : I : ~], which implies that there is a 

unique two-dimensional orbit in IIII (£). This orbit therefore lies in the closure of 

any torus orbit whose polytope contains the rectangular face n. Thus, the closures 

of any two torus orbits in LSV/21 whose polytopes contain n must intersect along 

this common two'-dimensional orbit in their boundaries .. 

This completes the proof. I 
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5.3 The Family of Level Sets of 121 with 111 = 0 

Once we fix distinct eigenvalues >'i with 'L,1=1 >'i = 0, we can take the torus 

embedding of the isospectral submanifold (€ + 13_)" into the flag manifold: 

At this point, the values of the casimir III and the constant of motion 121 are free 

to vary; we have a two-parameter (complex) family of four-dimensional (complex) 

level sets in G / B. 

Definition 5.5 Denote by V the subvariety of G / B defined by (5.4) with III = O. 

We focus our attention now on the family of level sets of 121 in V defined by 

(5.5) for 121 E pl. The type and the number of special level sets which occur 

in V depend upon whether or not S3 vanishes in the characteristic polynomial 

>.4 _ S2>.2 - S3>' - S4 of X E (€ + 13_)". 

Proposition 5.11 Let >.4 - S2>.2 - 83>' - 84 be the characteristic polynomial of 

X E (€ + 13_)". 

(i) If 83 =F 0, then >'i =F ->'j for i =F j. There are four special level sets of type 

I in Vi they OCCU7' f07' 121 = ->'l, i = 1,2,3,4. All the other level sets in V are 

general. 

(ii) If 83 = 0, then the spectrum has the form {>'il! ->'il! >'i2' ->'i2 }. There 

are two special level set of type II in V, which occur for 121 = ->.r
l 

and 121 = ->.r
2 
i 

all the other level sets in V are general. 

Proof. If S3 =F 0, then the characteristic polynomial can be factored as (>.2 -

>'r)(>'2 - >'r2) so that the spectrum has the form {>'il' ->'il' >'i2' ->'i2 }. If S3 = 0, 
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then since the coefficient of ).3 is zero, the characteristic polynomial has no factor 

of the form ().2 - a2 ) so that ).j # -).j for i #- j. The characteristic polynomial of 

<PI (X) is ).2 + 121 = 0 since we have set III equal to zero. The eigenvalues of <PI (X) 

are therefore ).11 and -).11, where -).i1 = 121 , Also, from the proof of Lemma 4.4 

in [4], ).j is an eigenvalue of <pt{X) if and only if 1r'j'ffj = 0 on X. Therefore, 1r'j'ffj 

vanishes on a level set in V precisely when 121 = -).~. 
If 83 # 0, then the ).l are distinct for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and only 1r'j'ffj vanishes on 

the level set with 121 = -).~. Therefore V contains exactly four special level sets 

of type I and no special level sets of type II, and all the other level sets in V are 

general. 

On the other hand, if 83 = 0, then ).j = -).j and ).k = -).1, where { i, j, k, I} = 
{I, 2, 3, 4}. Both 1r'j'ffj and 1r'j'ffj vanish on the level set with 121 = -).l, and both 

1r'k-ffk and 1r'1'ff1 vanish on the level set with 121 = -).~. These two level sets are both 

of type II, and all the other level sets in V are generaL I 

Remark: There are four ways to split 6. in half along an interior hexagonal face, 

namely, along the four hyperplanes Xj = 1. For 83 #- 0, these four splittings 

correspond to the four special level sets in V for which an eigenvalue of <PI (X) 

coincides with one of the four eigenvalues, ).i. If 83 vanishes, then these four 

splittings occur in pairs; there are two special level sets of type II for which both 

eigenvalues of <P1(X) are eigenvalues of X. 

We introduce matrices X(1211 u) E (€ + B-)A' depending smoothly of 121 and 

u, for which 111 is identically zero. The variable u E C parametrizes the torus 

orbits in each level set with 121 #- 00 and extends to u E pI under the torus 

embedding. This will be used in the following two chapters, in which we study 

a different parsing of the torus orbits in V by the level sets of another constant 

of motion, J, and discuss symmetries of the double fibration of V by these two 

families of level sets. 
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For the fixed spectrum A, the companion matrix is 

It is equal to VAV-t, where A = diag(>.t, >'2, >'3, >'4) and V is the Vandermonde 

matrix, 

( 

1 
-1 -1 1 

Lhl = 1 0 

-1 -121 

o 

If 84 - 83 + 82 =f:. 1, then 111 and 121 are defined on X(J21)i 111 is identically zero, 

and the value of 121 is just hI, which is the reason for the notation. Thus we have a 

smooth choice of an element in each level set for 111 = O. The set of matrices swept 

out by the Toda flow corresponding to 121 through X(J2t} is found by conjugating 

it by a matrix of the form 

Z(u) = U o 
1 

l-u 
o 
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to obtain a function X with values in (€+B_)A depending of 121 and the parameter 

u: X(J21! u) = Z(u)X(J2dZ-I (u) = 

1 o 
1 f). 

(5.9) 

Under the torus embedding, X(J2b u) is sent to V-I Lh~ Z-l(U) mod B in the 

flag manifold. A fixed value of 12h not equal to -A~, determines a general level 

set LSVhl in V. In this case, III (LSV/21 ) = 0, the closure of a generic torus orbit 

in G/Pt, and V-ILI;~Z-I(U) mod B is a section of the torus orbits in IlII(O), 

parametrized by u E pl. 

If 121 = -Ar and S3 f; 0, then LSFhl is a special level set of type I. In this 

case, calculations using MAPLE show that 7ri vanishes identically on the section 

V-I L =12 Z-l (u) mod B; this is therefore a section of the torus orbits in the compo-, 
nent Ilil (Oi) of the special level set. After introducing the involution u on € + B_ 

in Chapter Eight, we will see that in order to obtain a section of the torus orbits 

in the other component, IlIl(Oi), we simply apply the involution to X(-A~, u). 
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Chapter 6 The 80(6, C) Kostant-Toda Lattice 

Now we replace the I-chop integral 121 by another constant of motion, J, ob

tained from the I-chop of the Lie algebra so(6, C), which is isomorphic to sl( 4, C). 

J, together with the traces of X2, X3, and X4, produces another involutive fam

ily of Toda Hamiltonians. We will study the level sets of this family in the flag 

manifold with the value of the casimir III equal to zero. 

6.1 The Constant of Motion J 

The isomorphism p : 8L(4, C) --+ 80(6, C) is realized by the representation 

of SI(4, C) on /\2(C4). vVith respect to the ordered basis (el /\ e2, -el /\ e3, el /\ 

e4, e2 /\ e3, e2 /\ e4, e3/\ e4) of /\2(C4), this isomorphism is given by 

:1'12 X13 
X14 ) :r22 X23 X24 

~ 

X32 X33 X34 

X42 X43 X44 

XII + X22 -X23 :Z:24 -X13 -X14 0 
-X32 XlI + X33 -X34 -X12 0 X14 

X42 -X43 -X22 - X33 0 X12 X13 

-X31 -X21 0 X22 + X33 X34 -X24 

-X41 0 X21 X43 -Xu - X33 X23 

0 X41 X31 -X42 X32 -Xu - X22 

Its restriction to € + B_ is 

( I, 
1 0 

o ) p: 91 12 1 0 
hI 92 /3 1 ~ 

/..: h2 93 -ft-h-/3 

ft+h -1 0 0 0 0 
-92 ft+/3 -1 -1 0 0 
-h2 -93 -12-/3 0 1 0 
-hI -91 0 12+/3 1 0 
-k 0 91 93 -/1-/3 1 
0 k hI -h2 92 -/1-12 
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Let (p(X) - AI)(1) denote the result of removing the first row and last column of 

p(X) - AI. Then det(p(X) - '\I)(i) is a polynomial of the form a,\3 + j3A, and the 

ratio of the two nonzero coefficients, ~, is the constant of motion, J. 

As before, we fix distinct eigenvalues Ai with 2:t=I'\i = 0 and consider the 

image of (f + B-)A in the flag manifold under the torus embedding. We restrict 

our attention to the family of level sets of J in the variety V, whose fibration by 

level sets of 121 was described in Section 5.3. 

The key fact which again allows us to bring in the geometry of homogeneous 

spaces and their momentum polytopes is that J restricted to V is a function only of 

the eigenvalues and the Plucker coordinates [7rij]. It is defined purely in terms of the 

projection of V to G(2, 4), in contrast to the integral 121l which is defined in terms 

of the projection to G / Pl. In fact, Jlv is just a linear fractional transformation of 

the cross-ratio: 

(6.1) 

where 

AA - (AI - A3)('\2 - '\,d, 

A' A - (AI + '\3)('\2 + '\4), 

BA - ('\1 - '\2)('\3 - A4), 

B' A - ('\1 + A2)('\3 + A4). 

In terms of the cross-ratio, c, 

JI _ AAAAP - BABA 
v- AAC-BA . (6.2) 

(This formula was found through calculations using MAPLE on the matrices 

X(I21 , u) defined at the end of Section 5.3.) 

Remark: The function J on V attains all values in pl. In the next chapter we 

will see that J = 00 cuts out the fixed points of the Toda flow associated to the 
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integral 121 in V. These points will be removed from the (compactified) level sets 

of 121 when we study their monodromy. 

6.2 The Level Sets of Jlv in G(2,4) 

For X E (€ + 13-)A' the eigenvalues of p(X) in the representation 1\2(04
) are 

{Ai + Aj h;ej. Since Lt=l Ai = 0, these eigenvalues satisfy Ak + Al = -(Ai + Aj) 

for {i, j, k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4}. The three values J = -(Ai + Aj)2 for {i,j} = 
{I,2}, {I,4}, and {I,3} correspond to c = 0,1, and 00, respectively. The level 

sets with these values of J are split into components in a way which is very similar 

to the decomposition of the special level sets of 121 • 

Let :FJ denote the subvariety of G(2, 4) defined by the homogeneous polynomial 

Definition 6.1 :FJ will be called a special level set of J (in G{2, 4)) if J -

-(Ai + Aj)2 and a general level set of J (in G(2,4)) if J =I- -(Ai + Aj)2. 

The geometry of the general and special level sets of J in G{2, 4) is completely 

analogous to that of the general and special level sets of 121 in G / Pl' Compare the 

next statement with Proposition 5.1. 

Proposition 6.1 (i) A general level set :FJ is the closure of a single generic torus 

orbit. Its polytope is the full momentum polytope, 0, of G(2, 4). 

(ii) The special level set :FJ with J = -(Ai + Aj)2 is the union of the closures 

of two nongeneric torus orbits, Q(ij) with 7rij = 0 and Q(kl) with 7rkl = 0: 

:FJ = Q(ij) U Q(kl). 

These orbits cOl'respond l'espectively to the complementary polytopes O{\ij) and 

o(\kl), which are obtained b!J splitting 0 along the intel'ior squal'e face O(\ij\kl). 
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The closures of Q(ij) and Q(kl) intersect along a common two-dimensional torus 

orbit Q(ij)(kl) in their boundaries, whose polytope is this square face. 

The polytopes of the torus orbits in a special level set of J in G(2, 4) are 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

Proof. Since J is a linear fractional transformation of the cross-ratio on G(2,4), 

a level set of J is a level set of the cross-ratio. Also, if J -# -(>.i + >.j)2, then 

c -# 0, 1, or 00. The cross-ratio of an element 

in G(2,4) is the cross-ratio of the four points Pi = [Zi : Wi] in pI, that is, the 

image of the point [Zl : WI] under the linear fractional transformation which takes 

P2 to 0, Pa to 00, and P4 to 1. Consider the collection C~,2 of ordered 4-tuples of 

nonzero points Pi = (Zi, tv;) in C2. The torus H acts on C~,2 on the left by sending 

Pi to hiPi, that is, by scaling each point by a nonzero constant. So H\C~,2 is the 

collection of ordered sets of four points in pl. On the other hand, Gl(2, C) acts 

on C~,2 on the right, and the quotient C~,2 \ Gl(2, C) is an open dense subset of 

G(2,4). The quotient of Cg,2 by both Hand GI(2, C) is the space of configurations 

of four points in pl. It is open and dense in the space of torus orbits in G(2, 4) 

and contains in particular all the three-dimensional orbits. (This construction is 

treated in greater generality in [6].) 

Let H . (X mod Gl(2, C)) and H . (Y mod Gl(2, C)) be two torus orbits in 

G(2,4) with the same value of c not equal to 0, 1, or 00. Then each of these orbits 

represents a configuration of four distinct points in pl. But for any two ordered 

sets of four distinct points in pI, there is a linear fractional transformation taking 

one into the other. The two orbits therefore coincide. Thus, if J -# -(>'i + >.j)2, 

then the level set of J in G(2, 4) is the closure of a single generic torus orbit. 
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On the other hand, if J = -P.i + Aj)2, then the cross-ratio is either 0, 1, or 

00. The three-dimensional orbits for which this holds are those for which either 

7rij = 0 or 7rkl = O. In fact, there is exactly one of each. If 7r12 = 0, then the 

Pliicker coordinates have the form [0 : 1 : a : ~ : b : c] with abc =f:. 0, and the 

element h = diag(a'be, ab'e, abc', a'be') mod C· Id takes [0 : 1 : a : ~ : b : c] 

to [0 : 1 : a' : ~ : b' : e'], which implies that there is a unique nongeneric three

dimensional torus orbit, Q(12), in G(2, 4) for which 7r12 is the only vanishing Pliicker 

coordinate. Similarly, for any other 7r 0I{3, there is a unique (three-dimensional) orbit, 

Q(OI{3), in G(2,4) on which only 7r0l{3 vanishes. 

The two orbits with J = -(Ai + Aj)2 are Q(ij) and Q(kl), where {k, I} = 
{I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i,j}. Each of t.heir closures contains a two-dimensional torus orbit 

which satisfies 7rij = 7rkl = O. It is easily verified, however, that G(2,4) contains a 

unique such orbit, Q{ii)(kl). The closures of Q{ii) and Q(kl) therefore intersect along 

the closure of this common two-dimensional orbit in their boundaries. The images 

of Q{ii) and Q(kl) under the moment map are the polytopes O(\ij) and O(\kl), 

which glue together along the interior square face of 0 lying in the hyperplane 

Xi + Xj = 1. This square face is the polytope of the two-dimensional orbit Q(ii)(kl). 

I 

We conclude the section with a description of the common intersection of all 

level sets of Jlv in G(2,4). Compare this with Proposition 5.2, which is the anal

ogous statement for the level sets of 121 in G / Pl' 

Proposition 6.2 The intersection of any two level sets of Jlv in G(2,4) is the 

union of all the torus O1,bits in G(2, 4) whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the 

momentum polytope. It consists of the eight two-dimensional orbits correspond

ing to the l1'iangular faces of the ociahed7'On, the twelve one-dimensional orbits 

corresponding to the edges, and the six fixed points corresponding to the vertices. 
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Proof. By Proposition 4.5, each stratum in G(2,4) corresponding to a face, edge, 

or vertex of the octahedron consists of a single torus orbit. On the other hand, 

it follows from Proposition 6.1 that the image under the momentum mapping of 

any (general or special) level set of Jlv in G(2,4) contains all the faces, edges, 

and vertices of the momentum polytope. The proposition now follows from the 

Convexity Theorem. I 

6.3 Structure of the Level Sets of J in V 

Definition 6.2 Let LSllJ denote the subva1'iety of V defined by (6.3) for a fixed 

value of J. LSVJ will be called a special level set of J (in V) if J = - (Ai + Aj)2 

and a genemllevel set of J (in V) if J # -(,\i + Aj)2. 

A general level set of J in V is the inverse image under TI21v : V ~ G(2,4) of a 

general level set of J in G(2, 4), that is, the inverse image of the closure of a generic 

torus orbit in G(2,4). The special level sets of J in V are the inverse images under 

Il21v of the three special level sets in G(2,4). In Section 5.3 we described the level 

sets of 121 in V and showed that if 83 # 0, then V contains four special level sets 

of type I and if 83 = 0, then V contains two special level sets of type II with the 

remaining level sets of general type. In both of these cases, the torus orbits in V 

are parsed in a different way to form the level sets of J. 

Recall that the cross-ratio, restricted to the set of torus orbits in Ili"l( 0) for a 

general level set of 12h is a two-to-one map branched over two points. Since the 

level sets of J in V are precisely the level sets of the cross-ratio, this means that 

a level set of J typically intersects a general level set of 121 in the closures of two 

distinct torus orbits. A level set of J also intersects the special level sets of 121 

in the closures of certain nongeneric torus orbits. The types of these nongeneric 

orbits clearly depend upon whether the special level set of 121 is of type I or II, 

that is, the structure of this intersection depends on whether 83 vanishes or not. 
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(This is not the case with a general level set of 121l in which the nature of the 

non generic orbits which occur is independent of whether S3 vanishes.) We will see 

that the nongeneric torus orbits in a general level set of 121 in V are cut out by 

the special level sets of J and that the nongeneric orbits in a general level set of J 

are cut out by the special level sets of 121 . 

Furthermore, we have seen that the polytope for a typical torus orbit in a special 

level set of type I for 121 is obtained by removing the vertices of a hexagonal face 

of O. For a special level set of J, we will see that the polytope of a typical torus 

orbit is the result of removing the vertices of a square face of 0; the polytope of 

a typical orbit in which a special level set of 121 intersects a special level set of J 

is the result of removing both a hexagonal face and a square face. (See the orbits 

O(\i\a,B) and O(\i\ia) in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.) 

Since the geometry of the general and special level sets of J depends on whether 

S3 vanishes or not, we will consider each case separately. If S3 is not zero, then all 

but three level sets of J in V are general, and the three special level sets are all 

of the same type. On the other hand, if S3 vanishes, then the spectrum has the 

form A = {>'I,-)I},A2,-A2}. In this case the two level sets J = -(>'1 + A2)2 and 

J = -(AI - >'2)2 are of the same type, and the special level set J = -(AI - At}2 = 0 

has a different structure. The remaining level sets of are general. Their nongeneric 

torus orbits, however, differ from those in a general level set of J for S3 -:f. o. 

6.3.1 The Base Locus BJ for 83 f:: 0 

In Section 5.2.1 we described the base locus Be of the pencil of varieties (5.8) in 

G / B parametrized by the cross-ratio. Vve showed that this base locus is the union 

of all the strata in the flag manifold on which three or more 7ra{3 vanish; it is equal 

to the inverse image TI2"I(Jlch.4)(8 0)). 

\Ve are interested in the common intersection of the family of level sets of Jlv in 

V defined by (6.3). Since Jlv is a linear fractional transformation of the cross-ratio, 
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this is simply the intersection of Be with V. 

Definition 6.3 The base locus of the pencil (6.3) in V will be denoted by BJ. It 

is the intersection 

BJ = n LSVJ = BenV. 
JePI 

For 83 =f 0 this is easy to describe. Its structure is very similar to that of the 

base locus 1'/21' described in Subsection 5.2.3. 

Lemma 6.1 (i) The base loclls BJ is the inverse image (Ihlv )-I(IlG(2,4)(8 0)) in 

V, that is, the union of all i01'US O1'bils in V whose p1'ojections to G(2,4) are the 

strata whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum polytope o. 

(ii) BJ is the union of the closures of eight three-dimensional torus orbits p(i) 

and P(i) fori = 1, 2, 3, 4, whose polytopes al'e O(\iy and O(\i)e, respectively, and 

the set of all stmta in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum 

polytope O. 

(iii) BJ is in fact equal to the intersection of any two distinct level sets LSVJ 

in V. 

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 5.1. 

(ii) Vve have shown that each of the four special level sets of type I of /21 

contains exactly two three-dimensional torus orbits which belong to Be. The two 

which belong to the special level set /21 = ->.~ are those whose polytopes are 

O(\iy and o(V)e. (See Proposition 5.6.) We will denote them by p(i) and P(i), 

respectively. No general level set of /21 contains a three-dimensional torus orbit 

belonging to Be. These are therefore all the three-dimensional orbits in BJ. 

The union of all strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of 0 is 

contained in V since it is contained in every level set variety LSVI21' Since it is also 

contained in Be, this union belongs to BJ. Furthermore, it is easy to check that 
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the only torus orbits in V of dimension less than three on which three or more 7rij 

vanish and whose polytopes lie in the interior of 0 are those corresponding to the 

eight interior hexagonal faces which lie in the boundaries of the polytopes O(\iy 
and O(\iY. These orbits lie in the closures of the eight three-dimensional orbits 

p(i) and P(i). 

(iii) Consider the projections to G(2, 4) of any two level sets LSVJ. By Propo

sition 6.2, their intersection is the union of all strata whose polytopes lie in the 

boundary of the momentum polytope, 0, of G(2, 4). Furthermore, since a level set 

of J in V is the complete inverse image under TI21v of its projection to G(2, 4), the 

intersection of the two level sets in V is equal to (TI21v )-1 (IlG(2,4)(O 0)) = BJ. I 

Remark: The eight three-dimensional orbits p(i) and P(i) in BJ are not contained 

in the base locus B /21' Since 7rj is the only 7r 0 or fro which vanishes on p(i) and fri is 

the only 7ro or fro which vanishes on P(i), 121 is defined and equal to -~~. Indeed, 

we have seen that these two orbits belong to the special level set LSVI21=_>"~' 

Comparing this with the corresponding observation in Section 5.2.3 for the 

base locus 8/21' we see tha t the intersection 8 121 n 8 J is precisely the union of all 

strata in the flag manifold whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum 

polytope. This has been described in Proposition 4.4. In addition to this, 8/21 

contains the closures of the six three-dimensional orbits P(ij), and BJ contains 

the closures of the eight three-dimensional orbits p(i) and P( i). 

Notice that the projections under TIl of the orbits P( ij) to G / PI are the six 

two-dimensional torus orbits whose polytopes are the square faces of 6.. The 

projections under TI2 of the orbits P(i) and p(i) to G(2,4) are the eight two

dimensional torus orbits whose polytopes are the triangular faces of o. 

Observe also that the polytope O(\ij)C of P(ij) is the complement of the poly

tope resulting from removing the vertices of the square face O(ij), whereas the 

polytopes O(\i)C and O(\i)C are the complements of the polytopes obtained by 
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removing the vertices of the hexagonal faces O(i) and 0(£), respectively. 

6.3.2 The General Level Sets of J for S3 :f:. 0 

The structure of a general level set of J in V for S3 =/: 0 is complelely analogous 

to the structure of a general level set of 121 , In the following description, notice 

how G / PI is replaced by G(2, 4) and how the roles of the square and hexagonal 

faces of 0 are reversed. 

By Proposition 6.1, a general level set of J in G(2,4) is the closure of a generic 

torus orbit Q. The level set in the flag manifold is therefore the inverse image 

LSlIJ = (TI21v )-1 (Q) 

- ((TI2 Iv)-I(Q)) U BJ. 

The torus orbits in BJ have been described in the previous subsection. Before 

considering the orbits in (TI2 Iv)-I(Q), we prove a lemma. 

Lemma 6.2 J takes the value ~ on the unique tln'ee-dimensional torus orbit Oil 

in the special level set with 121 = -).,l. 

Proof. Evaluating J on the matrices X(I21 , u) in (5.9) gives J as a function of 

121 E C and the parameter u E pI for the torus orbits in each general level set: 

J = _ IiI + 82 1 21 - S3U - S4 

121 + u2 ' 
(6.4) 

where the Si are the symmetric functions of the fixed eigenvalues in the character

istic polynomial ).,4 - S2).,2 - S3)., - S4. Multiplying both sides of the equation by 

-121 - u2 and rearranging it gives a quadratic polynomial in u:. 

(6.5) 

For 121 = -).,l, X(I21 , u) is a section of the three-dimensional torus orbits in the 

component TIi"I( Oi) of the special level set LSV_>.2. By Proposition 5.3 and the 
I 
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fact that J is a linear fractional transformation of the cross-ratio, J is a one-to-one 

function from the family of torus orbits in IIl1 (Ol) to pl. The numerator of the 

right-hand side of (6.4) for 121 = -A~ is At - s2A~ - S3U - S4, which is equal to 

S3( Ai - u) since Ai is a root of the characteristic polynomial. In this case, Ai - u 

is a factor of both the numerator and the denominator of (6.4), and the equation 

reduces to J = A;'::'U' The value u = Ai corresponds to the unique torus orbit in 

IIl1(Oi) contained in the base locus Be. Indeed, three '!ra{J vanish for u = Ai. By 

Lemma 5.5, the limiting value of the cross-ratio on this orbit is the same as its 

value on the orbit Oil in the level set 121 = -A~. The value of J on this orbit is 

therefore fro • 

Compare the following description of the torus orbits in (II21v )-1 (Q) with 

Proposition 5.4 for a general level set of 121 . 

Proposition 6.3 Let LSlIJ = (II2Iv)-1(Q) be a general level set in V, where Q is 

a generic torus orbit in G(2,4) and S3 #- O. Then every orbit in (II2Iv)-1(Q) for 

which 121 f:. -A~ is gene7'ic. 

If J f:. -it, then there a7'e two torus orbits in (II2Iv)-1(Q) with 121 - -A~. 

They are nongene7'ic, and theh' polytopes are O(\i) and O(\i). 

If J = fr' then there is a unique tm'us orbit in (II2Iv)-1(Q) with 121 = -A~. 

This orbit is nongene7'ic, and its polytope is O(\i\i). 

In the case that J #- -it for all i, the eight polytopes O(\i) and O(\i), corre

sponding to the eight nongeneric orbits in (II21v )-1 (Q), glue on to the polytopes 

O(\i)e and O(\i)e of the orbits P(i) and p(i) in the base locus BJ to form eight 

complete copies of the momentum polytope. (See Figures 4.4 and 4.5.) The four 

torus orbits in LSlIJ corresponding to the polytopes O(\i), O(\i)e o(\i), and 

O(\i)e for a fixed value of i all belong to the level set with 121 = -A~. 

Proof. First observe that none of the three-dimensional torus orbits P(ij) in the 
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base locus B/21 are contained in LSVJ since the values of the cross-ratio on these 

orbits are 0,1, and 00, which correspond to the special values of J. 

The torus orbits in V, each of whose projections under II2 is the orbit Q, are 

the orbits in the level sets of /21 whose cross-ratio is the value CJ corresponding to 

J. CJ is not equal to 0, 1, or 00 since LSVJ is general. By Proposition 5.3, there 

are two generic torus orbits in a general level set of /21 with cross-ratio CJ unless CJ 

is a branch point of the cross-ratio on this level set, in which case there is a unique 

such torus orbit. So LSVJ intersects the general level sets of /21 in the closures of 

generic torus orbits, whose polytopes are O. 

Consider now the intersection of LSFJ with the special level set LSV/
21 

=_>.~. 

This level set is the union of TIll (Oi) and fIll (Oi), where Oi and Oi are nongeneric 

torus orbits in G / PI satisfying 7ri = ° and 7ri = 0, respectively, as in Proposition 

5.1. 

By Lemmas 5.5 and 6.2, there is a unique torus orbit in LSV_>.2 whose value 
I 

of J is -it. This is the orbit Oii, whose polytope is O(\i\i). For J '# -it, there 

is a unique torus orbit in each of the components TIll(Oi) and fIll(O:) with this 

value of J. Their polytopes are O(\i)C and O(\i)C, respectively. I 

The closures of the torus orbits in a general level set of J intersect along lower

dimensional orbits in their boundaries as described in the next proposition. (Com

pare this with Proposition 5.5 for a general level set of 121 ,) 

Proposition 6.4 The clOSU7'es of any two orbits in LSVJ, both of whose polytopes 

contain a given squa7'e face, edge, or vertex, contain a common orbit in their 

boundaries whose polytope is this face, edge, 07' vertex. (This includes edges which 

cut through hexagonal faces of 0.) 

The closures of any two t07'US orbits in LSVJ whose polytopes contain a com

mon (irregular) hexagonal face in the interior of 0 intersect along a common two

dimensional orbit in thei7' boundaries whose polytope is this face. 
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Proof. The first statement is verified exactly as in the proof of Proposition 5.5, 

and the second follows from Proposition 5.7. I 

6.3.3 The Special Level Sets of J for 83 =1= 0 

The geometry of a special level set of J in the case that 83 does not vanish is 

completely analogous to that of a special level set of type I of 121 , The difference is 

essentially that the roles of the square and hexagonal faces of 0 have been reversed. 

By Proposition 6.1, a special level set of J in G(2,4) is the union of the clo

sures of two nongeneric torus orbits, Q{ii) and Q(kl), whose boundaries contain the 

common two-dimensional orbit, Q(ij)(kl). The level set in G / B is the inverse image 

LSVJ - (I12Ivt1(Q(ij)) U (I12Iv)-I(Q(kl)) 

- (I12Iv)-I(Q{ii)) U (I12Iv)-I(Q(kl)) 

U (I12Ivt 1(Q(ij)(kl)) U BJ • 

The structure of the base locus BJ has been explained in Subsection 6.3.1. The 

next lemma describes the component (I12Iv)-1 (Q(ij)(kl)). 

Lemma 6.3 The inve7'se image of Q(ij)(kl) under I121v consists of a unique three

dimensional torus orbit, Q(ij)(kl) , and two two-dimensional 07,bits in V. The poly

tope of Q(ij)(kl) is O(\ij\Id). 

This lemma holds for S3 = 0 as well as for S3 =J. 0, as will be evident from the 

proof. 

Proof. Any three-dimensional torus orbit in V whose projection under I121v is 

the two-dimensional orbit Q(ij)(kl) must satisfy 'lrij = 'lrkl = 0 and have no other 

vanishing 'lrOt{J' There is no such torus orbit in any special level set of 121, and 

such an orbit occurs in a general level set of 121 if and only if c = Cij is a branch 

point of the cross-ratio on H\I111(O), where LSVhl = I111(O) for a generic torus 
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orbit 0 in G/Pl, and Cij = 0,1, or 00 for {i,j} = {I, 2}, {I, 4}, and {I, 3}, 

respectively. So once we establish the claim that there is a unique general level 

set of 121 in V for which Cij is a branch point, we will have the result that V 

contains a unique three-dimensional torus orbit, Q(ij)(kl), whose projection under 

112 is Q(ij)(kl). Furthermore, since no 'Ir 0 or *'0 vanishes on any torus orbit in 

1111(0), the only vanishing Plucker coordinates on Q(ij)(kl) are 'lrij and 'lrkl so that 

its polytope is O(\ij\kl). 

Since J is a linear fractional transformation of the cross-ratio on V, Proposition 

5.3 implies that the function J restricted to H\ll11 (0) is a two-to-one map to pI 

branched over two points. For a fixed value of 121 #- -A~, the two values of J 

over which the map is branched are those for which the .two solutions u of the 

polynomial (6.5) coincide. But these two solutions coincide precisely for the values 

of 121 and J for which the discriminant of (6.5) as a polynomial in u vanishes. This 

discriminant is 

(6.6) 

whose vanishing set cuts out the locus of branch points of the projection to J 

in each level set of 121. (Observe that it is indeed quadratic in J.) Since this 

discriminant is also quadratic in /21, a fixed value of J typically occurs as a branch 

point for two level sets of 121' However, each value of J for which the discriminant 

of (6.6) as a. polynomial in 121 vanishes occurs only once as a branch point. This 

discriminant is a polynomial of degree four: 

(6.7) 

and the values of J for which it vanishes are 0, -(AI + A2)2, -(AI + A3)2, and 

-(AI + A4)2. Putting J = -(>.0 + A.o)2 into (6.6) gives the single solution 121 = 
HAoA.o + A..,As), where {,)" 5} = {I, 2, 3, 4}\{ a, ,B}. 

We show that this value of 121 cannot be equal to -A; for m = 1, 2,.3, 4, which 

will imply our claim. Suppose the contrary. By the symmetry of the expression 
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H).o).p + ).",/).6) in the ).i, it suffices to consider the case ~().1).2 + ).3).4) = -).~. 

Replacing ).4 by - 2:7=1 ).i and rearranging the expression gives ().1 + ).2)().1 - ).3) + 
).~ -).~ = (2).1 +).2 + ).3)().1 - ).3) = 0, which implies that 2).1 +).2 +).3 = 0 since 

).1 =f:. ).3. But this means that ).1 = -).1 - ).2 - ).3 = ).4, which is a contradiction. 

So the claim follows, completing the proof. I 

The remaining torus orbits in LSVJ belong to the two components (1121v )-l(Q(ij)) 

and (1121v )-1 (Q(kl)). Compare the structure of these components with that of the 

components 11}I(Oi) and 11}I(Oi) in a special level set of type I of 121 , as described 

in Proposition 5.6. 

Proposition 6.5 Let LSVJ = (112Iv)-1(Q(ii)) U (112Iv)-I(Q(kl)) be a special level 

set of J in V. 

Then all but five of the torus orbits in (112Iv)-I(Q(ij)) belong to the stratum 

whose polytope is O(\ij). 121 does not take any of the four values -).~ on these 

orbits. 

The four orbits in (1121v )-1 (Q(ij)) whose values of 121 are -).~ for a = i, j, k, I 

belong to the stmta whosf polytopes m'e O(\ij\l), 0(\ij\3). O(\ij\k), and O(\ij\l), 

respectively, where {"', l} = {I, 2, 3,4} \ {i, j}. 

The1'e is a unique torus orbit in (TI21v )-1( Q(ij)) which is contained in the base 

locus B /21' This is the orbit P( "~l), whose polytope is 0 (\ kl)c. 

The corresponding statements f01' the othe1' component are obtained by inter

changing {i, j} and {k, I}. 

Thus, in a special level set of J, the typical torus orbit in the component 

(1121v )-1( Q(oP)) belongs to the stratum whose polytope is O(\a,8), obtained by 

removing from 0 the vertices of the square face O(a,8). (See Figure 4.7.) The 

nontypical orbits in this component belong to the strata whose polytopes are also 

missing the vertices of one of the four hexagonal faces that contain no vertex in 

common with 0(0,8). See the illustrations in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
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Proof. The torus orbits in V, each of whose projections under II2 is the orbit 

Q(ij ), are precisely those for which 1rij is the only vanishing 1r 0/3' There is a unique 

such orbit in the base locus B121 . It is the orbit P(kl), whose polytope is O(\kl)c. 

Consider the intersection of LSVJ with a general level set LSVI21 = IIll(O). 

Since J = -P'i + Aj)2, the corresponding value, CJ, of the cross-ratio is either 0, 

1, or 00. If CJ is not a branch point of the map C : H\I111 (0) ~ pI, then by 

Proposition 5.4, there are exactly two nongeneric torus orbits in IIII (0) with this 

value of c. Only 1rij vanishes on these orbits, and they belong to the stratum whose 

polytope is O(\ij). (If CJ is a branch point of the map c: H\IIIl(O) ~ pI, then 

the unique orbit in IIll(O) with C = CJ is the orbit Q(ii)(kl) of Lemma 6.3.) 

Finally, consider the torus orbits in the special level set 121 = -A~. Since 

S3 =F 0, this is a special level set of type I so that LSVI21 = IIIl (00') U IIIl (0&). 

By Proposition 5.6, if a is equal to i or j, then there is a unique torus orbit in 

IIIl(O&) with 1rij = 0 whose polytope is O(\ij\&). If Q is k or I, then there is a 

unique torus orbit in IIll(OO') with 1rjj = 0 whose polytope is O(\ij\a). 

This completes the set of torus orbits in the inverse image (II2Iv)-I(Q(ii)) in 

V' I 

The closures of the three-dimensional torus orbits in a special level set of J 

intersect along lower-dimensional orbits in their boundaries as described here. 

Proposition 6.6 The closures of any two three-dimensional orbits in a special 

level set of J for S3 =? 0 whose polytopes glue together along an interior square or 

hexagonal face of 0 intersect in a common two-dimensional orbit in their bound

aries whose polytope is this face. 

The closures of any two orbits, both of whose polytopes contain a given square 

face, edge, 01' vertex, inte1'sect in a common orbit in thei1' boundaries whose image 

under the moment map is this face, edge, 01' vertex. 

Proof. This is a consequence of Propositions 4.3 and 5. i. I 
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6.3.4 The Base Locus BJ for S3 = 0 

In the case 83 = 0, the base locus BJ is defined as before; it is the intersection 

Be n V. Parts (i) and (iii) of Lemma 6.1 apply to this situation without change. 

The difference is in part (ii) of the lemma. If 83 vanishes, then there are two 

special level sets of type II of 121 in V and no special level sets of type I. In this 

case BJ contains twelve three-dimensional torus orbits, six in each special level 

set of 121 . The polytopes of these twelve orbits glue together in pairs to form the 

polyoptes O(\iY, O(\iY,O(\j)C, and O(\JY of four of the eight three-dimensional 

orbits belonging to 8J for 83 # o. 
More explicitly, the three-dimensional orbits in BJ contained in the special 

level set of type II with 121 = -A~ = -A; are the two for which four 7ra(J vanish, 

whose polytopes are O(ik, if) and O(j"~,jl), and the four for which three 7ra(J 

vanish, whose polytopes are O(\i\j\jk\jl), O(\7\J\jk\jl), O(\i\j\ik\il), and 

O(\i\J\iI.~\if). These polytopes appear in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. We leave it to the 

reader to reconstruct the four polytopes O(\i)C, O(\lY,O(\j)c, and O(\J)C out of 

pairs of these. The other six three-dimensional orbits in BJ belong to the special 

level set with hI = -A~ = -A;' Their polytopes are given by interchanging {i,j} 

and {k, l} above. 

6.3.5 The General Level Sets of J for S3 = 0 

If A = diag(Al' -All A2, -A2), then 83 = 0, and there are two special level sets 

of 121 of type II in V given by 121 = -Ai and 121 = -A~; there are no special level 

sets of type I. In this case the nongeneric torus orbits in a general level set of J are 

among the types which occur in a special level set of 121 of type II. Here we assume 

that the eigenvalues are ordered as (AI, -).11 ).2, -).2)' For a different ordering, 

the statements in this subsection are the same up to a permutation of {I, 2, 3, 4}. 
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Since LSVJ is general, it is the inverse image 

LSVJ - (II2Iv)-1CQ) 

- (II2Ivt1(Q)UBJ, 

where Q is a generic torus orbit in G(2,4). The base locus BJ in this case has been 

described. It remains to consider the orbits in (Ihlv)-l(Q). 

Proposition 6.7 Let LSVJ = (II2Iv)-1(Q) be a general level set in V with S3 = 0, 

where Q is a generic torus orbit in G(2,4), and let A = diag(~ll -~1l ~2' -~2)' 

Then every torus orbit in (II21v )-1( Q) for which 121 =f:. -~? or -~~ is generic. 

There are two torus ol'bits in (II2Iv)-1(Q) with 121 = -~?j their polytopes are 

0(\1\2) and 0(\1\2). Simila1'ly, there Q1'e two tOl'US orbits in (II2Iv)-1(Q) with 

121 = -~~, and theil' polytopes are 0(\3\4) and 0(\3\4). 

Proof. The first statement is proven exactly as in Proposition 6.3; LSVJ intersects 

the general level sets of 121 in generic torus orbits. 

Since LSVJ is general, the value CJ coresponding to J is not equal to 0, 1, or 

00. By our results in Subsection 5.2.6, the special level set 121 = -~~ contains 

exactly two torus orbits with cross-ratio CJ. These orbits lie in the components 

TIll (012 ) and IIl1 (Oi2) of this special level set. Because the cross-ratio is not 0, 

1, or 00, no 7r'0/{J vanishes on these two orbits, and their polytopes are therefore 

0(\1 \2) and 0(\1\2). 

The corresponding statement for 121 = -~~ is shown similarly. I 

Finally, we state how the closures of the three-dimensional torus orbits in LSVJ 

intersect along their boundaries. 

Proposition 6.8 Let LSlIJ be a general level set in the case S3 = O. Then the 

closures of any two three-dimensional orbits in LSVJ whose polytopes contain a 
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common face in the interior of 0 intersect in a common two-dimensional orbit in 

their boundaries whose polytope is this face. 

The closures of any two orbits, both of whose polytopes contain a given square 

face, edge, or vertex, intersect in a common orbit in their boundaries whose polytope 

is this face, edge, or vertex. 

Proof. This follows from Propositions 4.3 and 5.10. I 

6.3.6 The Special Level Sets of J for S3 = 0 

We will not describe in detail the structure of the special level sets in this case. 

This can be determined as before by considering the torus orbits in V which belong 

to each component of the special level set with respect to the decomposition 

LSVJ - (TI2Iv)-I(Q{ii») U (TI2Iv)-I(Q(kl») 

_ (TI21v )-1( Q{ii») U (TI21v )-1( Q(kl») 

U (TI21v )-1 (Q(ij)(kl») U BJ • 

We leave it to the reader to assemble the torus orbits in each of these components 

using the information provided in Chapter Five for the level sets of 121 in V. To 

determine the torus orbits in the component (TI21v )-1( Q(ij»), one simply finds those 

orbits in the general level sets of 121 and the two special level sets of type II for 

which 'Trij is ~he only vanishing 'Trail, and similarly for the other two components. 

The three special level sets LSVJ in this case occur for J = -().1 + ).2)2, 

. -().1 - ).2)2, and 0, where A = diag().I,-).t,).2,-).2). Since either 'Tr12 or 'Tr34 

vanishes identically on two of the components of each of the special level sets of 

type II of 121 (see Proposition 5.8), the value of the cross-ratio is identically zero, 

which corresponds to J = 0 in this case. The geometry of the special level set 

J = 0 therefore differs from that of the other two special level sets. 
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Chapter 7 Monodromy of the Two Fibrations of 
Level Sets 

In Chapters Five and Six we described in detail the two families of level sets 

LSVJ21 and LSVJ in the subvariety V of the flag manifold defined by setting the 

value of the casimir III equal to zero. We now focus our attention on the geometry 

of the level set varieties in the open subset of V obtained by removing the union 

of the base loci 13121 and BJ. This reveals the essential information which allows 

us determine the monodromy of this double fibration of V. 

Definition 7.1 Let V' denote the complement of 13121 U BJ in V: 

We denote the inte1'sections of level sets LSVI21 and LSVJ with V' by LSVAI and 

LSVJ, respectively. 

7.1 The Level Sets LSFJ
21 

and LSFj in V' 

Recall that a general level set of 121 in V has the form 

LSVI21 - 11}1(0) 

- 11}1(0) U 13121' 

where 0 is a generic torus orbit in G / Pl' Since none of the orbits in Ilil (0) 

belong to 8121 U 8J ) 

By Proposition 5.4, all but finitely many of the torus orbits in fIII( 0) are generic 

and therefore belong to the general stratum corresponding to the full momentum 

polytope. 
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Similarly, a general level set of J in V has the form 

LS1/J - (1l21v t1 (Q) 

- (1l2Ivt1(Q) U BJ, 

where Q is a generic torus orbit in G(2,4). Since none of the orbits in (1l2IV)-1( Q) 

are contained in B/21 U BJ, 

By Proposition 6.3, all but a finite number of the torus orbits in LSVJ also belong 

to the general stratum in G / B. 

Now consider a special level set of 121 in V: 

L8ll/21 = I111(Oi) U I111(Oi) 

= I111(Oi) U 1111(Oi) U 1111(Oii) U B/2J" 

From our description in Subsection 6.4.2 of the torus orbits in each of these com

ponents, we find that 

(P(z) and P(i) are the orbits defined in Subsection 6.3.1; they belong to BJ.) 

LS1//21 is the reducible subvariety of V' cut out by the equation 7ri'rri = o. It 

consists of two components which intersect in a single torus orbit. The coordinate 

7ri vanishes on {1l11(Oi) \ p(i)} U Oii, and 7ri vanishes on {1l11(Oi) \ P(i)} U Oii. 

The intersection of these two components is the unique torus orbit Oa, on which 

both 7ri and 7ri vanish. All but three of the torus orbits in 1111(Oi) \ P(Z) belong to 

the stratum corresponding to the polytope O(\i), and all but three of the orbits 

in 1111(Oi) \ P(i) belong to the stratum whose polytope is O(\z). Since both 7ri 
-

and 7ri vanish on Oii, its polytope is O(\i\i). (Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 illustrate 

these polytopes for i = 1.) 
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The geometry of a special level set of J in V'is completely analogous. We have 

shown in Subsection 6.3.3 that in V, the level set has the form 

LSVJ - (Ihlvt1 (Q(ij)) U (Ihlvt 1 (Q(k/)) 

- (I12Ivt1(Q(ij)) U (I12Iv)-1(Q(k/)) 

U (I12Ivt 1(Q(ij)(k/)) U BJ • 

The complement of B121 U BJ in LSVJ is the union 

(Recall that P(ij) and P(kl) belong to B121') 

LSVJ is the reducible subvariety of V' defined by 7rij7rkl = O. It also con

sists of two components which intersect in a unique torus orbit. The coordi

nate 7rij vanishes on {(I12Iv)-1 (Q{ii)) \ P(ld)} U Q(ij)(k/), and 7rkl vanishes on 

((I12Iv)-1(Q(kl)) \ P(ij)} U Q(ijf(kl). Both 7rij and 7rkl vanish on the unique torus 

orbit Q(ij)(k/) in the intersection of these two components. For {Q,,B} = {i, j} or 

{k,l}, all but four of the torus orbits in (I1 2 Iv)-1(Q(a.B)) \ P(6) belong to the 

stratum whose polytop.e is O(\a',8). Since 7rij = 7rkl = 0 on Q(ij)(k/), this orbit 

belongs to the stratum corresponding to the polytope O(\ij\kl). (See Figures 4.7 

and 4.8.) 

We summarize this in Table 7.1. 

As we have shown in the preceeding two chapters, each of these level sets 

contains a finite number of torus orbits which do not belong to the typical strata 

listed in the table. These orbits are precisely those in which the level set intersects 

a special level set of the other fibration. The stratum of such a nontypical orbit 

must also satisfy the defining equation(s) for the component(s) of this special level 

set to which it belongs. The polytope of a torus orbit contained in the intersection 

of a special level set of 121 and a special level set of J is the result of removing 



Level Set 

General LSVf
21 

Special LSVf
21 

General LSVJ 

Special LSVJ 

Component or Torus Orbit 

IIIl(O) 

{IIl1(Oi) \ p(i)} U Oii 

{IIIl (Oli) \ P( i)} U Oii 

Oii 

(II2Iv)-1(Q) 

((II2Iv)-1(Q(ij)) \ P(kl)} U QCij)(kl) 

((n2Iv)-1(Q(I;l)) \ P(ij)} U QCiii(kl) 

O(ij)(kl) --

Defining 
Equations 

7ri = 0 

-n-i = 0 

7ri = -n-i = 0 

7rij = 0 

7rkl = 0 

7rij = 7rkl = 0 

Table 7.1, The typical strata in the general 
and special level sets of 121 and J in V' 
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Typical 
Stratum 

O(\i) 

O(\i) 
O(\i\i) 

O(\ij) 
O(\kl) 

O(\ij\kl) 

from 0 the vertices of a square face and a hexagonal face which contain no vertex 

in common. (This is illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.) 

Observation: The subset V' of the flag manifold is a union of three-dimensional 

torus orbits. Each orbit which belongs to a general stratum lies in the intersection 

of a general level set of 121 and a general level set of J. The orbits for which 

7ri-n-i = 0 belong to the special level set 121 = -"W; the polytope of such an orbit is 

missing the vertices of either the hexagonal face O( i), the opposite hexagonal face 

O(i), or both, depending on the component(s) of the special level set to which the 

orbit belongs. Likewise, the orbits for which 7rjj7rkl = 0 belong to the special level 
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set J = -P'i + Aj)2, and the polytope of such an orbit is missing the vertices of 

one or both of the opposite square faces <>(ij) and <>(kl). In particular, an orbit 

contained in a special level set of both families of integrals belongs to a stratum 

whose polytope is missing the vertices of a hexagonal face and a square face which 

have no vertices in common. 

7.2 The Elliptic Curve of Branch Points 

We now have a quite simple description of the geometry of the level sets in V'. 

We make one more simplifica.tion by taking the quotient of V' by the torus action. 

The nature of the corresponding quotients of the level set varieties contains the 

structure which determines the monodromy. 

Definition 7.2 Let LS\I/21 be a genemiievel set of 121 in V', and let H\LS\I/21 be 

its quotient by the torus action. We will denote by PJ : H\LSVAI -. pI the map 

which sends a torus orbit to its value of J. 

Proposition 7.1 If LSV/21 is a general level set of 121 in V', then H\LSV/21 is 

isomorphic to pI, and PJ : H\LSl'f21 -. pI is two-to-one, branched over two 

distinct points. 

Let LS"121 be the special/evel set with 121 = -A~. Then H\LSVI21 consists of 

two components, each isomorphic to pI, which intersect in the unique orbit Oil. 

The map PJ : H\LSVhl -. pI is two-to-one, branched with multiplicity two at the 

orbit Oil. 

Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 5.3 and the fact that LSV121 = 
1111 (0) for a generic torus orbit 0 in G / Pl' 

Also by Proposition 5.3, the cross-ratio restricted to each of the one-parameter 

families of torus orbits H\I111 (Oi) and H\I111 (Oii) is a one-to-one map onto pI if 

we define its values on the orbits 'P(i) and 'P( i) in 8 e by the" appropriate limits. In 
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Lemma 5.5 we showed that the limiting values of the cross-ratio on these two orbits 

coincide and are equal to its (well-defined) value on Oil. Therefore, since LSVf
21 

is equal to the union {1111(Oi) \ P(z)} U {1111(Oi) \ P(i)} U Oi:, the projection 

PJ : H\LSV/
21 

-+ pI is two-to-one, branched at the single torus orbit Oi:. I 

The set of pairs (I2b J) such that J is a branch point of the projection PJ : 

H\LSVh1 -+ pI defines an elliptic curve in pI x pl. To see this, consider the 

polynomial in (6.5). For a fixed general value of 121 and a fixed value J = Ja, there 

are two values of u, counting multiplicity, for which it vanishes. These values of u 

cut out the two orbits (or single orbit) in LSV/
21 

= 1111(0) with J = Ja. The two 

values of J E pI which are branch points of the double cover PJ : H\LSV/
21 

-+ pI 

are precisely those for which the discriminant of (6.5) as a polynomial in u vanishes. 

This discriminant is given in (6.6). For a special level set LSVf
21 

with 121 = ->.~, 

(6.5) also determines the (unique) branch point of PJ. Indeed, putting 121 = ->.~ 

into this discriminant gives the single solution J = -IT; with multiplicity two. This 

is the value of J on the orbit Oi: by Lemma 6.2. 

Writing (6.6) in bihomogeneous coordinates [12b X] X [J, Y] E pI X pI gives 

a homogeneous polynomial of degree four: 

1i1JY + 121 XJ2 + s2h l XJY - S4X2JY - ~S~X2y2. (7.1) 

For S3 f. 0, its vanishing set is a nonsingular elliptic curve in pI x pI, which we 

denote by £. 

Definition 7.3 Let H\LSVj be the quotient by the torus action of the level set 

LSVj in V'. We will denote by PI21 : H\LSVj -+ pI the map which sends a torus 

orbit to its value of 121 . 

Proposition 7.2 If LSVj is a general level set of J in V' with J f. 0, then 

H\LSVj is isomorphic to pI, and PI21 : H\LSVj -+ pI is two-to-one, branched 

over two distinct points. 
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Let LSVj be the special level set with J = - (Ai + Aj)2. Then H\LSVj consists 

of two components, each isomorphic to pI, which intel'sect in the unique orbit 

Q(ij)(kl). The map PhI: H\LSVj -+ pI is two-to-one, branched with multiplicity 

two at the orbit Q(ij)(kl). 

For J = 0, the projection PI21 : H\LSVrJ -+ pI is two-to-one, branched with 

multiplicity two over 121 = 00. The quotien.t H\LSVrJ also consists of two compo

nents, each isomorphic to pI, which intersect in this bmnch point. 

Proof. As a consequence of Proposition 7.1, the projection PI 21 : H\LSVJ -+ pI 

for any level set LSlIj is a two-to-one (branched) map. For a fixed value [J, Y], the 

elliptic curve £ gives a quadratic polynomial in [121, X] whose roots are the values 

of 121 over which PI21 is branched. This projection is branched over two distinct 

points if and only if the two roots are distinct. In this case, it is a consequence of 

the Riemann-Hurwitz formula that H\LSlIj is the Riemann sphere, pl. 

The values of J for which the two roots coincide are precisely those for which 

the discriminant of (7.1) as a polynomial in 121 , whose coefficients are functions of 

J, vanishes. This discriminant is given in (6.7). It is a polynomial of degree four in 

J which vanishes for J = 0, -(AI +A2)2, -(AI +A3)2, and -(AI +A4)2. Since S3 -# 0, 

These four values are distinct, and the three values J = -(>.1 + Aj)2 correspond 

to the special level sets of J. The unique root of (7.1) for J = -(>.1 + Aj)2 is 

121 = HAl Aj + AkAI), where {k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {I, j}, which is the value of J on _0-
the orbit Q(lj)(kl). 

By (6.4), the quotient H\LSlIrJ consists of the two components u = 00 and 

u = II! +8
2121

-
84

, each of which is a copy of pl. They intersect in the unique point 
83 

with 121 = u = 00. Indeed, putting J = 0 into (7.1) gives the solution 121 = 00 

with multiplicity two. I 

The fact that the branch points of the projections PJ and PI21 coincide on the 

special level sets of 121 and J can be seen in the elliptic curve E. Consider the two 
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projections <PhI: £ ~ pI and <PJ : £ ~ pI which take a point [12b X] x [J, Y] on 

£ to [121, X] and [J, Y], respectively. Under each of These two maps, £ is a double 

cover of pI branched over four distinct points. The branch points of the projection 

<P121 are the values of 121 for which the discriminant of (6.6) as a polynomial in J 

vanishes. These are the four distinct values 121 = ->.~ corresponding to the special 

level sets of 121 . Similarly, the roots of the discriminant of (6.6) as a polynomial 

in 121 are the four distinct values J = -(>'1 + >'2)2, -(>'1 + >'3)2, and -(>'1 + >'4)2, 

corresponding to the three special level sets of J, and J = O. 

For each of the four special level sets LS\I/21 with 121 = ->.~, there is one general 

level set LSVj which intersects it in the unique orbit Oii so that 121 = ->.~ is one 

of the two branch points of PI 21 : H\LSVj ~ pl. Since the value of J on Oii is 'it 
and the >'i are distinct, These four general level sets of J are also distinct. That is, 

for any general level set of J, the projection PhI : H\LSVj ~ pI has at most one 

special value of 121 as one of its two branch points. Similarly, for a general level set 

of 12b the projection PJ : H\LSV/21 ~ pI has at most one special value of J as 

one of its two branch points. Indeed, putting J = -(>'i + >.j)2 into (6.6) gives the 

single solution 121 = ~(>'i>'i + >'k>'l), which is the value of 121 on Q(ii)(kl), and these 

three values of 121 are distinct. (To see this, suppose without loss of generality 

that >'1 >'2 + >'3>'4 = >'1 >'3 + >'2>'4' Then replacing >'4 by ->'1 - >'2 - >'3 gives the 

equivalent equation 2>'1>'2 - 2>'1>'3 + >.~ - >'5 = (2)'1 + >'2 + >'3)(>'2 - >'3) = O. But 

since >'2 :F >'3, this implies that >'1 = ->'1 - >'2 - >'3 = >'4, which is a contradiction.) 

7.3 The Fixed Points of the Toda Flow for 121 

Each level set of 121 in the quotient, H\ V', of V' by the torus action contains 

points which are fixed by the Toda flow corresponding to the constant of motion 

121 , As in the case of the SI(2, C) Kostant-Toda lattice, removing these fixed 

points from the level sets gives a C--bundle with singular fibers, around which we 
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determine the monodromy. 

The Toda flow for the integral 121 is 

X H n(t)-1 Xn(t), 

where n(t) is the lower unipotent part in the decomposition of exp(tV'I21(X) into 

its lower unipotent and upper triangular factors [3, 10]. The fixed points of this 

flow are those for which V' hI is upper-triangular. 121 is equal to the constant term 

divided by the leading coefficient of the polynomial 

( 

91 h - AI) 
det hI 92 h - A , 

k 112 93 

where X E f + 8_ is as in (5.1). Its gradient is computed in the whole algebra 

81(4, C) with respect to the Killing form and then evaluated on f+8_. To calculate 

V'121 on f+B_, we replace the entry 1 by a variable x, take the gradient with respect 

to all the variables, and then set x equal to 1. The result has the form 

(
0 * * *) o h - 91;2 -1 + 91r * 
o -9 + fu..!:!l. f _ ~ * - exld4

! 
2 k 2 k 

o 0 0 0 

where ex is such that the trace is zero. This gradient is upper-triangular precisely 

when -92 + hlkh2 vanishes. Evaluating -92 + \h2 on the matrices X(I2b u) in (5.9) 

gives the condition 121 + u2 = O. By (6.4), these are the points for which J = 00, 

which by (6.2) constitute the union of all torus orbits in V with cross-ratio 

Each level set of 121 in H\ V' with 121 -:/: 0,00 contains two such torus orbits; they 

occur for u = ±J-121' In the level sets 121 = 0,00, these two orbits coincide. 
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7.4 MonodronlY of the Level Sets of 121 

We now remove from V' the variety LSVJ=oo' consisting of the fixed points of 

the Toda flow corresponding to 121 , and take the quotient of by the torus action 

to obtain H\(V' \ LSVJ=oo)' The level sets of 121 in this space form a C·-bundle 

over pI with singular fibers, around which we determine the monodromy. 

Proposition 7.3 Let Phi: H\(V' \ LSVJ=oo) ~ pI be the projection which sends 

a torus O1'bit to its value of 121 , The gene7'ic fiber of Phi is isomorphic to C·. 

There m'e six singular fibers which lie ove7' 121 = -A~, -A~, -A~, -A~, 0, 

and 00. The fiber ove7' - Af for i = 1,2,3,4 consists of two components, each 

isomorphic to C, which intersect in one point. The fibers over zero and infinity 

m'e each isomorphic to C. 

Proof. By (7.1), J = 00 is a branch point of PJ : H\LSVhl ~ pI only for 121 = ° 
or 00. Every level set LSlIJ21 for 121 :/:: 0,00 therefore contains exactly two torus 

orbits for which J = 00. For a general value of 121 , H\LSVJ21 is isomorphic to pl. 

Removing these two fixed points of the 121-flow from H\LSVhl therefore produces 

a fiber in H\ (V' \ LSlIJ=oo) isomorphic to C· if 121 is general and not equal to zero 

or infinity. 

Since J = 00 is a branch point of PJ for the general level sets 121 = 0,00, there 

is a unique fixed point of the 121-flow in each of H\(LSVf21 =o) and H\(LSVhl=oo)' 

Removing this point yields a fiber isomorphic to C. 

Now consider the special level set LSVf21=_>'~' By Proposition 7.1, the quotient 

H\LSV~>'2 consists of two copies of pI which intersect in one point. Since PJ : 
I , 

LSVf21=_>'~ ~ pI is branched over the single point J = 1t f. 00, there are two 

distinct points in H\LSV~>.~ with J = 00, one in each component. Removing 
I 

these two points, we obtain two copies of C which intersect in the single point 

corresponding to the orbit CJil, a.t which PJ is branched. I 
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The monodromy around a degenerate fiber corresponding to a special level set 

of 121 is characterized by a single twist of the noncompact cycle around the cylinder, 

C·. To see this, let U be a neighborhood of 121 = -A~ in H\(V' \ LSVJ=oo) which 

contains no other singular fiber. A fiber of PhI in U for 121 =F -A~ is the result of 

removing from H\LSVhl the two (distinct) points with J = 00. The projection 

PJ, restricted to this fiber, realizes it as a two-to-one cover of pI \ {oo} branched 

over two distinct points. These points come together as 121 approaches -A~ and 

coincide in the limit. 

Now consider the projection (PI21 : £ t-+ pI from the elliptic curve of branch 

points (I211 J) in H\ V' to the value of 1 21 • This map is itself a two-to-one cover 

of pI branched over the four values 121 = -A~. In a neighborhood of a branch 

point, there is a local complex coordinate z on £ in which ~/21 has the form w = 

~ 121 (z) = z2. This map is branched over tv = O. As w traverses the path w( 0) = etO 

around zero'for 0 increasing from 0 to 271', the two points ~h~ (e tO ) = { ±e~ } rotate 

counterclockwise halfway around w = 0, interchanging places. 

This is precisely the structure near the singular fiber f- 1(0) in the C·-fibration 

of C2 over C by the level sets of f(z, w) = Z2 + w2• From the construction 

described in [1], in which the monodromy around f- 1 (0) is determined, we find 

that the monodromy of the C*-fibration of H\(V'\LSllJ=cxJ around a special level 

set of 121 is a single twist of the noncompact cycle around the cylinder. 

The monodromy around the degenerate fiber 121 = 0 differs from that of a 

special level set. Here we find the same monodromy which occurs in the SI(2, C) 

Toda lattice around the level set I = O. This monodromy is characterized, as 

described in Chapter Two, by a double twist of the noncompact cycle around 

the cylinder, C*. We see this by showing that a neighborhood of 121 = 0 in 

H\(V' \ LSllJ=ocJ is isomorphic to a neighborhood of the singular fiber I = 0 in 

the C*-bundle, M, for SI(2, C). Indeed, let U C H\(V' \ LSVJ=oo) be an open 
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set containing the degenerate fiber 121 = 0, which we may take to be a union of 

level sets, such that U contains no other singular fiber. The points in a C·-fiber of 

H\(V' \ LSVJ=cx,) for a fixed general value of 121 are parametrized by the matrices 

X(121l u) for u E pI \ {±yC7;"}, given by (5.9). The mapping 

p:U~M 

X(121l u) ~ (a
b 

1 ) _ ( u 1 ) 
-a - -(121 + u2 ) -u 

defines an isomorphism between U and its image. Observe that this map makes 

the identifications a = tt, b = -(hI + u2
), and, = -121 • The fixed points of 

the 1 21-flow in the level set for a fixed value of 121 occur at the values of u which 

satisfy 121 + u 2 = O. These correspond under this identification to b = 0, which 

cuts out the two fixed points in each level set of the S1(2, C) Toda lattice, which 

were removed to form the C--bundle, M. So the image 6f p does in fact lie in M. 

Recall that for a special level set of 121 in H\ V', the two branch points of the 

double cover PJ : H\LSVf
21 
~ pI coincide, and the two points with J = 00 are 

distinct. For the level set 121 = 0, the situation is reversed. Indeed, by (6.6), the 

branch points of PJ are .J = ~:: and J = 00, where 84 ;/: 0 by our assumption 

that no Ai is zero. The two points with J = 00 coincide since It = 0 is a solution 

of multiplicity two of 121 + u2 = 0 for 121 = O. This is what accounts for the 

difference between the monodromy of the C*-fibration of H\(V'\LSVJ=cxJ near 

the fiber 121 = 0 and its monodromy near a fiber 121 = -A~. 
Finally, the singularity in the fiber over 121 = 00 is the same as that for 121 = O. 

The monodromy around these two fibers is the same. 

7.5 The Fixed Points of the Toda Flow for J 

The Toda flow for J is X(t) = n-1(t)Xn(t), where et'VJ(X) = n(t)b(t). The fixed 

points of this flow are those for which \1 J(X) is upper triangular. Since \1 J refers 
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to the gradient with respect to the Killing form in the whole algebra 81(4, C), we 

replace the 1 's on the superdiagonal of X E € + B_ by variables X12 = X, X23 = y, 

and X34 = z, calculate the gradient of J with respect to all the variables, and then 

put x = Y = z = 1. The result has the form 

( 

* * * 8J 

\lJ = 80 ~ : 
o 0 8J 

8:: 

where all the entries are evaluated at x = y = z = 1. The fixed points are therefore 

the matrices X E € + B_ which satisfy ~;()n = ~~(X) = O. With X as in (5.1), 

oj hI kIll + k(hdJl + h) + 9192 + k) 
---= --------~~--~~~~--~ ox hI h2 - 92k 

oj h2k1ll + ,,~( -h2(11 + h) + 9293 + k) --- = oz hI h2 - 92k 

To find the fixed points of the Toda flow for J in V, we fix the value of the 

casimir 111 to be zero and evaluate ~; and ~; on the matrices X(I2J, u), defined 

by (5.9): 
oj I ,,~ ox (X(121! u)) = I u2 ' 

111=0 21 + 
OJI (X(I21! u)) = -IiI - 82121 + 83U + 84 

f)z 111 =0 121 + 1l 

The simultaneous solution of these two equations is 1l = 00. By (6.4), the level set 

J = 0 in V consists of two components, U = 00 and u = I?! +s2hl-
S
4. The set of 

S3 

fixed points of the Toda flow for J in V is therefore one component of the level set 

J = O. This is unlike the situation for 121 in which the fixed points of the 1 21 -flow 

cut across each level set of 121 in two torus orbits. 

7.6 MonodrolllY of the Level Sets of J 

Since all the fixed points of the Toda flow corresponding to J are contained in 

the single fiber J = 0, we do not remove them from V'. Instead, we remove the 
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variety LSV121 =00 to obtain a C*-bundle over pI whose fibers are the level sets of 

J in H\(V' \ LSV121 =00)' 

Proposition 7.4 Let PJ : H\(V' \ LSV121 =00) -+ pI be the projection which sends 

a point to its value of J. The generic fiber of PJ is isomorphic to C*. 

There are five singular fibe1's which lie over J = -(AI + A2)2, -(AI + A3)2, 

-(AI +A4)2, 0, and 00. The fiber over J = -(AI +Ai)2 consists of two components, 

each isomorphic to C, which intersect in one point. The fiber over J = 00 is 

isomorphic to C, and the fibel' ovel' J = ° is isomorphic to two disjoint copies of 

C. 

Proof. By (7.1), 121 = 00 is a branch point of PJ21 : H\LSVj -+ pI only for 

J = ° or 00. For a general value of J, LSVj is isomorphic to pl. It contains two 

distinct points with 121 = 00 if J =I- 0,00 and one such point if J = 0,00. The 

fiber in H\(V' \ LSV121 =oJ for a general value of J is therefore isomorphic to C* 

for J =I 0,00. 

Since H\LSVj=oo is isomorphic to pI, removing a single point produces a fiber 

isomorphic to C. In the case of H\LSVj=o, we are removing the unique point 

of intersection of two copies of pI, resulting in two disjoint copies of C. (See 

Proposition 7.2.) 

Now consider the special level set with J = -(AI +Aj)2. The quotient H\LSVj 

consists of two copies of pI which intersect in the orbit Q(Ij)(kl), where {k, I} = 
{I, 2, 3, 4} \ {1,j}. Since the value of 121 on this orbit is !(AIAj + AkAl) =I 00, there 

are two distinct orbits in LSVj with 121 = 00, one in each component. Removing 

these two orbits gives a fiber isomorphic to two copies of C which intersect in one 

point. I 

Near a special level set of J in H\(V' \ LSVA1=00)' the behavior of the C*

fibration is the same as that of the C*-fibration of H\(V' \ L8VJ=00) near a special 
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level set of 121 • The monodromy around each of the three singular fibers over 

J = -(,\1 + ,\j)2 is therefore characterized by a single twist of the noncompact 

cycle around C·. 

The nature of the singularity in the fiber over J = 00 is the same as that of the 

degenerate fibers over 121 = 0,00 in H\{V' \ LSVJ=o,Ji its monodromy is therefore 

of the type observed near I = 0 in the SI(2, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. 
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Chapter 8 A Symmetry of Order Two 

We have seen that the intersection of a level set of 121 and a level set of J in the 

flag manifold typically consists of two distinct torus orbits. This is a manifestation 

of a nontrivial symmetry of order two in E + 8_ which preserves the constants of 

motion and interchanges these two orbits. This symmetry is present in the phase 

space for the full Sl(n, C) Kostant-Toda lattice for all n. 

Definition 8.1 Let w be the n x n matrix with 1 's on the antidiagonal and zeros 

elsewhere. We will denote by u the involution on € + 8_ defined by 

X, "t 
H w.'\ w'. 

whe1'e xt denotes the transpose of X. 

8.1 The Involution on the Level Sets of the k-chop Integrals 

P~oposition 8.1 u preserves each k-chop integral Irk, that is, 1rk(UX) = 1rk(X) 

for all X E € + 8_ f01' which Irk is defined. 

Proof. Break X into blocks of the indicated sizes as 

k n - 2k k 

k Xl X2 X3 
X= n - 2k X4 Xs X6 

k X7 Xs Xg 

Then 



and 

cPk(UX) - uXS - UXS(UX7 )-IUX 4 

- X X X-I X U S - U SU 7 U 4 

- U(XS - X4 X:r 1 XS) 

- U<Pk(X). 

Therefore, 

An-2k + l 1k(UX)An-2k-1 + ... + I n_2k,k(UX) _ det(A - <Pk(UX)) 

- det(A - UcPk(X)) 

- det(u(A - cPk(X))) 

- det(A - cPk(X)) 
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_ An- 2k + l1k(X)An-2k-l + ... 

+In- 2k,k(X), 

from which the statement follows. I 

Because of this, U defines an involution on each level set of the k-chop integrals. 

The next proposition shows that under the embedding of a level set into the flag 

manifold, U takes each torus orbit to a torus orbit and therefore descends to an 

involution on the quotient of the level set by the torus action. 

Proposition 8.2 Lei h be an element of the complex (n - I)-dimensional torus, 

(c*)n-l. Then on the image of (f + B-)A under the torus embe4ding into the flag 

manifold, U 0 h = h -IOU. 

Proof. The solution to the Todaequation with X(O) = X is X(t) = n-1 LVAV-l L-1n, 

where X = LVAV-IL-I (as in Section 1.1), and etX = nb with n lower unipo

tent and b upper triimgular. The image of X(t) under the torus embedding is 
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etA V-I L-l mod B. On the other hand, 

uX _ wnt(L-l)t(V-l)tAVtLt(n-l)tw 

_ wnt(L -1 )t('/-l )tV-1 VA V-I VVt Lt(n-l )tw. 

But wnt(L-I )t(V-l )tV-l may not be the unique lower nilpotent matrix L(t) such 

that uX = L(t)VAV-IL-l(t), guaranteed by Kostant's theorem (1.3). However, 

since any two matrices which diagonalize uX(t) are rel;:tted by multiplication on 

the right by a diagonal matrix, we must have L(t)V = wnt(L-l)t(V-l)tn, where 

n is diagonal and depends on t. So V-I L-l(t) = n-1 vt D(n-1 )tw, and the torus 

embedding therefore sends uX to n-q1tD(n-I)tw mod B. 

Now, e-tX = b-1n- 1 so that e- tX1 = (n-l)t(b- 1 )t, and (n-l)t = e-tX'bt. There

fore, 

uX(t) ~ n-1 Vt Lt(11.-l )tw mod B 

- n-lvtLte-tXlbtw mod B 

- n-IvtLte-t(L-I)I(V-l)IAVILlbtw mod B 

- n-le-tAVtLtbtw mod B 

- n-le-tAVtVw(wbtw) mod B 

- n-le-tAVtLtw mod B 

- e-tAn-lvtLtw mod B , 

which is the action of the inverse of etA on the image under the torus embedding of 

uX. Thus, for h = etA and X E (t+B_)A' (uoh)(X) = (h- I ou)(X). By a similar 

calculation, one obtains this result for the Toda flow defined by each Hamiltonian 

f;tr Xk for k = 2, ... , n. Since these n - 1 flows generate the action of (c*)n-I on 

the flag manifold, the conclusion follows. I 

Observe that if X E (t+ 8-)A does not lie in a maximal-dimensional symplectic 

leaf, then the n-l flows generated by the functions f;tr X k may become dependent, 
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in which case the dimension of the torus orbit through the image of X in the flag 

manifold G / B is less than n - 1. This proposition applies to these orbits as well 

as to those with trivial stabilizer. Thus, the induced involution on the image of 

(f+B_)A under the torus embedding, which we also denote by u, has the property 

that it takes a k-dimensional torus orbit to another k-dimensional orbit for all 

k :5 n - 1. (We extend u by continuity to the points in G / B which lie in the 

closure of this image.) 

8.2 Duality in MOluentulll Polytopes 

The involution permutes, in particular, the fixed points of the torus action. 

This fact, together with the continuity of u and the torus embedding, implies that 

if 0 is a torus orbit, then 0 contains the fixed points {ai} if and only if uO contains 

the fixed points {uai}. Now, the set of fixed points in 0 completely determines 

its image under the moment map and conversely. So it is natural to consider 

the partitioning of G / B into strata (see Remark 3 of Section 1.2). Two torus 

orbits lie in the same stratum if and only if the images of their closures under 

the moment map are the same convex polytope. The map u therefore induces 

an involution on the set of all strata in G / B, or equivalently, on the set of all 

polytopes arising as images of the closures of torus orbits under the moment map. 

This induced involution, which we again denote by u, is completely determined by 

how it permutes the vertices of the momentum polytope. 

Definition 8.2 The Pliicke1' cOO1,dinate 7r J with J = {jl,"" jk} corresponds to 

the coordinate subspace r J of en spanned by the standard basis vectors eit, ... , ejk' 

Let J' denote the complementary set {I, ... , n} \ J. We will call the subspace r JI 

spanned by {eO' : a E J'} the dual (n - k)-plane of r J and refer to 7rJI as the 

Pliicker coordinate dual to 7r J. 
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Recall that for each fixed point in G / B and each k = 1, ... , n - 1, there is 

exactly one 7r J with IJ I = k that does not vanish. Let a E G / B be the fixed 

point with 7rJ1 ... 7rJn _1 :/:- 0, where IJkl = k. We will refer to the fixed point with 

7r JI ... 7r JI ..J. 0 as the fixed point dual to a and denote it by a'. The vertices of 
n-1 1 ;-

the momentum polytope corresponding to a and 0' will be denoted by Vet and v~, 

respectively. 

One can easily see that by the definition of dual fixed points, the fixed point 

dual to 0 = < e T(1) > C < eT(1), e T(2) > C ... C < eT(I),' •. ,eT(n) > C en, where T 

is a permutation of n elements, is the fixed point 0' = < eT(n) > C < eT(n), eT(n-l) > 

C ... C < eT(nb"" eT(I) > C en. To find the corresponding dual vertices, we 

take the images of 0 and 0:' under the moment map j.L to obtain Vet = j.L(a) = 
(n - T-1 (1), ... , n - T-I(n)), and Vetl = j.L(o') = (T-I(I) - 1, ... , T-1(n) - 1). The 

entries of each vertex are a permutation of the numbers 0, ... , n - 1. 

Notation: Let x = (Xl,'" , :rn) be a vertex of the momentum polytope of G / B, 

and let T be a permutation of the numbers {O, ... , n - I}. Then T(X) will denote 

the vertex T(X) = (T{xd, ... , T(Xn)). 

Consider the permutations To and TOI of {O, ... , n-l} such that Vet = Tet(O··· n-l) 

and VOl = T 0' (0 ... n - 1). From the expressions of Vet and Vetl, we see that for each 

i = 1, ... , n,' the sum of the ith components, v~ + V~/ is equal to n - 1. Since 

Vet = Tet(O· .. n -1), this implies that vo' = Tet(n -1· ··0) = TetW(O··· n -1) where 

w is the permutation such that w(O· .. n -1) = (n - 1· ··0). The dual vertices Vo 

and VOl are therefore related by T et' = To W: 

VOl = TetW(O'" n - 1), where Vet = To(O·· . n - 1). 

Proposition 8.3 The vertex dual to V is the unique vertex whose distance from V 

is maximum. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that the vertex (n-l, ... , 0), which is dual to (0 ... n-l), 

is the unique vertex at the maximum distance from (0·· . n - 1). Indeed, if v = 
T(O··· n - 1) is any other vertex with dual v', then 

lv' - vi - IT{n - 1 .. ·0) - T(O .. · n - 1)1 

- l(n-l .. ·0)-(0 ... n-l)l, 

which is the maximum distance between any pair of vertices since the permutations 

T act transitively on the set of vertices and preserve distances by the definition of 

the action. 

We proceed by induction on the dimension. For n = 2, there are two vertices, 

(0,1) and (1,0); these are dual, and the statement holds trivially. Assume that 

the statement holds for dimension n, and consider the vertex (0··· n) in dimension 

n + 1. Choose any other vertex v. Then v = (T(O)··· T(n)) for some permutation 

T on 0, ... ,n. Suppose that T(O) = k < n. "We claim that the vertex v obtained 

by interchanging the two entries of v with values nand T(O) has a greater distance 

from (0 ... n) than v. To see this, consider the difference of the squares of these 

distances: 

Iv-(0.·.n)12 -lv-(0.··nW - ((n-0)2+(T(0)-T-1(n)?) 

-((T(O) - 0)2 + (n - T- 1(n))2) 

_ (n2 + (k - T- 1(n))2) - (k2 + (n _ T- 1(n))2) 

- -2T-1(n)(k - n) 

> O. 

So the vertex at the greatest distance from (0··· n) must be such that T(O) = n. 

Similarly, we can show that it must also satisfy T(n) = O. Applying the induction 

hypothesis to the remaining n - 2 entries, we see that the unique vertex whose 

distance from (0 .. · n) is maximum is (n ... 0). This completes the proof. I 
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Clearly the permutation of the vertices of the momentum polytope which takes 

a vertex to its dual is a nontrivial involution. It is precisely the involution a. 

Proposition 8.4 a takes each vertex of the momentum polytope to its dual. 

Proof. The fixed point < e'T(I) > C < e'T(I), e'T(2) > C ... C < e'T(I),' •• ,e'T(n) > in 

the flag manifold is the image under the torus embedding of the point 

A'T(1 ) 1 0 0 

0 

x= a E (f + 8-)A. 

1 
a a A'T(n) 

To see this, write X - LVAV-l L-l and let Vi be the eigenvector of X with 

eigenvalue Ai. Then 

I) ( I ... I ) 
Vn = V'T(I)' •• V'T(n) • W'T, 

I I··· I 

( 
I ... I ) 

where W'T is a permutation matrix and U = V'T(I)' •• V'T(n) is upper-triangular 
I ... I 

because of the form of X. Let 111.4 denote the adjoint of M. Then 

V-I L-1 mod B - VALAmodB 

- (LV)A mod B 

- (UW'T)A mod B 

- (W'T)AUA mod B 

- (WT)A mod B 

- w~ mod B 

( e+ l 

... 
e+l ) mod B. - .. . 

... 



So the torus embedding of 

O'X = 

is the dual fixed point, ( '+1 
p.(X) to its dual, p.(O'X). I 

Ar(n) 1 0 0 

o 

o 

o 
1 

o Ar(l) 
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'+1 ) mod B. u therefore takes the vertex 

Definition 8.3 Recall that 0' induces an involution on the set of all polytopes 

corresponding to stmta in G / B. Let P be such a polytope. We will refer to O'P as 

the dual polytope of P. 

If a is a fixed point of the torus in G I B, then by the definition of its dual, 

7rJ = 0 on 0' <=? 7rJ' = 0 on 0' = 0'0'. More generally, if 0 is a torus orbit in GIB, 
then 7r J = 0 on 0 <=? 7r J = 0 on all the fixed points O'i in 0 <=? 7r JI = 0 on all the 

fixed points O'O'i in 0'0 <=? 7r J' = 0 on 0'0. So if the polytope P is determined by 

the vanishing of certain Plucker coordinates, then its dual is determined by the 

vanishing of the dual Plucker coordinates. 

This duality is present also in the momentum polytopes of certain generalized 

flag manifolds. Consider a partial flag manifold of the form 

GI Pil ... i• = {ViI C ... C ... Vi. C Vn-i • ... C Vn-il C en}, 

where dim Vk = k and is =5 ~. For each fixe~ point of the torus action in G/ Pil ... i. 

and each j = 1, ... , s, there is exactly one Plucker coordinate 7rlij with Ihj I = ij 

that does not vanish. Thus, each fixed point is characterized by a unique nonva

nishing product of the form 7rlil ••• 7rli. 7rln_i • ••• 7rln_il -# O. The involution on the 

fixed points in G I B induces an involution on the fixed points in G I Pil ... i. under 

the projection n : G I B ~ G I Pi) ... i •• 
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Proposition 8.5 Let a be a fixed point of the torus action in G/Pi) ... i., and let 

(3 E rr-1(0). Then the map which sends a to n(O'{3) is independent of (3 and 

therefore defines an involution on the set of fixed points in G / Pi) ... i,. This involu

tion takes the fixed point with 1f' I i) ••• 1f'Ii, 1f'In_i, ••• 1f'In_i) ::j:. 0 to the fixed point with 

1f'I' . • •• 1f'I' . 1f'I! ••• 1f'II ::j:. O. n-'1 n-.,., 'I 

Proof. Let a be the fixed point in G/Pi) ... i, with 1f'J . • "1f'J. 1f'J .... 1f'[ . -i. 'I ., n-I, n-'l ;-

O. Then n-l(o) = {(3 : 1f"K)" '1f'Kn_) '::j:. 0 on {3 ::} J(ij = hj and J(n-ij -

In-ij for i = 1, ... s}. The set of dual fixed points is (rr-l(o))' = {0'{3 : (3 E 

n-l(o)} = {, : 1f'J{) •• '1f'J{n_) ::j:. 0 on I ::} J(i) = I~_i) and J(n-i) = IIj for i = 

1, ... s }. All the points in (n -1 ( 0))' have as their projection to G / Pi) ... i. the single 

fixed point satisfying 1f'J' .••• 1f'J' . 1f'I! •• '1f'I' ::j:. O. So the map a 1-+ rr-l(o) is 
n-'1 n-I" I, 'I 

independent of (3 E n-1(0), and we have a well-defined involution on the fixed 

points in G / Pi) ... i,· I 

Just as in the case of G / B, the involution on the fixed points of the torus action 

in G / Pi) ... i, induces an involution on the vertices of the momentum polytope of 

G / Pi) ... i, and on the set of all convex polytopes associated to the strata in G / Pi) ... i,. 

Definition 8.4 Let a E G / Pi) ... i, be the fixed point with 1f'/i) ... 1f'/i.1f'/n_i, ... 1f"/n _ i l =f:. 

O. We will refer to the fixed point 0'0, which satisfies 1f'J' .•• • 1f'J' . 1f'11 ••• 1f"J! ::j:. 0, 
"-11 n-II II 'I 

as the fixed point dual to Q' and denote it by a'. 

Let P be a polytope associated to a stratum in G / Pi) ... i,. We will refer to the 

polytope uP as the dual polytope of P. 

As in the case of G / B, if P is determined by the vanishing of certain Pliicker 

coordinates, then uP is determined by the vanishing of the dual Pliicker coordi-

nates. 
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8.3 The Special Case n = 4 

In this section we describe how the involution acts on each level set LSVhl In 

the case n = 4. Indeed, we have seen that (j preserves the I-chop integrals In and 

121 , Moreover, u preserves J. 

Fact: The involution u on € + B_ for n = 4 preserves the constant of motion J. 

That is, J(uX) = J(X) for all X E € + B_ on which J is defined. 

To verify this, one simply calculates the function J in terms of the entries of 

X and observes that it is indeed invariant under the involution. 

Thus, there is a nontrivial symmetry of order two in € + B_ which preserves 

both 121 and J as well as the eigenvalues of X. This provides an explanation of 

why a level set of 121 in H\ V' typically intersects a level set of J in two distinct 

torus orbits rather than one. Indeed, we will show that this involution interchanges 

these two orbits. First we need some preliminary results. 

Recall that a special level set of 121 consists of two components; 7l"i vanishes 

on one, and n-i vanishes on the other. A special level set of J with In = 0 also 

consists of two components, one with 7l"ij = 0 and the other with 7l"kl = 0, where 

{ k, I} = {1, 2, 3,4} \ {i, j}. But we have seen that 7l"i vanishes on a torus orbit 0 if 

and only if n-i vanishes on uO and that 7l"ij vanishes on 0 if and only if 7l"kl vanishes 

on uO. The involution therefore interchanges the two components of each special 

level set of 121 or J. 

For a general level set, we consider the flow corresponding to the integral 121 

through a point X. It is swept out by conjugating X by matrices of the form 

(

10 
o 1 

Z = Z(u) = 0 1 _ u 

o 0 

o 0) o 0 
1 0 ,u E C. 

o 1 

We have a result for this flow similar to Proposition 8.2. 
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Lemma 8.1 LetZ·X = ZXZ-1 f01'X E €+B_. Then (O'oZ)·X = (Z-loO')·X. 

Proof. 

(0' 0 Z) . X - w(ZXZ-1)tw 

- w(ZLVAV-1 L-1 Z-l)tw 

- w(Z-l )t(L-l )t(V-1)t AVt Lt ztw 

- Z-lw(L -1 )t(V-1)t Avt LtwZ 

- Z-l wX tWZ 

- (Z-l 00') • X. 

I 

Consider a general level set LSlIf21 of 121 in V. In section 5.3 we defined the 

matrices 

X(12b u) = Z(U)L/21 VA V-I Lh~ Z-l(u), 

expressed in (5.9). The image of X (121 , u) under the torus embedding into GI B 

is V-I Lh~ Z-I(U) mod B, which is a section of the torus orbits in H\LSVf21 
parametrized by u E pl. (Recall that a general level set of 121 has the form 

LSV121 = 111
1(0), where 0 is a generic torus orbit in GIPt; u E pI parametrizes 

the torus orbits in 1111(0). In this case, H\LSVf21 = H\1111(O) ~ Pl.) Thus, 

the action o~ Z (u) for u E C extends via the torus embedding to u E pl. The 

lemma tells us how this action intertwines the involution on H\LSVhl' 

Proposition 8.6 Let LSVf21 be a level set of 121 in V'. If J = Jo is not a branch 

point of the projection PJ : H\LSVhl -+ pI, then 0' interchanges the two points 

in H\LSVhl with J = Jo. If Jo is a branch point of PJ, then 0' fixes the (unique) 

point in H\LSVhl with J = Jo. 

The corresponding statement obtained by interchanging 121 and J and replacing 

PJ : H\LSlIf21 -+ pt by PhI: H\LSlIJ -+ pI also holds. 
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Notation: Let e E H\LSlI/21 correspond to the image under the torus embedding 

of X E (f+B_)A' We will denote by Z(u){ the element of H\LSVJ21 corresponding 

to the image under the torus embedding of Z(u). X E (f + B-)A. 

Proof. First consider a general level set LSlIJ21 in V'. Let (3 be one of the two 

points in H\LSlI/21 at which the map PJ : H\LSlIJ21 --. pI is branched, and let 6 

and 6 be the two (distinct) points in H\LSV/21 with J = Jo, not a branch point. 

Since u preserves J, u(6) = 6 or 6, u(6) = 6 or 6, and u((3) = {3 since (3 is a 

branch point of PI2l' 

Also, since u E pI parametrizes the points in H\LSVhl' there is a unique 

value of u such that Z(u) . el = (3. By Lemma 8.1, u 0 Z(u) = Z-I(U) 0 U. SO if 

u(6) = el, then (3 = u((3) = (u 0 Z(u))6 = (Z-l(u) 0 u)6 = Z(2 - u)6. But 

this is a contradiction since 1£ is the unique element in pI such that Z(u). 6 = (3. 

Therefore u(6) = 6· Likewise, u(6) = el' 

Now consider a special level set LSlIf21' \Ve have seen that H\LSlIf21 consists 

of two components, each isomorphic to pI, which intersect in one point and that u 

interchanges these components. Since PJ : H\LSVf21 --. pI is one-to-one on each 

component, there is only one possibility. If e is not the point in which the two 

components intersect, then e lies in a unique component, and u must take it to 

the point in the other component with the same value of Jj u fixes the point in 

which the two components intersect. 

The analogous statement for the level sets of J follows from this. I 
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Chapter 9 Representation Theory and Duality 
in the Polyhedral Decompositions for n = 4 

In Chapters Four through Six we observed certain splittings of the momentum 

polytopes of G/B, G/Pll and G(2,4) into polyhedral subdivisions which were 

important in our description of the geometry of the level sets of 121 and J in the 

flag manifold. Here we present an explanation of these decompositions in terms of 

the representation theory of Lie algebras and the involution described in Chapter 

Eight. 

9.1 Dual Polytopes for Strata in G/B, G/Pt, and G(2,4) 

In this section we use dua.lity to describe the symmetries of these splittings. 

Recall our notation, introduced in Chapter Four; for the various faces and subpoly

topes of the momentum polytopes 0, b., and 0, corresponding to G / B, G / PI, and 

G(2,4), respectively. The entries in the parentheses following the name of the full 

polytope tell us which Plucker coordinates do or do not vanish on the stratum cor-

responding to the polytope. The Plucker coordinates which vanish are preceeded ~ 

by a backslash, and those which do not vanish are simply listed between commas. 

(We write I for 7r] to simplify this notation.) The polytope denoted in this way is 

the convex hull of exactly those vertices of the momentum polytope satisfying all 

of the listed conditions. 

Table 9.1 lists some of the dual pairs of polytopes for strata in G / Pl. The 

conditions on the Plucker coordinates defining each of them are given, and if the 

dimension of the polytope is less than three, then the hyperplanes in {x E R4 : 

'Lt=l Xi = 4} ~ R3 that cut it out are also listed. (Refer to the momentum polytope 

b. in Figure 4.3.) 

Recall from Proposi tion 5.1 that a. special level set :F121 of type I in G / PI is 



vertex 
dual vertex 

triangular face 
dual triangular face 

self-dual interior 
hexagonal face 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

Polytope 

~(i, ]) 
~(j, i) 

~(i) 

~(i) 

~(\i\z) 

~(\i) 
~(\i) 

Conditions Hyperplanes 

7riTI"j :/; 0 Xi = 2, Xj = 0 
7rjTI"i :/; 0 Xj = 2, Xi = 0 

7ri:/; 0 Xi = 2 
TI"i7tO Xj = 0 

7rj = TI"i = 0 Xi = 1 

Table 9.1, Pairs of dual polytopes for strata in G / P1 
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the union of the closures of two nongeneric torus orbits; F121 = Oi U Oi, where 

7ri = 0 on Oi and TI"i = 0 on Oi. This decomposition corresponds to a splitting 

of the momentum polytope of G/P1 into the two polytopes p(Oi) = ~(\i) and 

p(Oi) = 6(\z). The involution interchanges the two components of this level 

set, and the polytopes of these components are dual. The polytope of the two

dimensional orbit Oii, along whose closure Oi and Oi intersect, is the interior 

hexagonal face, ~(\i\z). This is the face which splits the momentum polytope into 

the dual polytopes ~(\i) and ~(\i). The involution fixes Oii, ~nd its polytope is 

dual to itself. 

Table 9.2 lists some of the dual pairs of polytopes for G(2,4). Here, {k,l} = 

{1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}, and the hyperplanes are in {x E R4 : 2:1=1 Xi = 2} ~ R3. (See 

the momentum polytope 0 in Figure 4.2.) 



vertex 
dual vertex 

triangular face 
dual triangular face 

self-dual interior 
square face 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

Polytope 

O(ij) 
o(kl) 

O(\ij\ik\il) 
O(\jk\jl\kl) 

O(\ij\kl) 

O(\ij) 
0(\1.:1) 

Conditions 

1r ii -::P 0 
1rkl -::P 0 

7rii = 7rik = 1ril = 0 
7rik = 7ril = 1rkl = 0 

7rii = 7rkl = 0 

7rii = 0 
7rkl = 0 

Hyperplane 

Xi + Xi = 2 
Xi + Xi = 0 

Xi = 1 
Xi = 0 

Xi + Xi = 1 

Table 9.2, Pairs of dual polytopes for strata in G(2,4) 
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By Proposition 6.1, a special level set FJ in G(2,4) is the union of the closures 

of two nongeneric torus orbits; FJ = Q(ii) U Q(kl), where 7rii = 0 on Q(ii) and 

7rkl = 0 on Q(kl). This decomposition corresponds to a splitting of the octahedron 

into the complementary polytopes Il(Q(ii)) = O(\ij) and Il{Q(kl)) = O{\kl). The 

involution interchanges the two components of the special level set, and their poly

topes are dual. The two-dimensional orbit Q(ii)(kl), along whose closure Q(ii) and 

Q(kl) intersect, is preserved by the involution. Its polytope is the interior square 

face o{\ij\kl), which is dual to itself. This is the face which splits the octahedron 

into the dual polytopes O{\ij) and O{\kl). 

Consider now the level sets of 121 in the flag manifold. We observed in Chapter 

Five that the polytopes of the typical torus orbits in a special level set LSVl21 of 



hexagonal face 
dual hexagonal face 

interior hexagonal face 
dual interior hex. face 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

3-dim'l self-dual 
polytope 

Polytope 

O(i) 
o(i) 

O(\i\jk\jl\kl) 
O(\i\ij\il.~\il) 

O(\i) 
O(\i) 

O(\i)C = O(\jk\jl\kl) 
O(\iy = O(\ij\ik\il) 

O(\i\i) 

Hyperplane 

Xi = 3 
Xi = 0 

Xi = 2 
. Xi = 1 

Table 9.3, Pairs of dual polytopes for torus 
orbits in a special level set LSVhl of type I 
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type I in the flag manifold arise from splittings of the momentum polytope along 

hyperplanes parallel to opposite hexagonal faces O(i) and O(i). Table 9.3 lists 

some of the pairs of dual polytopes for torus orbits in G / B which occur in this 

special level set. We do not include the conditions on the Plucker coordinates here; 

they can be read directly from the notation for the polytopes. The hyperplanes 

are now in {x E R4: 2:1=1 Xi = 6} ~ R3, and as before, {i,j,k,l} = {1,2,3,4}. 

Recall that the special level set of 121 for which the eigenvalue Ai of X E 

(e + 8_)/\ is also an eigenvalue of <P1(X) consists of two components; LSVI21 -
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IIl1(Oi) U 1111(Oi), where Oi and 0 1 are as in Proposition 5.1. All but four 

of the three-dimensional torus orbits in the open component IIl1(Oi) belong to 

the stratum whose polytope is O(\i). The complement of this polytope, O(\iY, 

belongs to the orbit P(i) in the dual component, 1111(01). (Recall that P(i) 

belongs to the base locus BJ.) These complementary polytopes are obtained by 

splitting the momentum polytope along the interior (irregular) hexagonal face 

O(\i\j k\j l\kI). 

Now consider the component 1111(Oi), which is the image of 1111(Oi) under 

the involution. The typical three-dimensional orbit in this component belongs to 

the stratum whose polytope is 0(\1.), which is dual to O(\i). Its complement, 

O(\i)C, belongs to the orbit P(1) in 1111(Oi). (This orbit is the image under the 

involution of P( i); it also belongs to BJ.) The complementary polytopes 0(\1.) 

and O(\i)C are the result of splitting 0 along the interior (irregular) hexagonal 

face O(\i\ij\ih~\il), which is dual to O(\i\j"~\jl\kl). 

The self-dual three-dimensional polytope O(\i\i) corresponds to the unique 

orbit Oil, in which the two components of the special level set intersect. This is 

the orbit in which the two branch points of the double cover PJ : H\LSV~).~ -+ pI 
. , 

coincide; it is preserved by the involution. 

The polytopes of the torus orbits in a special level set LSVJ, the other hand, 

result from a splitting of 0 along hyperplanes parallel to opposite square faces. 

Table 9.5 lists some of the pairs of dual polytopes in this case. As before, the 

hyperplanes are in {x E R4: 2:t=1 Xi = 6} '" R3, and {i,j,k,l} = {1,2,3,4}. 

In Chapter Six we considered the level sets of J in the variety V in the flag 

manifold defined by setting the value of the casimir III equal to zero. We showed 

that a special level set of J in V consists of two components; LSVJ=-().i+).j)2 = 

(II2Iv)-1(Q(ij)) U (112Iv)-I(Q(kl)), where Q(ij) and Q(kl) are as in Proposition 6.1. 

A typical torus orbit in (1121v )-1 (Q(ij)) belongs to the stratum whose polytope is 



square face 
dual square face 

interior square face 
dual interior face 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

3-dim'l polytope 
dual polytope 

3-dim'l self-dual 
polytope 

Polytope 

O(ij) 
O(kl) 

O(\ij\i\]\k\l) 
O(\kl\k\i\i\j) 

O(\ij) 
O(\kl) 

O(\ij)C = O(\i\]\k\l) 
O(\Id)C = O(\k\i\i\j) 

O(\ij\kl) 

Hyperplane 

Xi + Xj = 5 
Xi + Xj = 1 

Xi + Xj = 4 
Xi + Xj = 2 

Table 9.4, Pairs of dual polytopes for torus 
orbits in a special level set LSVJ 
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O(\ij). The complementary polytope, O(\ijY, corresponds to the orbit P(ij) in 

(Ihlv)-I(Q(kl)). (P(ij) is contained in the base locus 8121") These two polytopes 

are the result of splitting 0 a10ng the interior square face O(\ij\i\]\k\l). Applying 

the involution to this specia11evel set interchanges the two components; {i,j} is 

replaced by {k, l}, and the picture is exactly the same. 

The torus orbit Q(ij)(kl) in LSVJ=_('\i+'\j)2, in which the two branch points of 

P121 : H\LSVJ=_('\i+'\J)2 -t pI coincide, is preserved by the involution. It belongs 

to the stratum corresponding to the self-dual polytope O(\ij\kl). 
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9.2 Duality ill TernlS of Representation Theory 

All the properties of momentum mappings on homogeneous spaces G / P have 

an intrinsic formulation in terms of representation theory in which the momentum 

polytope is essentially the weight diagram of an irreducible representation V of G. 

Using this interpretation, the decompositions of the momentum polytope associ

ated to a special level set are obtained by slicing it along the weight diagrams of 

certain subspaces of V that are invariant under the action of a particular subalge

bra of sl( 4, C). The involution is precisely the map which takes such a subspace 

to its dual representation for the action of the same subalgebra. 

First we briefly outline the general theory involved, the details of which are 

found in [6] and [2]. Let G be a complex semisimple Lie group, H a Cartan 

subgroup of G, and B a Borel subgroup containing H. We denote by 'H the Lie 

algebra of H and by 'H.* the dual of 'H.. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G 

containing B. The homogeneous space G j P can be realized as the orbit of G 

through a projectivized highest weight vector in the projectivization, P(V), of an 

irreducible representation p : G -t G/(V). 

Because G / P is a projective algebraic variety, it has a natural Kahler structure 

and is therefore also a symplectic manifold. The action of the compact torus, T, 

in H preserves the symplectic structure. This gives rise to a momentum mapping 

Jl : G j P -t r*, where r- is the dual of the Lie algebra of T. (r* is the real 

part of 'H."'.) To describe this mapping, we let A be the set of weights of p taken 

with multiplicity and choose a basis of weight vectors, {uo : a E A}, for V. A 

point Q E GjP c P(V), represented by a vector q E V, determines uniquely up 

to a scalar the collection of numbers 'lro(Q) such that q = LoeA'lro(Q)Uo. The 

momentum mapping for the action of T on G j P is defined by 
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p. : G/ P -+ r* 

Q Eoe.A 11I"o(Q)12a 
H Eoe.A 11I"o(Q)12 • 

We denote by H· Q the orbit of H through Q and by ~ its closure in G/ P. 

To describe the image of H . Q under the momentum mapping, we let W be the 

Weyl group of G and a V the highest weight vector of V determined by our choice 

of Bj we denote by W· a V the orbit of W through a V in r*. It is shown in [6] using 

the convexity theorem in [2] that p.(H . Q) is the convex polytope whose vertices 

are the weights { a E W . a v : 11"0 (Q) ~ 0 }. In particular, the image of G / P under 

the momentum mapping is the convex hull of the orbit of the Weyl group through 

aVo 

For the rest of this chapter, G will be the group SI(4, C) and H its diagonal 

Cartan subalgebra. Let L j be the linear function in 'H.* which sends an element of 

'H. to the value of its ith diagonal entry. Then 'H.* is the quotient space 

4 4 

'H.* = (L Cj Lj : Cj E C } / < L Lj > C:! C3
• 

j=l j=l 

Let S be the standard representation of sl( 4, C) with the standard basis { ej }t=l, 

and consider the irreducible 64-dimensional representation r l .l .l C S®/\2S®/\3S, 

whose highest weight vector is arl •l •l = el ®( el /\e2)®( el/\e2/\e3)' Its highest weight 

is 3L l + 2L2 + L 3 , which is equal to I(Ld + I(LI + L 2) + I(LI + L2 + L 3 ) in terms of 

the fundamental weights, hence the notation. The orbit of the Weyl group through 

a rl •l •l is the set of weights {3Lj + 2Lj + Lk}. If we realize 'H.* as the hyperplane 

{Et=l cjLj : Et=l Cj = 6} in R4, then the vertices of the momentum polytope in 

r* are precisely the twenty-four points whose coordinates are the permutations of 

the set {O, 1,2, 3}. This coincides with our previous notation. (See Figure 4.1.) 

The partial flag manifold G / PI = {VI C \13 C C4 } is the orbit of G through 

the projectivization of the highest weight vector, el 0 el /\ e2 /\ e3, in the adjoint 
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representation of sl( 4, C). The highest weight is 2LI + L2 + L3, and the orbit 

of the Weyl group through this weight is {2Li + Lj + Lk}. Realizing 'H* as the 

hyperplane { "i.:t=l cjLj : "i.:t=l Cj = 4} in R4, the twelve vertices of the momentum 

polytope of G I PI are given by all possible permutations of {O, 1, 1, 2}. Again, this 

coincides with our previous notation, as in Figure 4.3. 

The irreducible representation of sl( 4, C) associated to the Grassmannian G(2, 4) 

is A2S. Its highest weight vector is el A e2, and the highest weight is LI + L2. The 

orbit of the Weyl group through this weight is the set {Li + Lj }, whose coordi

nates in r*, realized now as the hyperplane { "i.:t=l cjLj : "i.: Cj = 2} in R4, are the 

six permutations of {O, 0, 1, I}. These are the vertices of the octahedron shown in 

Figure 4.2. 

The vertices of the momentum polytopes of G I B, G I PI, and G(2,4) represent 

only the weights in the orbit of the \\leyl group through the highest weight; each 

of their weight spaces is one-dimensional. In the case of G(2,4), there are no 

other weights; the six vertices of the octahedron give the complete weight space 

decomposition of A2S. For G I PI, the twelve vertices of the momentum polytope 

correspond to the twelve nonzero weight spaces in the adjoint representation of 

sl( 4, C). The three-dimensional zero weight space, 'H, corresponds to the point 

1111 in the center of the polytope. (Indeed, the weight LI +L2+L3+L4 is equivalent 

to zero.) The representation rl,l,l of GIB is 64-dimensional. In addition to the 

24 one-dimensional weight spaces corresponding to the vertices of the momentum 

polytope, there are eight two-dimensional weight spaces and six four-dimensional 

weight spaces. The four points 0222, 2022, 2202 and 2220, which lie in the centers 

of the hexagonal faces o(i), 0(2), 0(3), and 0(4), respectively, correspond to 

two-dimensional weight spaces. The other four two-dimensional weight spaces 

correspond to the points 1333, 3133, 3313, and 3331, which lie in the centers of 

the hexagonal faces 0(1), 0(2), 0(3), and 0(4), respectively. In the interior of 
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the momentum polytope lies a copy of the octahedron with vertices at the six 

permutations of {I, 1,2, 2}. Each of these vertices lies directly below the center of 

one of the six square faces; the vertex with a 2 in entries i and j lies below the 

square face O(i,j). 

9.2.1 Representations of sl(3, C) Subalgebras of sl( 4, C) 

In this subsection we explain the splittings of the momentum polytopes of G/ Pl 

and G / B associated to the special level sets of 12], in terms of representations of 

certain "canonical" sl(3, C) subalgebras of sl{4, C). 

Our choice of the diagonal Cartan subalgebra of sl( 4, C) determines its decom

position into root spaces. Each of the six pairs of root spaces corresponding to 

roots Lo - L(3 and L(3 - Lo determines a principal sl(2, C) subalgebra of sl( 4, C). 

In terms of the root diagram of the adjoint representation of sl{4, C) (the momen

tum polytope of G / Pt)' these subalgebras correspond to the six pairs of opposite 

vertices. 

There are exactly four subalgebras of sl( 4, C) which are isomorphic to sl(3, C) 

and whose three principal sl{2, C) subalgebras (with respect to the diagonal Cartan 

subalgebra) are among the six principal sl{2, C) subalgebras of sl(4, C). We will 

denote them by Sj, i = 1,2,3,4: 

( 

0 0 0 

o a * 
51 = { 0 * b 

0** 

(

a * 0 
* b 0 

S3 = { 0 0 0 

* * 0 
We are interested in the decomposition of the adjoint representation of sl( 4, C) 

under the action of each of these subalgebras. Let 'Hj denote the diagonal Cartan 

subalgebra of 5j, and consider the mapping from 'H* onto 'Hi which restricts a 
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linear function on ?-{ to ?-{j. Its kernel is spanned by Lj. ?-{i is the quotient of ?-{* 

by this kernel: 

4 4 

?-{'; - {L: OkLk} I < L: Lk, Lj > 
k=I k=I 

- {L:okLdl < L:Lk >. 
k:f;i k:f;i 

Putting Li equal to zero in the root diagram of sl( 4, e) therefore gives the weight 

for each root space of sl( 4, e) for the action of 8j. This gives a decomposition of the 

adjoint representation of sl{ 4, e) into a direct sum of four irreducible components: 

sl( 4, e) = S EB sl{3, e) EB 1 EB S*, 

where Sand S· denote the standard representation of sl(3, e) and its dual, respec

tively; sl(3, e) denotes the adjoint representation, and 1 the trivial representation. 

The root diagram of 8/{4, e), which is essentially the momentum polytope of 

G I Pt, is shown in Figure 9.1. Figure 9.2 illustrates its decomposition into irre

ducible representations of the subalgebra 8 4 , Observe that the weight diagrams 

of the irreducible components in this decomposition lie in hyperplanes which are 

parallel to the opposite pair of triangular faces 6(i) ~nd 6(i). The vertices of 

these two faces correspond respectively to the weight spaces of the standard rep

resentation and its dual. The weight diagram for the sl{3, e) component in this 

decomposition, which is the root diagram of 8j itself, is cut out by the interior 

hexagonal face 6(\i\z). This is the face which splits the momentum polytope 

into the two complementary polytopes 6(\i) and 6(\i), corresponding to a spe

cial level set :F112 of type I in G I PI for which an eigenvalue of cPI (X) coincides 

with Aj. (See Proposition 5.1 and Figure 5.1.) Finally, the trivial component is a 

one-dimensional subspace of the zero weight space of sl( 4, e). 

Observe that the adjoint reprentation of sl( 4, e) is dual to itself. The involution 

on the momentum polytope, which takes a vertex to its dual (antipodal) vertex, 
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Figure 9.1, The root diagram of 81(4, C) 
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Figure 9.2, Decomposition of sl( 4, C) into irreducible 
representations of the subalgebra S4 ~ sl(3, C) 
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induces an action on the root diagram of 81(4, C). This action takes a root to 

its negative and therefore preserves the weight diagram of each principal 81(2, C) 

subalgebra. The representation S E9 81(3, C) E9 1 E9 S· of Sj '" 81(3, C) is also dual 

to itself. The involution takes the weight diagram of each of these components 

to the weight diagram of its dual. Indeed, the opposite triangular faces .6(i) and 

.6(i), which correspond to the standard representation of 81(3, C) and its dual, are 

interchanged by the involution. The interior hexagonal face .6(\i\z), which cuts 

out the weight diagram of the self-dual component 81(3, C), is dual to itself. The 

involution preserves this face, taking a root of Sj to its negative. 

Next we consider the action of Sj on the (64-dimensional self-dual) representa

tion fl,l,l of 81(4, C), whose weight diagram is essentially the momentum polytope 

o of the flag manifold. The weight diagrams of the irreducible components in the 

decomposition of fl,l,l by the action of Sj are cut out by the two opposite hexag

onal faces O(i) and 0(£) and the two interior (irregular) hexagonal faces parallel 

to them, which are listed in Table 9.3. The faces O(i) and O(i) cut out the weight 

diagrams of two copies of the adjoint representation of Sj :: 81(3, C). Observe that 

these faces are dual to each other under the involution and that the dual of the 

adjoint representation of 81(3, C) is itself. 

Now consider the interior hexagonal face O(\i\jk\jl\kl), shown in Figure 9.3. 

This face contains the weight diagrams of three irreducible components of the 

action of Sj on fl,l,l' These are the representations f 2,t, f a,2, and the standard 

representation, fl,a. Their highest weights are 2Ll - L3 , Ll + L2 - L3 , and Lb 

respectively. (The subscripts in the notation for these representations give the 

highest weights in terms of the fundamental weights, Ll and Ll + L2, of 81(3, C).) 

The dimensions of these components are respectively fifteen, six, and three. Their 

weight diagrams are shown in Figure 9.4 in the case i = 4. 

The image under the involution of this interior face is the dual interior (irregu-
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lar) hexagonal face O(\i\ij\ik\il), illustrated in Figure 9.5. It contains the weight 

diagrams of the three irreducible components which are dual to f 2,b f O,2, and f 1,o. 

These are the representations f 1,2, f 2,o, and the dual of the standard representa

tion, fO,b with highest weights Ll - 2L3 , Ll - L2 - L 3 , and -L3 , respectively. 

Their weight diagrams in the case i = 4 appear in Figure 9.6. 

Observation: The Pliicker coordinates [7l'i] on G / PI correspond to its projection 

to the Grassmannian G(1,4) ~ p3, and the dual coordinates, [1i"i], correspond to 

its projection to G(3,4) ~ P3-. G(1,4) is the quotient of Sl(4,C) by the parabolic 

subgroup PG(1,4) whose Lie algebra, 'PG(1,4)l has the form 

( 

* * * *) 
'PG(1"1) = { ~::: E SI(4,C)}. 

0** * 

The decomposition of this Lie algebra into a semisimple factor and the radical is 

( ~ : ::) (~~ ~ ~ ) (~~ ~ ~) 
0*** - o*z * EEl 0000' 
o * * * 0 * * -y - zOO 0 -x 

Similarly, the parabolic su balgebra for G( 3,4) is 

( 

* * * *) 
'PG(3,4) = { :: :: E sl(4, C)}. 

000 * 

Its decomposition into a semisimple component and the radical is 

* 0 ) (_z 0 0 *) * 0 EEl 000* 
-x - y 0 0 0 0 * . 

o 0 000 z 

Our observation is that the semisimple component in each case is isomomorphic 

to sl(3, C). 
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0312 

3102 

2112 
0222 • 

3012 

0132 

1032 

Figure 9.3, The points in the weight lattice of sl( 4, C) 
contained in the interior hexagonal face 0(\4\12\13\23) 
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2L2 - L3 

2L2 - Ll 

L2 2Ll - L3 
@ 

L2 + L3 - Ll @ Ll 

@ 
2Ll - L2 L3 

2L3 - Ll 

2L3 - L2 
r 2,1 

r O,2 

Figure 9.4, \Veight diagrams of the irreducible representations 
r 2,1, r O,2, and r 1,o of sl(3, C) 
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• 3111 

0231 
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2031 

Figure 9.5, The points in the weight lattice of sl( 4, C) 
contained in the interior hexa.gonal face 0(\4\14\24\34) 
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-L3 
@ 

-L3 

f O•l 

Figure 9.6, \\Teight diagrams of the irreducible representations 
r l •2 , f 2•o, and fO.l of 81(3, C) 
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9.2.2 Representations of 81(2, C) E8 81(2, C) Subalgebras of 
81( 4, C) 

Here we explain the splittings of the momentum polytopes of G(2, 4) and G / B 

associated to the special level sets of J in V in terms of representations of certain 

"canonical" subalgebras of 81(4, C) isomorphic to 81(2, C) E9 81(2, C). 

There are exactly three subalgebras of sl( 4, C) which are isomorphic to sl(2, C)E9 

81(2, C) and whose two components are principal 81(2, C) sub algebras of 81(4, C). 

We will denote them by 'Iij for ij = 12, 13, and 14: 

7" = { U * 0 

lJ}' 7,3 = { ( ~ 
0 * jJ}, -Q 0 b 0 

0 b 0 -a 
0 * * 0 

7" = {u 0 0 

jJ}. b * * -b 
0 0 

The diagonal Cartan subalgebra of 'Iij will be denoted by 'H.ij: 

4 

'H.jj = {l: Q'jLi} / < L j + Lj, Lk + L/ >, 
i=l 

where {k,l} = {1,2,3,4} \ {i,j}. 

Consider the representation 1\2S of 81(4, C), whose weight diagram is the oc

tahedron, the momentum polytope of G(2,4). Under the action of 'Iij it de

composes into a direct sum of the irreducible self-dual representation r1 ® r1 

of sl(2, C) E9 81(2, Ch where r 1 is the standard representatio? of 81(2, C), and two 

copies of the trivial representation. The highest weight for r 1 ® r 1 is Li + Lk, 

where i > j and k > I. Its weight diagram is the interior square face O(\ij\kl), 

which splits the octahedron into the complementary polytopes associated to the 

special level set .rJ=-(Ai+AJ)2. (See Proposition 6.1 and Figure 6.1.) The two ver

tices which are not contained in this face are dual to each other and correspond 
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to the two copies of the trivial representation. The involution interchanges these 

vertices and preserves the interior square face. This face and the corresponding 

weight diagram of the representation fl ® fl of 1ij are illustrated in Figure 9.7 in 

the case {i,j} = {I, 2}. 

Now we turn to the action of these 81(2, C) ffi 81(2, C) subalgebras on the rep

resentation fl,l,l' The weight diagrams of the irreducible components in the de

composition of fl,l,l by the action of 1ij are cut out by the dual square faces O(ij) 

and O(kl) and the dual interior square faces parallel to them, which are listed in 

Table 9.4. (For an illustration of the splittings of the polytope by these interior 

faces, see Figure 4.8.) 

Each of the faces O(ij) and 0(1d) is a copy of the weight diagram of the self

dual representation fl ® fl of 1ij. The involution interchanges these two copies. 

The interior square faces also cut out two copies of the weight diagram of a self

dual representation of 1ij. This is a sixteen-dimensional representation, whose 

irreducible components are 81(2, C) ® 81{2, C), 81(2, C) ® 1, 1 ® 81(2, C), and the 

trivial representation, 1 ® 1, where 81(2, C) denotes the adjoint representation of 

81(2, C). Each of these components is dual to itself. The involution takes the 

weight diagram of each component in this decomposition to the weight diagram of 

its dual (in this case isomorphic) component in the dual interior square face. The 

face 0(\12\1\2\3\4) and the weight diagrams of the nontrivial components of the 

corresponding representation of'1i2 are shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9. 

Remark: There is one more interior square face of 0 which is parallel to the 

four faces described above. It lies in the hyperplane Xi + Xj = 3 between the 

dual interior square faces in Table 9.4. This face does not, however, occur as the 

polytope of any torus orbit in the flag manifold. Neither does it correspond to a 

component in the decomposition of fl,l,l by the action of 1ij. 



1001 

0101 

1010 

0110 

Figure 9.7, The interior square face 0(\12\34) and the 
weight diagram of the corresponding representation 

r 1 0 r 1 of 1i2 ~ 81(2, C) EB 81(2, C) 

1320 2220 3120 

2211 
1311 • 3111 

1302 2202 3102 

Figure 9.8, The points of the weight lattice of 81(4, C) 
in the interior square face 0(\12\1\2\3\4) 
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81(2, C) 0 8/{2, C) 

o • • • 
o 

10 8/{2, C) 8/{2, C) 01 

Figure 9.9, 'Weight diagrams of the three nontrivial components 
of the representation of 7i2 corresponding to the 

interior square face ¢(\12\i\2\3\4) 
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Observation: The Grassmannian, G(2, 4), is the quotient of Sl( 4, C) by the 

parabolic subgroup PG(2,4}! whose Lie algebra has the form 

(* * * *) 'PG(2,4) = { ~ ~ :: E sl( 4, C)}. 

o 0 * * 
Decomposing it into a semisimple factor and the radical yields 

( ~ ~ : :) - (~ ~a ~ ~ ) ffi (H ~ ~). 
o 0 * * 0 0 * -b 0 0 0 -c 

Notice that semisimple component of this parabolic subalgebra is isomorphic to 

sl(2, C) 0 sl(2, C). (Compare this with the observation at the end of the previous 

su bsection.) 
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Chapter 10 The Symplectic Stratification of 
€ + B_ for n = 4 

Closed Conditions Open Conditions Casimirs Dimension 

k{k92 - hlh2) =/: 0 h+h- Qlha+!l~hl 
k 

k=O h1h2(91h2 + 93hl) =/: 0 

k92 - hlh2 = 0 k=/:O 12 -~, h - 93t1 
k, 91h2 + 93hl = 0 hlh2 =/: 0 ft + h - 9h~3 

k, hI, h2 = 0 919293 =/: 0 
h~, hI = 0 h291 =/: 0 h - 9h~3 

h~, 11.2 = 0 h193 =/: 0 12 - !ll1l1. hi 

h~, hI, 91 = 0 h2 =/: 0 ft, h - 9J!1; 
k, 11.1,91,11.2 =0 9293 =/: 0 11 

k, 11.2, 93 = 0 hI =/: 0 14,12- Qh~2 
k, h2' 93, hI = 0 9192 i= 0 14 
k, hI, h2, 92 = 0 9193 =/: 0 11+12 (=-{h+14)) 

k , 11.1, 11.2, 91, 92 = 0 93 =/: 0 ft,h 
k , 11.1, h2' 92, 93 = 0 91 =/: 0 h,14 
k , hI, h2, 91, 93 = 0 92 =/: 0 11, 14 

k , hI, h2' 91, 92, 93 = 0 ft, 12, h, (f4) 

Table 10.1, The coadjoint orbits in € + B_ for sl{4, C) 

One can find in [10] a complete list of the types of symplectic leaves in the 

Poisson manifold € + B_ for sl( 4, C). For convenience, we record it in Table 10.1. 

In this chapter we let G denote SI{4, C). Consider again the subvariety V of 

G / B defined by (5.4) with the casimir III equal to zero. V has a decomposition 

into the union of three disjoint sets, each of which corresponds to the image under 

the torus embedding of the intersection of {€ + B-h with a different part of the 

symplectic stratification of € + B_. 

8 
8 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

2 
2 
2 

0 
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Recall that the intersection of the base loci l3121 and l3J is the union of all 

strata in G / B whose polytopes lie in the boundary of the momentum polytope. 

This is precisely the part of V which corresponds to the intersection of (€ + l3_)A 

with the symplectic leaves of dimensions less than six. The geometry of the flag 

manifold and its momentum polytope in this case gives a complete description of 

the structure of this intersection. 

We have shown that in addition to the torus orbits contained inl3121 n l3J (the 

set of all orbits in l3121 U l3J of dimensions less than three), each of these base 

loci contains a finite number of three-dimensional torus orbits. The base locus 

l3121 contains the six three-dimensional orbits P(ij), and l3J contains the eight 

three-dimensional orbits p(i) and P(i). These orbits, together with the (three

dimensional) torus orbits in the two level sets LSV/
21 

and LSVJ in V', correspond 

to the intersection of (€+l3-)A with the symplectic leaves of dimension equal to six. 

In contrast to the situation for the symplectic leaves of dimensions less than six, 

only the fourteen three-dimensional orbits belonging to l3 hI U l3J are distinguished 

by the geometry of the flag manifold from those belonging to the image of the 

generic eight-dimensional leaf with 111 = O. Most of the information which defines 

the six-dimensional coadjoint orbits is lost by the torus embedding. 

\iVhat remains in V after removing the union of the base loci and the level sets 

LSV/
21

=00 and LS\lJ=oo corresponds to the intersction of (€+l3_)A with the generic 

eight-dimensional symplectic leaf defined by 111 = O. This is the part of V which 

contains the geometry essential to the monodromy of its double fibration by the 

level sets of I~l and J, which we described in Chapter ,Seven. Recall that it consists 

entirely of three-dimensional (generic and nongeneric) torus orbits in G / B. 
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10.1 Correspondence Between the Torus Orbits in B121 nBJ 
and the Leaves of Dhnensions Four, Two, and Zero 

The intersection, B 121 n BJ, of the base loci is the union of all strata in G / B 

whose images under the moment map lie in the boundary of the momentum poly

tope (see Proposition 4.4). It contains in particular eight copies of the flag manifold 

81(3, C)/ B, one corresponding to each hexagonal face of O. For i = 1,2,3,4, the 

union of all strata in flaiB(O(i)) is an isomorphic copy of 81(3,C)/B in G/B. 

These four images of 81(3, C)/ B in G / B are listed below. 

Applying the involution to each of these, we obtain four more embedded images 

of 81(3, C)/ B in the flag manifold, which correspond under the moment map to 

the dual hexagonal faces, O(i): 

o 0 

* * 
* * 
* * 
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On the other hand, (f + 8_)/\ contains eight isomorphic copies of an isospectral 

submanifold corresponding to the full 8/{3, C) Kostant-Toda lattice. For a fixed 

i E {1,2,3,4}, consider the submanifold lVi of f + 8_ defined by 

(

Ai 1 0 0) 
I 0 h 1 0 

H i = { 0 92 hIE f + 8_ }. 

o h2 93 14 

Wi is the union of the symplectic leaves listed in Table 10.2. This is precisely 

the Poisson structure of a translate of the full 8/{3, C) Kostant-Toda lattice under 

the identification of the lower right 3 x 3 block of Wi with (f + 8-)sl(3,c> - Ai1d3. 

The intersection of H/i with (f + 8_)/\ is identified with the isospectral submani

fold ((f + 8-)81(3,0) - Ai1d3h" where A' = A \ {Ai}. We will show that its image 

under the torus embedding of (€ + 8_)/\ into GIB is the copy of SI(3,C)IB cor

responding to the hexagonal face O(i). The correspondence between the strata in 

JlG/B( O(i)) and the level sets in H/i n (€ + 8_)/\ belonging to the symplectic leaves 

in Table 10.2 is exactly as described in Chapter Three for the torus embedding of 

an isospectral submanifold of the full 8/{3, C) Kostant-Toda lattice into the flag 

manifold SI(3, C)I B. (See Figure 3.4.) 



k, 

Closed Conditions Open Conditions Casimirs 

k, ht, 91 = 0 h2 :/= 0 II = Ai, 13 - 9~;3 

k, ht, 9t, h2 = 0 9293 :/= 0 II = Ai 

k, ht, h2, 9t, 92 = 0 93 :/= 0 II = Ai, 12 
k, ht, h2, 9t, 93 = 0 92 :/= 0 II = Ai, 14 

hI, h2, 91, 92, 93 = 0 II = Ai, 12, 13, (f4) 

Table 10.2, The symplectic leaves in Wi 

The image of Wi under the involution is the submanifold 

(

fI 1 0 

u H'i = { 91 12 1 
hI 92 13 
000 
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Dimension 

4 
4 

2 
2 

0 

It is the union of the symplectic leaves listed in Table 10.3, which are dual to the 

leaves belonging to lVi. Again, this is the Poisson structure of a translate of the full 

81(3, C) Kostant-Toda lattice under the identification of the upper left 3 x 3 block 

of ul'l'i. with (f + B-)s/(3,C) - AJd3. Under this identification, UWi n (f + B-)A 

corresponds as before to the isospectral submanifold ((f + B-)sl(3,G) - AJd3 )A/. 

We will see that its image under the torus embedding into G / B is the copy of 

SI(3, C)/ B corresponding to the hexagonal face 0(7), which is dual to O(i). 

Our present goal is now to verify that the images under the torus embedding of 

the eight submanifolds lVj n (f + B-)A and u lVi n (f + 8-)A are the eight copies of 

SI(3, C)/ B corresponding to the hexagonal faces O(i) and O(i) of the momentum 

polytope. To do this, we first prove two lemmas. 
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Closed Conditions Open Conditions Casimirs Dimension 

k, h2' 93 = 0 hI =1= 0 /4 = Ai, II - 9~f2 4 
k, h2' 93, hI = 0 9192 =1= 0 /4 = Ai 4 

k, h2' 93, hI, 92 = 0 91 =1= 0 /4 = Ai, /3 2 
k, h2' 93, hI, 91 = 0 92 =1= 0 /4 = Ai, II 2 

k, hI! h2' 91, 92, 93 = 0 /1 = Ai, 12, /3, (J4) 0 

Table 10.3, The symplectic leaves in O'Wi 

Lemma 10.1 Let V-I L-I mod B be the image of X E (€ + B-)A under the torus 

embeddin9. Then 

(i) X has the form 

(1 
1 0 

1) 12 1 
92 h 
h2 93 

if and only if the only vanishing 7r" on V-I L-l mod B is 7ri; 

(ii) X has the f01'm 

( ;: A ~ ~) 
hI 92 h 1 
o 0 0 Ai 

if and only if the only vanishing 7r" on V-I L-I mod B is 7ri. 

Proof. (i) Since X = LVAV-IL-I and A = diag(-\1,A2,A3,A4), the o:th column 

of LV is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue A". Therefore, X has the form in 

(i) # eI is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue Ai # the ith column of LV is 
, 

proportional to e1 # the first column of V-I L -1 is proportional to ei # 7ri is the 

only nonvanishing 7r" on V-I L-1 mod B. 

(ii) If X has the form in (ii), then O'X is of the type consider~d in (i) so 

that 7ri is the only vanishing 7r" on the image of O'X under the torus embedding. 
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Furthermore, we have shown that if a Plucker coordinate 11" J vanishes on an orbit 

o in GIB, then its dual coordinate, 1I"JI, vanishes on (10. Therefore, X has the 

form in (ii) <=> (IX has the form in (i) <=> 1I"i is the only nonvanishing 11"0 on the 

image of (IX under the torus embedding <=> n-i is the only vanishing n-o on V-I L-I 

mod B. I 

Lemma 10.2 Let V-I L-I mod B be the image of X E (€ + B-)A under the torus 

embedding. Then X has the form 

with fI + h = >'i + >'j if and only if 1I"ij is the only nonvanishing 11"0(3 on V-I L-I 

modB. 

Proof. Since It + h = -Xi+>'j and h+ f4 = >'k+>" where {k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i,j}, 

the direct sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to >'i and >'j for X of this form is 

spanned by eI and e2, and the direct sum of the eigenspaces of X for >'k and >', is 

spanned by e3 and e4' Suppose that {i,j} = {1,3}. Then X has the form in the 

lemma <=> L" has the form 

<=> V-I L-I has the form 

( * ~: ~: ~:) L1' = i 

,,-1 L -1 = 0 0 * * 
(

* * 0 0) 
* * 0 0 
o 0 * * 

<=> all 11" 0(3 except for 11"13 vanish. For the other choices of {i, j}, the proof is similar. 

I 
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Consider the four-dimensional symplectic leaves listed in Table 10.2. The Toda 

flows for the basic Toda invariants, !tr X 2 , fttr X3, and ~tr X4, become dependent 

on these leaves, sweeping out two-dimensional isospectral submanifolds. Under 

the torus embedding, these flows generate the action of the complex torus, and 

the image of each level set is a two-dimensional torus orbit. Each of these four

dimensional leaves intersects (€ + B-)A in the level set determined by fixing the 

spectrum of the lower right 3 x 3 block to be A \ {>'i}. 

A level set in (€ + B-)A which belongs to one of the four-dimensional leaf types 

listed in Table 10.2 has the form given in Lemma 10.1(i). Its image under the torus 

embedding is therefore contained in a stratum belonging to J.LG}B( O(i)). Since this 

orbit is two-dimensional, it either belongs to the stratum whose polytope is O(i) 

or is the unique torus orbit in the stratum corresponding to one of the six half

hexagonal faces obtained from O(i). Using our identification of Win(€+B_)A with 

an isospectral submanifold of a translate of the 81(3, C) Kostant-Toda lattice and 

applying our results from Chapter Three, we find that the level sets belonging to 

the leaves for which the casimir h - 9h;3 is equal to >.,., Q' -:j:. i, are the three which 

are separated into two components, each of which corresponds to a half-hexagonal 

face obtained by splitting o(i) along an interior edge. 

Now consider the first type of two-dimensional leaf listed in Table 10.2. The 

only three leaves of this type which have a nontrivial intersection with (€ + B-h 
are those for which h = >.j, >'k, or >'1, where {j, k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} \ {i}. The 

intersection of each of these leaves with (€ + B-)A is the single one-dimensional 

level set determined by fixing the eigenvalues of the lower right 3 x 3 block as before. 

The elements of these level sets satisfy the conditions of Lemmas 10.1(i) and 10.2. 

Their images under the torus embedding are therefore the three alternating edges 

of O(i) which belong to its neighboring square faces, O(ij), O(ik), and O(il), 

respecti vely. 
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The situation for the second type of two-dimensional leaf in Table 10.2 is similar. 

The submanifold (e + B-)A contains a single (one-dimensional) level set in each of 

the three leaves for which 14 = Aj, Ak, or AI. The points in these level sets satisfy 

the conditions of both parts of Lemma 10.1 and therefore correspond to the three 

edges of O(i) belonging to the neighboring hexagonal faces, O(]), O(k), and 0(1), 

respectively. 

Finally, there are twenty-four zero-dimensional leaves in (e + B-)A. Their di

agonal entries are the permutations of the four eigenvalues Ai. Since these points 

satisfy all the conditions of Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2, their images under the torus 

embedding are the fixed points of the torus action. 

Applying the involution, we find that the four copies of 31(3, C)/ B in G / B 

corresponding to the dual hexagonal faces O"O(i) = O(z), are the images of the 

intersection of (e + B_) A) wi th the dual su bmanifolds, 0" Wi. The correspondence 

between the leaves in Table 10.3 and the strata in JlaiB(O(Z)) is obtained by 

applying the involution to the correspondence between the leaves in Table 10.2 

and the strata in IlaiB( O(i)). 

It remains to consider the strata in B 121 n BJ corresponding to the six square 

faces of O. Since '1rij is the only nonvanishing '1ret {3 on the unique (two-dimensional) 

torus orbit in the stratum corresponding to the square face O( ij), the preimage 

of this orbit in (e + B_ h has the form in Lemma 10.2. Furthermore, since more 

than one '1r et and more than one 1r{3 are nonzero on this orbit, its preimage does not 

have either of the forms in Lemma 10.1 so that in addition to this, 9}93 =F O. The 

only symplectic leaf which fits this description belongs to the last class of four

dimensional leaves listed in Table 10.1. It is the one whose casimir is it + 12 = 

Ai + Aj. The intersection of this leaf with (e + B-)A is the level set whose other 

two eigenvalues are Ak and AI. This is the level set whose image under the torus 

embedding is the unique two-dimensional torus orbit in B121 n BJ whose polytope 
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is O(ij). 

Thus, we have completely described the correspondence between the set of torus 

orbits in the strata corresponding to the boundary of the momentum polytope and 

the level sets in (f + 8-)A contained in the symplectic leaves of dimensions four, 

two, and zero. 

10.2 The Six-dinlellsiollal Symplectic Leaves 

Table 10.1 lists five types of symplectic leaves of dimension six. The intersec

tions of the leaves of the first type with (f + 8_)A correspond essentially to the 

set of (three-dimensional) torus orbits in LSVj=oo and the eight three-dimensional 

orbits p(i) and P(i) in the base locus 8). This is described in Proposition 10.1. 

Proposition 10.2 establishes a similar correspondence between the intersections of 

the second class of six-dimensional leaves with the isospectral submanifold and the 

set of (three-dimensional) torus orbits in LSV/21 =oo and the six three-dimensional 

orbits P(ij) in the base locus 8/21 , There is only one six-dimensional leaf of the 

third type; it is tridiagonal. This leaf intersects (f + 8_)A in a three-dimensional 

level set whose image under the torus embedding is the single torus orbit belonging 

to both LSVf
21 

and LSFj. 

The last two types of six-dimensional leaves in Table 10.1 do not correspond to 

any part of the subvariety V in G / B under the torus embedding. Because of the 

coordinates which vanish on these leaves, the value of the casimir III which cuts 

out the generic coadjoint orbits is defined and equal to 00. These leaves therefore 

do not lie in the boundary of the generic leaf with III = 0 and thus do not appear 

in V. 

Proposition 10.1 (i) Let LSVf
21 

be a general level set of /21 in V with /21 :/: 0, 00. 

Then LSVf
21 

contains two distinct torus orbits whose value of J is 00. They are 

the images under the t01'US embedqing of the (th7'ee-dimensional) level sets with 
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spectrum A contained in the two six-dimensional symplectic leaves with glk-hlh2 = 
0, one of which has the casimirs h - 91£2 = +v'='J2t" and h - 93£1 = -v'='J2t", 
and the other of which has casimirs h - H1If = -v'='J2t" and f3 - 93fl = +v'='J2t". 
Both of these orbits belong to the generic stratum in G / B. 

If zero is not an eigenvalue Ai, then LSV/
21 

=0 is a general level set. It contains a 

unique torus orbit with J = 00. This orbit is the image of the (three-dimensional) 

level set with spectrum A contained in the six-dimensional symplectic leaf with 

gl k - hI h2 = 0 and h - 91;2 = h - 93fl = O. It also belongs to the general 

stratum. 

(ii) Let LSFf2J=_>'~ be a special level set of 121 with Ai =f:. O. Then the unique 

torus orbit in TIII(Oi) with J = 00, whose polytope is O(\i), and the orbit P(i), 

whose polytope is O(\i)C, togethel' with the common two-dimensional orbit in their 

boundaries corresponding to the face in which their polytopes glue' together, com

prise the image of the thl'ee-dimensional level set with spectrum A in the SlX

dimensional leaf with 91 k - hI h2 = 0, h - 91;2 = Ai, and h - 93;1 = -Ai. 

Similm'ly, the unique t01'US O1'bit in TIll (Oi) with J = 00, whose polytope is 

O(\i), and the O1'bit P(i), whose polytope is O(\iy, together with the common 

two-dimensional orbit in theil' boundm'ies corresponding to the face in which their 

polytopes glue together, comprise the image of the three-dimensional level set with 

speci1'um A in the six-dimensional leaf with glk - hlh2 = 0, h - 2l.jf = -Ai, and 

f3 -~- \. k - 1\1' 

If some Ai is zero, then LSF/
21 

=0 is a special level set. In this case, the two 

parts of (ii) are combined into the single statement that the torus orbit Oa, whose 

polytope is O(\i\i), and the orbits P(i) and P(z), together with the two two

dimensional orbits in their boundaries corresponding to the interior square faces in 

which their polytopes glue togethel', constitute the image of the three-dimensional 

level set with spectrum A in the six-dimensional leaf with 9lk - hlh2 = 0 defined 
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by h - 91:2 = fa - 93:1 = o. 
(iii) The general level set LSV/21 =oo contains a unique torus orbit with J = 00. 

It is the image under the torus embedding of the three-dimensional level set with 

spectrum A contained in the six-dimensional tridiagonal symplectic leaf satisfying 

k = hI = h2 = o. 

Proof. (i) Consider the parametrization by u E pI of the torus orbits in LSV/21 = 
TIll(O) given by (5.9). The two orbits of 121-fixed points occur for u = ±..;=r;;. 
Since J = 00 on these orbits, its denominator, gl k - hI h2' vanishes. The only type 

of symplectic leaf which satisfies this and whose dimension is greater" than four 

is the six-dimensional type satisfying glk - hlh2 = O. Putting u = ±J-I21 into 

(5.9) gives h - glkl2 = ±J-121 and fa - 93;1 = -=fJ-I21 . The intersection of each 

of these leaves with the isospectral submanifold (€ + B_)!t. is a three-dimensional 

level set with spectrum A. 

(ii) Under the torus embedding, the matrices X(-A~,U) give a section of the 

torus orbits in the component TIll(Oi) of the special level set 121 = -Ar. The 

values u = ±J-I21 = ±Ai correspond to the two orbits for which glk - hlh2 = 
-(121 +u2 ) = O. Calculating the Pliicker coordinates shows that u = Ai corresponds 

to the orbit P(i) for which three '!ro{3 vanish, and whose polytope is O(\i)c. The 

values of the casimirs on this orbit are h - 91£2 = Ai and fa - 93:1 = -Ai. On 

the other hand, u = -Ai corresponds to the orbit with J = 00, whose polytope is 

O(\i). The casimirs in this case are h - 91;2 = -Ai and fa - ~ = Ai. 

A pplying the in vol u tion to X ( - A~ , u), we obtain the section 0' X ( - Ar , u) of the 

torus orbits in the dual component, TIll (Oi). The value u = +Ai corresponds to 

the orbit P(i), whose polytope is O(\i)c. The casimirs are h - 9.1f- = -Ai and 

fa - ~ = Ai. Taking u = -Ai gives the orbit with J = 00, whose polytope is 

O(\i). In this case the casmirs are h - 91;2 = Ai and fa - ~ = -Ai. 

Finally, if Ai is zero, then J = 00 is the unique branch point of the double 
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cover PJ : LSV/21 =0 --. pl. The single orbit with J = 00 is Oii, whose polytope is 

O(\i\i). In this case, 'P(i) and 'P(i) correspond to u = 0 so that the values of the 

two casimirs are both zero. 

(iii) Putting 121 = 00 into the elliptic curve (7.1), we find that J = 00 is a 

branch point of PJ on LSV/21 =00' Thus, there is a unique torus orbit in this level set 

with J = 00. Since both 121 aup J are 00 on this orbit, both k and 92k-h1h2 vanish 

on its preimage in (€+8-)A. Furthermore, since the involution takes this orbit into 

itself (because J = 00 is a branch point), its preimage belongs to a symplectic leaf 

which is preserved by the involution. The only type of leaf which satisfies these 

conditions and has dimension greater than four is the six-dimensional tridiagonal 

leaf with k = h) = 112 = O. The unique torus orbit in LSV/21 =00 n LSVJ=oo is 

therefore the image under the torus embedding of the three-dimensional level set 

in this leaf with spectrum l\. I 

The structure of the preimage of LSVh1=OO in (€+B-)A is completely analogous. 

Compare its description below with Proposition 10.1. 

Proposition 10.2 (i) Let LSVJ be a genemllevel set of J with J :I 00. If J #- 0, 

then LSVJ contains two distinct t01'ltS orbits whose value of 121 is 00; if J = 0, 

then LSVJ contains one s1lch 07'bil. Each of these orbits is the image under the 

torus embedding of the (three-dimensional) level set with spectrum A belonging to 

a six-dimensional leaf with 1... = gl h2 + 93h1 = O. All of these orbits belong to the 

generic st7'atum. 

(ii) Conside7' the special level set LS\/~=_('\'+'\J)2 = IIl1(Q(ij»)UIIll(Q(kl»). The 

unique torus orbit in TIll (Q(ij») with 121 = 00, whose polytope is O(\ij), and the 

orbit 'P( ij), whose polytope is <> (\ ij)C, together with the common two-dimensional 

orbit in theil' boundm'ies corresponding to the face in which their polytopes glue 

t0gethe7', constituie the image of the three-dimensional level set with spectrum A 
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in the six-dimensional symplectic leaf with k = gl h2 + g3hl = 0 whose casimir is 

It + fa - 9~3 = Ai + Aj. 

The dual statement obtained by replacing {i, j} by {k, I} also holds. 

(iii) The general level set LSVJ=oo contains a unique torus orbit with 121 = 00. 

This is the orbit described in the third part of Proposition 10.1. 

Proof. (i) Putting 121 = 00 into the elliptic curve (7.1), we find that it is a branch 

point of P/21 only on the level sets with J = 0 and J = 00. A general level set 

LSVJ therefore contains two distinct generic torus orbits with /21 = 00 if J '# 0 

or 00 and one such orbit otherwise. Since g2k - hlh2 is the denominator of J, it 

vanishes only on the preimage of the orbit with J = 00. Also, since /21 = 00 on 

all these orbits, k vanishes on each of their preimages in (€ + B_ )A. But on the 

preimage of any torus orbit in V, the casimir III = f2 + fa - 91 hatrl3hl is either 

undefined or defined and equal to zero. In particular, it is not defined and equal 

to 00. Therefore, since /... vanishes, gl h2 + g3hl must also vanish. The only type of 

symplectic leaf which satisfies these conditions is the six-dimensional type whose 

casimir is fl + fa - 9h;3. Thus, each torus orbit in LSVf
21

=oo except for the unique 

orbit with J = 00 is the image under the torus embedding of the level set with 

spectrum A belonging to a six-dimensional leaf of this type. 

(ii) For this part we rely on information obtained through calculations using 

MAPLE; a more satisfying proof has not yet been found. These calculations show 

that the two-dimensional torus orbit in the boundary of P(ij) whose polytope is 

an interior square face of <> is contained in the image under the torus embedding of 

the three-dimensional level set with spectrum A belonging to the six-dimensional 

leaf with k = g1h2 + g3hl = 0 whose casimir has the value It + fa - ~ = Ai + Aj. 

This orbit is common to the boundaries of the torus orbit P(ij) and the unique 

three-dimensional orbit with /21 = 00 in the component 1111(Q(ij )) of the special 

level set LSVJ=-('\i+'\J)2' Their polytopes are <>(\ij)C and <>(\ij), respectively. 
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It follows from this and what we have shown in part (i) that the union of these 

two three-dimensional orbits, together with the common two-dimensional orbit in 

their boundaries corresponding to the face in which their polytopes glue together, 

constitutes the image of the three-dimensional level set with spectrum A in the 

six-dimensional leaf with k = 91h2 + 93hl = 0 and II + h - ~ = Ai + Aj. 

The last statement is a consequence of part (iii) of Proposition 10.1. I 

10.3 The Generic 8-dhnellsional Leaf with III = 0 

We have shown how the torus orbits in V for which either 121 or J is defined 

and equal to 00 and the orbits contained in the union of the base loci B121 and 

BJ correspond under the torus embedding to the intersection of the isospectral 

submanifold (f + B-)A with the symplectic leaves of dimensions less than or equal 

to six. 

The remaining part of V is identified via torus embedding with the generic 

eight-dimensional leaf in f + B_ defined by III = O. If 121 i: 00, then the union of 

the torus orbits in LSVf
21 

with J i: 00 corresponds to the level set in this leaf with 

this fixed value of 121 , Notice that the image under the torus embedding of the 

intersection of (f + B-)A with the unique 8-dimensionalleaf on which J( vanishes 

does not intersect V since the nonvanishing of 91h2 + 93hl on this leaf implies that 

III = 00. 
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